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Looks Sixteen but Acts Thirty-two 

The world of small-format consoles seems to 

be suffering an identity crisis. After all, most of 

them look alike...and also act alike. 

Where can you turn to get the advantages you need? 

Introducing the Alesis Studio 32 

Z. 

Olt ,:7'• 

The Studio 32 offers 16 hybrid/discrete 

mic preamps that combine extremely 

low-noise performance (-129dB E.LN.) 

with a wide 60dB range, making them 

perfect for driving digital recorders. 

In fact, the Studio 32 offers a wider 

dynamic range than all of the currently-

available "affordable" digital consoles 

(and it's a whole lot less expensive). 

Audio sources in your studio 

multiply quickly. Instruments, miked 

drums, vocals, and stereo signals from 

synth modules keep adding up. 

Fortunately. the Studio 32 has twice 

as many inputs as an average 

16-channel mixer, so simultaneous 

recording or mixdown of multiple 

sources-live or in the studio-

is no problem. 

Recording Console with Inline Monitoring 

It's the world's most affordable 16-channel console that offers inline monitoring capability Inline 

monitoring means that each channel can send 

signals to a recorder and receive signak 

coming back from tape...at the same time. 

So, unlike your average mixer, the Studio 32 

can hook up with sixteen tracks of ADAr 

(or any other recorder), instead of just eight. 

That's double the tracks you can access. 

Other stuff that makes the Studio 32 stand out 

from the crowd: fully-parametric midrange EQ 

and super high-quality mic preatnps that are 

more comparable with the consoles you see on 

magazine covers than or. other compact mixers. 

40 inputs available al mixdown...again, twice as 

many as most other small consoles. All at a price 

so low that you can afford to get that second ADAT 

(now that you can use it). 

A 

Above: a 16-track digital 

recording studio that can .fit into 

a corner of your living room. 

Centered around the Studio 32 

and a pair of ADATs, this setup 

is a professional-quality. low-cost 

solution for serious recording. 

The Studio 32's EQ section 

provides more than just 

high- and low-shelving EQ. 

You'll also _find a frilly-

parametric midrange EQ 

with individual gain, 

frequency sweep and 

bandwidth (Q) controls. 

The Alesis Studio 32. The console that acts a lot bigger than it looks. At your Alesis Dealer now. 

Selruoin a2 
RECORDING CONSOLE MORITOR 

For more information on the Studio 32, see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or call 800-5-ALESIS. 
3 Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks; Studio 32 is a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 

Alesis Corporation 
1633 26th Street Santa Monica CA 90404 800-5-ALESIS alecorp@alesistusa.com www.a,ems.con ALESIS 
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"Overall frequency 
was almost hard 

MACKIE: 

Actually this paragraph doesn't 
have anything to do with the 
HR824. Mackie is further expand-
ing its R&D/Engineering depart-
ment and is looking for more 
analog and digital engineers with 
experience is pro audio. Log onto 
our web page for particulars. 

1-11Z824 
rcefewi'e 

"The enclosures 
— dressed in a conventional yet 
classy black — ate shielded." 
EM Magazine* 

Inside. Two separate FR Series'  
power amplifiers with a total of 
250 watts rated power — he 
most of any active monitor in the 
HR8.24's class. 

On the back. HF Boost/Cut, 
Acoustic Space, Roll-Off and 
sensitivity controls. balanced 1/4" 
and XLR inputs. "The Mackie 
HR824 is the only system (in 
the comparative review) that 
doesn't require the user to 
tumble around with tiny tools 
in order to make adjustments." 
EM Magazine* 

cr. 

Logarithmic wave guide 
helps accurately propa-
gate high frequencies 
over a wider area. 
Result: better dispersion, 
more precise imaging 
and a far wider sweet 
spot. 

Edge-damped 25mm 
high-frequency trans-
ducer is directly 
coupled to its own 
100-watt FR Series" Low 
Negative Feedback 
internal power amp. 

Alloy dome is free 
from "break-up" that 
plagues fabric domes, 
causing high frequency 
distortion. 

Signal present and 
overload LEDs. 

Instead of a noisy port, 
a passive honeycomb 
aluminum transducer 
on the rear of the 
HR824 almost doubles 
the low frequency 
radiating surface. 

"This allows the 
HR824 to move a 
large volume of air 
with minimal low 
frequency distortion & 
power compression." 
EM Magazine* 

— Specially-designed 
224mm low frequency 
transducer has a magnet 
structure so massive 
that it wouldn't even 
work properly in a 
conventional passive 
loudspeaker. But servo-
loop-coupled to a 150-
watt FR Series-amp, it's 
capable of incredibly 
fast transient response 
and extremely low 
frequency output. 

Inside: the HR824 cabi-
net is 100% filled with 
adiabatic foam. Result: 
Unwanted midrange 
reflections from the 
low frequency trans-
ducer are absorbed 
inside the enclosure 
instead of being 
reflected back out 
through the cone into 
your listening space. 

* Electronic Musician, 
October 1997, All 
quotes are unedited. 



response was so flat that it 
to believer Electronic Musican Magazine* 

Ready to confront reality? The HR82d1 Active Monitor is now in stock at Mackie Dealers. o 

Owning a set of HR824 Admittedly, these are 
near field studio monitors pretty brazen claims 
has the potential of sen- (which is why we're back-
ously altering ing them 
your percep- fact, all the up with 

tion of sound. sank details that I 
can discern on a 
s45,000 reference 
sygern were very 
well teproduced, 
*hone not iden-

tically, on the 
HR824s That was 
very irr pressive:" 

For the 
first time, 
you'll be able 
to hear 

precisely 
what's going 
on all the way 
througn your 
signal chain 
— from mi-
crophones 
right through to your mix-

down deck. You'll 
suddenly 
discern fine 
nuances of 

t mbre. 
harmonics, 
equalization 
and stereo perspective 
mat were sonically invis-
ible before. 

Some 
tracks you've 

recorded will 
amaze you; 
others may 

serd you back 
for an mme-
diate remix. 

But eithe-
way, fcr the 
first time, 
you'll be 
hearing exactly what was 
recorded — not what a 
conventional loudspeaker 
may or may not have been 
capable of reproducing. 

comments 
from a 
credible. 
third-
pa ry 

source). 
But all 

you have 
to cID to 
become a 
believer is 
to y sit 

your nearest Mackie 

dealer. When you 
com-

pare 
HR824s 
to the 
competi-
tion, 

you're going to hear some 
dramatic differences. 

First 
you'll 
notice far 

more 
openness 

and detail. 
Critical 
listeners 
tell Js that 

it's as if a 
curtain has 
been liftec 
between 

themselves and the sound 
source-. 

p recise reso-
lution is a major 
boon for finicky 
sound sculptors:" 

-The imaging and 
high frequency dis-
persion is brilliant. 
I was amazed at 
how far off-am is I 
could scoot my 
cha, r and still 

clearly hear what 
was going on in 
both channels:" 

\lext, you'll notice low 
frecuency c3.1tp it so accu-
rate that you m ght look 
around for the hicder 
subwoofer (some of the 
world's most experierred 
recording engineers have 

[ad 
HF.824 
ships 
with its 

— own signed Certificate of 
Cal bration atteiting to its • 1.5dB 

39Hz MHz frequency respons,. 

clone this, so den't be 
embarrassed). e HR824 
really IS capable of flat 
response to 39Hz. More-
over, it's capable of 
accurate, articulated 
response that low. Ra-:her 
thai a loudspeaker's 

"interpretation of bass, 
yoi. can finally near 
through to the actual 
instrument's bais qua ity, 
teicrure and nuances. 

Next, if you can 
"unlock" yourself from 

the tradit:onal, narrcw 
"sweet spot" directiy 
between the 
monitors, 
you'll dis-

cover that the 
HR824s really 

DO live 
up tc our 
claim of 

wide 
disper-
sion. 

Their 

sweet 
zone is so broad that 
several people can 
sit next to each 

other — or 
if you work 

solo, you can 
move from 

side to side in 
front of large 
consoles — 
and still hear a 
coherent, de-
tailed stereo panorama. 

Finally, let the sates-
person gc 
wait on some-
body else and 
enjoy an 

exterded 
session with one of your 
favor te CDs. When 

you're through, you'll 
discover that when dis-
tortion arid peaky fre-
quency response are mini-
mized, so is ear fatigue: 

You can listen to HR824s 
for hours or end. 

One 

final 
point... 

'lie low end was 
robust and 

preset ; the elec.-
trip: basî and kick 
drum eump-ed 

my chest the 
way those hu:ge 
OREtemonitors 

badcin the 
old days:" 

your 
monitors 
are the 
only part 
of all your 

studio 
equipment 
that you 
actually 
hear. 

Along with good micro-

phones. HR824s are the 
best investment you can 

make, no 
matter 

what your 
studio 
budget. 
And. like 
premium 
mics, 
HR824 

monitors cost more than 
less accurate transducers. 

But if 

you're 
committed 
to hearing 

exactly 

how your creative product 
sounds. we know you'll 
find owing HR824s 

laeera It the 
rE:sp-brde was so 
uncoth that t 

wasn't tven aware 
of a clussover 

point:" 

In the Di, phone 8011/898-3211. Oisuide the U.S. 47S/487-4111. 
Web: vsynes.mackie.ce..an • Email: sate.macitiemm • NASDAQ: MKIE 
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ON NE CO'VER: 
The Dust Brothers in their PCP Labs 
project studio. Photo by Ed Colver. 

DIGGING T'IE DUST BROTHERS By Alan di Perna  56 

This versatile duo has been producing hits in their project studio for a variety of artists 
and genres. Go behind the scenes and learn their sampling secrets as well as how they use 
their project studio to keep their clients on the charts. 

PROJECT POST QUARTERLY 66 

It's time once again to explore how postproduction can add another profit center to your 
project studio. Stories include: 

• INSIDE MUTATO MUZIKA By Mr. Bonzai 68 
Devo founder Mark Mothersbaugh evolves with a thriving postproducdon business. 

• INTERACTIVE MUSIC TOOLS FROM MICROSOFT By Tim Tully 74 
Bill Gates and company are at it again — changing the way you make audio for Web pages. 

• LONG DISTANCE SYN-ERGY By Steve La Cerra 78 
Duran Duran 's Simon Le Bon and Nick Wood operate a Japan-based post facility that 
uses digital transfers to satisfy their long-distance clients. 

• THE 30-SECOND REMAKE By Steve La Cerra  82 
Joe Maniin remakes a classic tune as a 30-second commercial jingle. 

• SOUND FOR PICTURE ON A BUDGET, PART 1 By Tona Ohama 86 
How to get started in postproduction without a huge investment. 

E0 BLUE RIBBON AWARDS By Martin Porter 90 
Our annual take on the best new products introduced at the recent AES Convention. 

EQ LIVE 

DAVID BYRNE: QUIET ON THE STAGE 13v Gregory A. DeTogne  98 

CLUB PROFILE: BILOXI GRAND THEATER By Steve La Cerra 104 

ROAD GEAR 108 

THE S1.19 HEADPHONE AMP By Gary Davis 110 

ROAD TEST: WHIRLWIND QBOX By Mike Sokol 116 

ROAD TEST: HAFLER P4000 AMPLIFIER By Wade McGregor 118 

TECHNIQUES/WORKSHOPS 

JOHN X: X MIXES THE SPOT By Bobby Owsinski 44 

RIFF RAFE IN THE STUDIO By Terry Hughes 48 

COLUMNS/DEPARTMENTS 

MI INSIDER: STALKING THE WILD ACOUSTIC By Craig Anderton 38 

KOOPER'S KOUCH: 5.1 — THE PESSIMIST VIEW By Al Kooper 42 

MAINTENANCE: HOW TO AVOID CRUNCH A LA MODE By Eddie Ciletti 138 

THE FEZGUYS: INTERNET AND THE AES CONVENTION By Jon Luini 8e Allen Whitman 134 

ACROSS THE BOARD: THE ANSWER MAN By Roger Nichols 154 
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PRODUCT VIEWS 18 
STUDIOWARE 22 
ROOM WITH A VU: NO COMMENT 26 
MICROPHILE SOUNDFIELD SPS 422 28 
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FIRST LOOK: YAMAHA 02R VERSION 2 SOFTWARE 34 
IN REVIEW: NIGHTPRO EQ3-D EQ  120 
IN REVIEW: SONIC FOUNDRY XFX 1 PLUG-IN PACK 122 
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Danger ofIlaporware 
A little bit of vaporware is relatively easy to tolerate. It's fun to get a sneak preview 
of the future; besides, if a company gives a commitment to a future delivery date 
and actually meets that date, no one really minds. Even if a product is a month or 
two late, well, no one's perfect. But the vaporware situation is getting out of hand. 
It's no longer harmless fun, but is actually threatening the health of the industry. 

Here's why: When a company announces a product prematurely, it sets in mo-
tion a chain of events that reaches far beyond that company. Suppose Company 
A announces a new product with either breakthrough features or a breakthrough 
price. Now Companies B-Z, who are working on something that could end up be-
ing competitive with Company A's offering, feel the heat to announce their prod-
ucts ahead of schedule, as well as price them lower than Company A's offering. 

In the rush to compete with products that may not even exist yet, prices de-
crease to an unrealistically low level. One of two things happens: Either a com-
pany has to raise the product's price compared to the original target, leaving con-
sumers feeling like they're at the wrong end of a bait-and-switch deal; or the 
manufacturer has to sell a bazillion of their latest gadget to make any money off 
of what should have been a profitable product. 

But this is good, yes? Competition is supposed to make things less expen-
sive, right? Yes, it does. But there's more to a product than price, such as sup-
port. If a company is making so little money from the product they can't provide 
decent support, include a well-produced manual, or work on future updates to 
keep the customer base they already have, no one benefits. 

Nor does anyone benefit from the pressure that vaporware puts on engineers. 
Projections for when products will ship are often overly optimistic, and it's up 
to the engineers to compensate. Corners get cut, tempers fray, software unrav-
els, reliability suffers, and the product ends up not being all it could be. The end 
users feel burned, the engineers feel burned-out, and the marketing people end 
up doing damage control instead of marketing. 

Vaporware also jeopardizes the industry's credibility. Many products an-
nounced at last year's AES were still not shipping by this year's AES. Consumers 
are constantly having carrots dangled in front of them, never knowing whether 
to spring for what's happening now or wait eight weeks for the next ultragadget 
— except those eight weeks turn into ten, which turn into 20, which can even turn 
into a product that never ships, or bears little resemblance to the promises. It's 
not uncommon nowadays for products to ship over a year after they were first 
announced, which is clearly unreasonable. Meanwhile, stores don't buy because 
they don't want to get stuck with inventory they won't be able to sell when the 
next generation of products hits. And don't get me started on how many ad dol-
lars are wasted on promoting products that don't exist when the ads hit. 

What's worse is that many companies now announce future enhancements, 
and tack on a fictional date like "4th Quarter 1998." First of all, anyone who bases 
their purchasing decisions on a promise of something that might not exist un-
til over a year from now (if ever) is not a very smart consumer. But more im-
portantly, if the product is that far away, why not wait until the 1998 AES and — 
what a concept — take orders on a product that can actually be shipped? A 
promise should mean something; someone's word should be their bond. Of 
course, no one can live up to a standard of 100-percent perfection in an imper-
fect world, but we don't have to go looking for trouble. 

So manufacturers, try exhibiting a product at the first show after the prod-
uct is complete. If you finish a month or two early, don't sweat it. Take the ex-
tra time to write a really good manual, get your service people up to speed, and 
chase down the bug fixes that would otherwise lead to a costly and inconvenient 
update program. The sales from your existing product will hold you over because 
people won't have stopped buying it in anticipation of something else coming 
along "somewhere down the line." 

Is that really such a dumb concept? —Craig Anderton, Technology Editor 
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FLEXIBLE BUT POWERFUL CHANNELS 

15 
Miniumm 

LOW E0 

HIGH EO 

CONTOUR 
EQ 

REVERB 

MONITOR 

GAIN 

MIC 
INPUT 

LINE 
INPUTS 

TRUE 
ye HIGH Z 
INPUTS ON 
CHANNELS 

1 & 2 

TWO-BAND EQ SHAPES THE SOUNDS AT EACH 

INPUT. YOU CAN ROUTE SIGNALS WITH 

REVERB AND MONITOR SENDS. TWO TRUE HI 

Z INPUTS, (NOT JUST LINE INPUTS LABELED 

"HI Z"), GIVE YOU THE BEST SOUNDS FROM 

ACOUSTIC GUITAR PICKUPS OR HIGH Z MICRO-

PHONES. WITH EACH INPUT SOUNDING 

GREAT, YOUR FINAL MIX HAS TO 

SOUND GREAT. 

PEAVEY 
IT'S TIME You HEARD. 
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GRAPH:C EQ WITH FLS' 
FEEDE ‘CK LOCATING SYSTEM 

TM FEEDBACK LOCATING SYSTEM 
-a — 

loo 200 530 It 2K 5K 10K 

+12 - 
+6 

0-

-6 

-12 Rlet 

BEFORE FLS-- USING GRAPHIC EQs WAS 

+12 

+6 

- o 

EITHER EDUCATED GUESSWORK OR TRIAL AND 

ERROR (MOSTLY ERROR.) FLSTm LIGHTS AN 

LED ABOVE THE FREQUENCY BAND WITH 

FEEDBACK. TO STOP THE FEEDBACK JUST PULL 

DOWN THE SLIDER. 

DIGITAL REVERB WITH DSP 

No MORE OLD FAM HONED, NOISY, SPRING 

REVERBS, OR CHEAP, "ONE SOUND FITS ALL" 

ONE-CHIP DIGITAL WONDERS. THE XR5,60 

COMBINES I6-BIT A4DS WITH ADVANCED 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PR SING. You CAN VARY 

ROOM SIZE • AND TO AL QUALITY WITH THE 

PARAMETER KNOBS TO GET EXACTLY THE 

REVERB YOU WANT FROM AN ALMOST INFINITE 

PALETTE. POWERFUL, Y4T EASY TO USE, BECAUSE 

WE PUT ll'HE EXTRA EF T INTO THE DESIGN 

The MONITOR Magazine is a publication filled with the latest information musicians want to know. Ta receive 4 issues for only $5 
(price.g000 in L.S. only), send check or money order to: Monitor Magazine, Peavey Electronics, 711 A Street, Meridian MS 39301 
(601) 483-5365 • Fax (601) 486-1278 • htto:Ywww.peavey.com • AOL Keyword: Peavey • CorepuSe' ve: Go Peavey • e 997 
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....U.SZSIVGGESTED RETAIL PRICE 
• 

. ;Wali DIGITAL REVERB 

.7" • • AND FLS'' 

• FLS Equipped Precision 7-Band 

Graphic EQ (patent pending) 

%, 16-bit DSP Digital Reverb 

with Size and Color Controls 

Ift Rugged 150W RMS @ 4 Ohm 

Power Amplifier with DDT r" 

Patented Speaker Protection 

1* 5 Low Noise, Low Z, XLR 

Microphone/Line Inputs 

1* 2 True High Z Inputs 

(greater than 200K Ohms) 

t's High and Low 13axanclall type" EQ 

on Each Mieine Input 

/.4, Dual Input (summed mono) 

Tape/Line 'nut Channel 

Reverb Defea: Footswitch Jack 

'e!!, Monitor Send with Master Level 

Tape Record Outputs 

XI?' 550 
150 Watt • 6 Channel 

Digital Effects Powered Mixer 



LETTERS TO 10 

MIC MEMORIES 

Re: Sept. 1997 EQ, Microphile, Electro-
Voice 666 

I remember the EV 666 very well. I 
had to settle for the less-expensive 
brushed aluminum dynamic 664. My 
distinct recollection is of an earlier 
availability of the EV 666, as I was a con-
testant on a TV quiz show in the spring 
of 1963 on WWJ TV Detroit where the EV 
666 was used. 

I enjoy EQ a lot; I do live sound for 
contemporary church music and have 
learned a lot of useful pearls. I especially 
enjoy articles on EQ, mic placement, 
and, of course, all the cutting-edge 
new digital stuff. 

Jeffrey T. Johnson 
via Internet 

RUSH MIDI UPDATE 
I know that this a bit late, but I just got 
off the road after four months in Europe 
as head keyboard tech for Michael Jack-
son's HIStory tour and I came upon the 
July issue of EQ while sorting through 
my huge pile of back mail, and much to 
my surprise, read about one of my 
mod boxes! 

The " Hi Tech Box" Passive 108 
port MIDI thru box was built by me, lit-
erally overnight in a rush (sorry, could-
n't resist) and shipped off the next day 
to Rush rehearsals in Canada. I re-
member every one of the MIDI jacks, 
hand-punched case, hand-riveted, and 
wired — sore wrists and bloody fingers. 
Whew !!! 

To test it, I hooked up every piece 
of MIDI gear I could find or borrow from 
my own collection, the shop, and any-
one else I could contact early the next 
morning. Much to my surprise, it 
worked without any MIDI hang on my 
gear, as well as on Rush's huge setup. 
Great to see the box alive and well and 
still functioning in the middle of the 
rack! 

Hi Tech musical services is now 
Music Media Technologies (formerly hy-
dra tech), and we do a lot of the same 
services focusing on MIDI systems for 
tours and studios. Recent major clients 
include Eric Clapton, Lionel Richie, 
Michael Jackson, The Moody Blues, 
and Tina Turner. 

Tim Myer 
mumed@aol.com 

POP MUSIC 

I appreciate John Monforte's article, 
"The Home-Brew Pop Filter," in the Au-
gust issue. Wanting to make one for my 
new CAD E-300 mic, I went to Fabric 
Warehouse and bought a 10-inch wood-
en embroidery hoop (they didn't have 
the suggested 7-inch ones, but the 10-
inch is even better). Then I bought a 
piece of the taffeta, plus three other pos-
sible fabrics. Even at that, the bill came 
to less than $6. 

What I found was that a fabric 
called "formflex all-purpose interfacing, 
Style #4102" passed the frequency re-
sponse (breathing) test and the aerody-
namics (blowing) test best of all. Plus, 
it's stiff enough to fit the hoop with no 
wrinkles or warps and no need for glue. 
And it comes in basic black. Next to the 
natural wood color of the hoop, the col-
or combination looks fine without any 
paint. No major studio would be 
ashamed to have this pop filter poised in 
front of its best mic. 

I also did something slightly differ-
ently to mount the pop filter: I took an 
extra mic stand and attached a Radio 
Shack spring-loaded mic clamp. The 
teeth of the clamp, bent back at a slight 
angle, hold the hoop frame while the 
tightening screw of the hoop rests on the 
sleeve of the mic clamp. It's secure 
enough without any need for screws. It 
looks neat that way, in an almost Art 
Deco way. 

All in all, it's a fine pop filter, at a 
cost of less than $3 and a half-hour of 
time. Good going. 

Ward Mead 
via Internet 

SWAP SHOP 
When reading in the August 1997 issue 
about solving Windows problems for 
good, it was mentioned that to swap the 
C and D drives one only has to swap the 
IDE cables. This is true only if one HD is 
connected to the Primary IDE port and 
the other HD is connected to the sec-
ondary IDE port. If both HDs are con-
nected to the same port, however, you 
have to take out each HD and change 
the jumpers on them from master to 
slave, and vice versa. Then you need to 
put the new C drive back in so that it is 
the first connection on the IDE cable. 

Bud Furry 
Brooklyn Park, NI 

DAILY MUSE 

This letter is in response to Al Kooper's 
article "The Muse." I am one of those 
musicians who makes his living in mu-
sic. I'm not famous, rich, or live in a 
glamorous lifestyle. I pay my bills by 
playing music (which is probably 99 
percent of the music community). I 
know plenty of songwriters as talented 
as the John Sebastians of the music in-
dustry. Al said that these people should 
be revered for a short spurt of song-
writing. It's their job! A garbage man 
picks up garbage every day, just the 
same as the day before. A songwriter (if 
he or she is truly talented) can always 
write. Don't make excuses for these 
people, Al, because I know that there 
are people just as talented as you or 
John Sebastian who aren't famous and 
have articles. 

I admire your work very much, but 
just remember that there's a Paul Mc-
Cartney in every town. Shame on the 
songwriters who can't produce quality 
music over a span of a career, because 
people have been doing it unnoticed in 
their home studios for years. 

Marc Battaglia 
Levittown, PA 

LOVE LETTER 

REMEMBERING 
BRIAN WACHNER 
Brian Wachner passed away re-
cently at the age of 52. For those of 
you who didn't know Brian, he was 
the founder, owner, and president of 
BGW, a company that he ran with 
his wife Barbara and his son Jeff. 
When I say that Brian was the 
founder of BGW, I mean he literally 
started BGW with a $5000 loan. 
When I say that he was owner of 
BGW, I really mean that the com-
pany owned him as much as he 
owned it. He lived his product and 
was fanatically devoted to it, to his 
customers, and to the quality that 
was as much a part of his product as 
it was of himself. Brian represented 
all of the things that we value in the 
audio industry — hard work, in-
tegrity, quality, and devotion to the 
well being of his customers. 

Herb Schiff 
Associate Publisher 

EQ Magazine 
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WANT TO BREATHE SOME FIRE 
INTO YOUR MUSIC? 

CET READY FOR FIREWORK! 
THE EXPLOSIVE NEW 
STUDIO EFFECTS PROCESSOR 
FROM TC ELECTRONIC 
- THE MOST RADICAL YOU'VE 
EVER HEARD 

PARA CREATIVITY 
Experience the limits of your imagination. Shape 
the sound. Give it personality. Control it. Celebrate 
the discovery of an all-new kind of effects processor! 

SIMLINIG EFFECTS 
Set your sound apart from the rest of the crowd with 
extreme multi- effects: Vocoder, Ring Modulator, Digital 
Cruncher, Resonator, Pitch Shifter, Fractal Noise 
Generator, Distortion. Reverse Delays, and more...- all 
packed up and ready to explode! 

AUDIO PYROTECHNICS 
Create an infinite number of effects for any style of 
music or sound design: Endless routing possibilities with 
more than eight internal and nine external modifiers. 

CIRCLE 54 ON FREE INFO CARD 

TURN UP THE 

BLUING OIGIIHL TECHNOLOGY 
24 bit AD- & DA-converters. AES/EBU. SPDIF and 
ADATTm I/0's are all brought together through TC's 
cutting edge DARC3Tm-chip technology. 

t.c. electronic 
TC ELECTRONIC INC 790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD. WESTLAKE VILL 

EMAIL: INFOUS@TCELECTRONIC.COM • H 

TC ELECTRONIC AIS, SINDA.LSVEJ 34, OK- 8240 RISSKOV 

GE, CA 91361, USA PHONE: ( 805) 373 1828 FAX ( 805) 379 2648 

TP.//WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM/FIREWORX 

DENMARK • PHONE: + 45 8621 7599 • FAX 4- 45 8621 75R$ 



E Q & A QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

KEEP ME UPDATED 

Have there been any updates to 
TASCAM's DA-88's Version 4.0 software, 
and, e so, what changes or enhancements 
were made? 

Cameron 
via Internet 

As of June '97, Version 4.01 is the 
latest revision of DA-88 software. This re-
vision is an enhancement to the DA-88's 
handling characteristics when used in a 
video environment under Sony 9-pin 
control. No other changes were made. 
TASCAM Customer Service can advise 

you of update policies and associated fees. 
TASCAM has a fax-on-demand ser-

vice (800-827-2268) that provides ex-
tensive information about the entire 
product line. Your first request should be 
for an "Index," which includes a com-
plete document list for all products in 
the system. Afterwards, up to three 
documents can be requested for faxback 

during any one call session. For exam-
ple, item 1130 is a 7-page Operational 
Quick Tips document detailing fea-
tures of Version 4, while item 
1140 contains two pages of er-
ror message descriptions. 

Roger Maycock 
Marketing Support 

Representative 
TASCAM 

THE GOLD 
RUSH 

David Miles 
Huber states in a 
recent EQ article 
that the green CD- 1? 
discs last longer than 
the gold discs. I've also 
read, however, that 
gold discs last longer 
than green discs. I know 
that most of us will prob-
ably be dead before we real-
ly see ¡four masters degrade or 
not, but with this difference in 
opinion, who can we believe? 

Anonymous 
via Internet 

ilk After additional research, includ-
ing extensive fishing on the Internet and 
looking into Andy McFadden's CD-
Recordable FAQ page, I found that gold 
media probably does have a longer 
lifespan and may even work better at 
higher recording speeds. I also polled 
several reputable disc-mastering ser-
vices and, although they couldn't attest 
to its lifespan, gold discs were general-

ly the CDs of choice. Oh, and yes, Vir-
ginia, it is real gold! 

David Miles Huber 
Contributing Editor 

EQ Magazine 

MAYBE IF YOU HUM 
A FEW BARS? 

I recently bought two Fostex 
6301B powered monitors. They have 
been retrofitted to run on 12 VDC (using 

a 4-pin XLR) instead of 120 V. I use a 

Direct to the 

sole, opens up 

plex harmonics 

from vintage 

guitar pick-

ups. 

TrippLite PR- 15 12 VDC power supply. 
Both speakers have what sounds like a 
ground hum when power is on and there 
is nothing plugged into them. 

1 have tightened all screws on the 
PCB and the unit housing and I have also 
powered these with a 12 VDC battery, 
and the hum is still just as annoying. The 
volume is at zero and the hum is still pre-
sent. What capacitors, filters, etc., do I 
need to replace or add to eliminate the 
hum? I have seen these "modified" ver-
sions elsewhere and know it is possible to 
run these clean. 

T.]. in L.A. 
via Internet 

AWhile Fostex understands why 
you might want to modify the 6301B 
monitors to run on 12 VDC, we do not of-
fer plans or instructions on how best to 
do this type of modification. Such mod-
ifications would ordinarily void any 
warranty, so we wouldn't recommend it 
without first checking with us or a fac-
tory-authorized service center. Since, 
however, you seem to have purchased 

yours used, perhaps that point is irrele-
vant. All we can suggest is that you con-

tact the owners of the other modi-
fied monitors and ask them for 

details. 
Derek Badala 

Digital Applications 
Engineer 

Fostex Corporation 
of America 

DROPPED AT 
BIRTH 

just 
bought a TAS-
CAM DA-38 DAT 
machine. The box 
it came in looked 
as if it had been 
dropped, but the 
unit looks clean. I've 
read a lot in Web 

pages about cleaning 
heads, but have seen 

nothing about head align-
ment (as in, did the heads get 

knocked out of alignment when 
the unit was dropped?). 
Is there anything to worry about re: 

12 
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HOW to buy your next reverb without listening to it, Part 2: 

Bruce Swaim, 5 time 
Grammy-winning engineer, 
producer; Credits include 
projects with Quincy Jones, 
Michael Jackson an Burt 
Bacharach. 

11 The ProR3 is one of the 
first new reverbs that has the 
clarity and density like I use 
if on vocals and strings. I love 
the performance.n 

JD BrIB Schubert Systems 
Group; F.O.H. Engineer for The 
Eagles, Glenn Frey, Don Henley, 
Joe Walsh, Bou Scaggs, Larry 
Carlton and Al Jarreau. 

11 Surprisingly transparent and 
by far the best reverb ever from 
Yamaha. The ProR3 stands up to 
all the major processors at a 
much lower price. As a sound 
company owner and an engineer, 
what more could I ask for? I 
bought six of them. if 

CM% 'levier, Clair Brothers; 
mixer for Any Grant. 

II The flexibility of the unit is 
wonderful for live sound. The 
direct access keypad lets me 
ga stright to any preset rather 
than having to scroll through 
all the programs. Hike to create 
great gated-drum verbs using 
Proli3:,; internal gate and eq." 

Chris "Hoover" Rankin 
CS&N's longtime FOH mixer. 

11 The ProR3s' sound quality 
is excellent The decay is very 
smooth, not grainy It has a lot 
of sonic depth...Its' a very rich 
sounding unit." 

DIGITAL REVE.E. 
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Listen to those who've 
listened to it. 

Mark Bilk, Mix 

Ig You'll be hard-pressed to 
find a better quality reveib." 

Craig A iderton EQ 

II By any slat 'clam's, the sound 
quality is excellent but at this 
price, it's awesome.if Jim Williams, Gig Magazine 

%IA well designed, wonderful 
sounding reverb at this btice. 

Nick Bulge, Recording 

Va An unbeatable $500 reverb 
w7th excellent audio qualdy." 

Loren Alldrin, Pro Audio Review 

U Tads are silky smooth down to 
the last audible decay, even with 
very long reverb times. One can 
thank the Yamaha's 32-bit pro-
cessing and 20-bit converters for 
this refined, smooth sound." 

Reverb. 32-bit digital, 20- bit AD/DA. Very smooth. Very quiet. And very 

easy to operate. In two pro sizes: REV500 for $499, ProR3 for $1299. YAMAHA 
Call (800) 937-7171 x681 for more information. 

01997 Yanraha Corporation ot America. Pro Aude Department, PO Box 6698, Buena Park, CA 90622-66001714)522-9011 Yamaha Canada Music Li., 135 AR Iner Amine, Scarborough Ontario MIS 3R1 (416)29B-1311. 

ww ¡amati corn a miwyanaha eproduct/proaudie,,-,— 7' • s a registerel of Yamaha Corporation of America. All other trademarks are the property of Mee respective companies. 
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E Q & A QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

U. 

re 

U. 

Record 

Deals. 

Publishing 

Deals. 

Film/TV 

Music 

Deals. 

Foreign 

Deals. 

We're Not 
Kidding... 
But you won't know that 
unless you call this toll-
free number and request 
our FREE information kit. 

1-800-458-2111 

• 
---d 

The Leader in 
Independent A&R 

alignment? I can make clean recordings 
here (based on a bit-rate display show-
ing only occasional errors), but I am con-
cerned about any alignment mismatch-
es when using these tapes in other 
machines. 

Can you calm this nervous new 
owner? 

A 

Ben Cahill 
via Internet 

Assuming you checked the error 
rate (was it via the front-panel LED or 
via the "hidden function" as described 
in my article?), I would say that if the 
machine is making good tapes it is prob-
ably OK. It would be a good idea to 
check its tapes on another machine and 
vice versa. 

Having not seen the box damage, 
I can't imagine what type of damage 
could have been done to the machine. 
Take note that there is no head align-
ment, only "Tape Path" adjustments. 
These adjustments wouldn't go out of 
whack because the unit was dropped 
— unless the whole chassis was 
warped. 

Eddie Ciletti 
Contributing Editor 

EQ Magazine 

THE LONG & SHORT OF IT 

Are there length restrictions when 
running S1PDIF cable? For instance, 
can I go 15 feet without problems? What 
type of cable should I use? By the way, I 
love the stuff Eddie Ciletti does for EQ. 

Chad 
via Internet 

A 
Cable length is determined both 

by source impedance and cable capac-
itance. In general, the lower the output 
impedance and cable capacitance, the 
better. S/PDIF and composite video im-
pedances are both 75 ohms. You should 
be able to run a hundred feet of 75-ohm 
video cable with no problem. 

When a video signal travels a 
"great" distance, a booster amplifier 
must be inserted to recover cable-re-
lated gain and EQ losses. Anyone work-
ing with massive cable runs should re-
ally use balanced AES I/O. Long cable 
runs can be overcome by inserting a dig-
ital device, or devices, along the way to 

"reshape" the signal. Your 15-foot run 
should be no problem. 

Eddie Ciletti 
Contributing Editor 

EQ Magazine 

BALANCING YOUR SNAKE 

I've been asked to build a snake 
between a balanced mixer and an un-
balanced patchbay (XLR male to 114-inch 
unbalanced). It's obviously not the de-
sirable way to go, but the client already 
has another snake that works and does-
n't want to invest in a balanced patchbay. 

I'd typically short the "low" side to 
ground at the 114-inch end, but noticed 
that the other snake connects only the 
"hi" and ground wires. ("Low" is not con-
nected at either end.) Does this sound 
right? 

Mike Ennis 
NYC, NY 

Regarding the XLR to 1/4-inch 
unbalanced snake, please get out of the 
habit of shorting the " low side" to 
ground/pin 1. This can — in some cas-
es — reduce headroom by 6 dB, causing 
unwanted clipping, especially if the 
source is a digital device. 

I recommend balanced wiring so 
that you can take advantage of the 
noise-canceling advantages. For 1/4-
inch sources/outputs, wire the 1/4-
inch end with red to tip/hot, then black 
and shield to sleeve/ground. At the 
XLR, wire black/1, red/2 and black/3. 

For active balanced XLR sources, 
wire black and shield to pin 1 and red to 
pin 2. Only transformer-balanced gear 
should have the "low side" tied to 
ground. 

Eddie Ciletti 
Contributing Editor 

EQ magazine 

ASK US 
Send your questions to: 

EQ Magazine • Editorial Offices 
6 Manhasset Ave. 

Port Washington, NY 11050 
Fax: 516-767-1745 

E-mail: EQMagazine@aol.com 
Web: www.eqmag.com 



8 Channel MO Recorder/ 
Editor For decades Otari has 

pianeered the art of 

analog Multitrack 

Recording. With 

hundreds of thousands 

of machines installed 

worldwide, Otan i is 

clearly the benchmark 

in recording 

technology. In this 

spirit of innovation a 

new generation of 

leading edge Digital 

Recorders has 

emerged. 

Fully self-contained, with 
dedicated controller and no 
external computer required. 

Easy to edit. On screen 
waveform display with DSP 

Ideal for Post Production and 
Broadcast applications 

Sonically Superior 20 bit DrA's 
and A/D's 

2 Channel MO Recorder/ 
Editor 

Comprehensive editing and 
DSP functions 

Ideal playback system for 
fixed venue installation 

20 bit D/A's and A/D's 

erk 

Digital Recorders 

2 Channel MO Recorder/ 
Editor 

Familiar tape-like interface, 
lightweight and easy to use 

Standard PC WAV file format 

Inexpensive 1/4" 2 track 
machine replacement 

Compatible with most PC 
based editors 

OTARI Family of Digital Recorders 

11111 :11 
PD--80 

CI D 

Cont o,.. 
Otan i today 
for details 
about any of 
our leading 
digital 

Otani, Inc. 
Japan 
Phone: 81-424 (81) 8626 
Fax 81-424,(81) 8633 

OtariCorporation 
USA 
Phone: (415) 341-5900 
Fax: (415) 341-7200 

Otan i Deutschland GmbH 
Germany 
Phone: 49 (0) 2159-50861 
Fax 49 (0) 2159-1778 

Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd. 
Singapore 
Phone: (65) 284-7211 
Fax: (65) 284-4727 

OEM& 
DX-5050 ine Olen Logo is a registe ed trademark of Otan Corporation. 
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Introducing the Audiowerk8 Home Studio Kit: 
The only complete, cross-platform solution for the 
computer based home studio. Utilizing the cutting 
edge in soft- and hardware technology, this powerful 
MIDI/Audio production package was created for 
the musician's real world. For less than $ 800 it gives 
you true integration, guaranteed compatibility, 
professional results and remarkable value. Right now. 

Including: 
Audiowerk8 
Home Studio Kit 

The success of any music production is 

always contingent on the harmonious inte-

gration of the components used in its 

creation. The Audiowerk8 Home Studio Kit 

delivers this level of integration by providing 

an exceptional quality PCI Digital Audio 

Recording card and cutting edge sequencing 

and DSP software all in one package. With 

this combination even very complex musical 

compositions become a no hassle reality. 

You deserve the best and here's the deal. 

The Audiowerk8 Home Kinist a. a 

a special edition and is only available for 

a limited time. Available at fine music 

and computer retailers worldwide. 

111 

AudiowerIc8,... 
the powerful 7" PCI recording card with 

2 analog inputs, 8 discreet outputs and digital 

I/O (S/P-DIF format) Equipped with the 

latest PO busmaster technology, it optimizes 

the performance of your system by reducing 

the load on your computer's processor. The 

Continuous Sample Rate Calibration allows 

for perfect synchronization, even when using 

very long audio files. This card gives you 

all of the advantages of non-linear recording 

technology on Windows 95 and MacOs. 

yt milli eh, age leg p 

2 analog Inputs 

Stereo Digital Input and Output (S/PDIF) 

Professional Quality A/D D/A converters 

Sample rate variable up to 50 KHz, Res. 1Hz 

8 track playback during 2 track recording 

Audio 8 

Full Cross Platform Compatibility 

S\111101” 

/414 e•r., 



Logic Audio 
Discovery... 

A U 

is designed for your home studio and 

offers integrated MIIDI sequencing, basic 

scoring and audio recordingAediting With 

its unsurpassed resolution o: 960 ppqn, 

it simply guarantees the bee timing cf all 

software sequencers available. A virtually 

unlimited number of audio tracks in an 

arrangement can be payed back on 16 

physical tracks. Real Time DSP Plug- Ins give 

you additional creative options. 

1,000 MIDI tracks 

Stereo Sample Editor with musical grid 

Built- In Time Stretching/Pitch Shifting 

Audiotracks editable with 2 bands of EQ 

2 effect Sends for Reverb, Delay or Chorus 

Emagic Inc 
Tel. + 916. 477 1051 
Fax + 916. 477 1052 

Emagic Web Site 

http://www.emagic.de 

All trademariks are property of their respective Ihrlders. 

STUDIO KIT 

et>7.)-ec 

and Cool Pro Edit LE. 
As a user of a PC with Windows 95 you 

will be delighted by this special bonus appli-

cation. In cooperation with the Syntrillium 

Software Corporation we have included 

a new 2 track version of their sample editor, 

Cool Ed;t Pro. Just a double cl ck on an 

audio track in Logic Audio Discovery and 

you can start Cool Edit Pro LE, giving 

you additional DSP effects plus Active Mov e 

Plug- Ins support. 

Plus ZAP for MacOS! 
With Emagic's Zero Loss Audio Packer you 

can compress your audio files up to 60%. 

When expanded from the compressed files, 

the original audio is restored with 100% 

bit accuracy. ZAP is the proper tool to 

prepare digital audio files for archiving or 

transmission via the internet. 

Technology with Soul. 

4,11 11 
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TAKE IT EAZY 

A
II the essential parts of the fe-
male EaZyCon connectors from 
Neutrik are enclosed in a dies 

cast case with a soft rubber applied sur-

face. The contacts are designed accord-
ing to Neutrik's latest patented tuning 
fork principle and comes standard with 
gold plating, in a solder version which 
comes with contacts pre-tinned and 
pre-fluxed. A digital version will also be 
available which will offer a strict coaxi-
al link between two shields with an en-
tirely new locking mechanism on the 
female connector. The locking mecha-
nism allows a solid coaxial and noise-
less link to the mating male connector 
or to a microphone. For further infor-
mation, contact Neutrik USA, 195 

Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701. 
Tel: 732-901-9488. Fax: 732-901-9608. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 102. 

GIVE A LITTLE 
SQUEEZE 

T
he new tabletop MC6 Mini-Comp 
compressor from dbx Professional 
Products is designed to be easily ac-

cessible to the engineer or performing mu-
sician who wants to see their settings at a 
glance. Offering the same compression 
made famous by dbx's 160 family, the MC6 
adds several new features, including a 
Dual-Mode Auto function which optimizes 
settings for vocals or instruments within the 
Auto Attack and Release setting. The MC6 
also utilizes true RMS Power Summing, dbx's proprietary stereo operation algorithm, for 
accurate phase tracking through the entire audio spectrum and dynamic range. The MC6 
carries a suggested retail price of $139.95. For further information, contact dbx Profes-
sional Products, 8760 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy, Utah 84070. Tel: 801-568-7660. Fax: 
801-568-7662. CircleEQ free lit. # 101. 

DAT'S AMORE... 

W ith a suggested retail price of $995, the PCM-R300 DAT 
recorder from Sony offers a number of new advanced fea-
tures, including a set-up menu for preference selection which 

allows users to set level synch threshold, activation of Start ID transfers 
from DAT or CD and even activation of the built-in clock. The menu also 
includes a switchable ID6 mode (SCMS) as well as an error readout menu 
as a display option. The unit employs Super Bit Mapping (SBM) technol-
ogy (converting the audio signal from a 20-bit resolution A/D into 16-bit 
signals, allowing it to be recorded to DAT tape). The PCM-R300's audio 

interface includes digital I/O (S/PDIF, RCA pin) and analog I/O (Unbal-
anced/RCA pin). For more details, contact Sony Electronics, 1 Sony 
Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: 800-686- SONY. Web: 
www.sony.com/proaudio. Circle EQ free lit. # 103. 

TIME CAPSULE 

A
t the heart of Neumann's TLM 103 large diaphragm, trans-
tormerless condenser microphone, is a newly developed capsule 
based on the K87 used in the U 67 and U 87 microphones. The 

I LM 103 features extremely low (7 dB/) self noise, a large dynamic range 
(131 dB) and has the ability to handle acoustic signals up to 138 dB SPL. 
Optimized for voice and instrument pickup, the TLM 103 provides a flat 
frequency response to 5 kHz, with a wide, 4 dB presence boost in the 
higher frequencies. The internal structure of the TLM 103 is elastically 

mounted to reduce sensitivity to shock and mechanical noise, and it op-
erates on standard 48 volt phantom power. The TLM 103 will be available 
with a retail price of $995, and will be also available in stereo pairs. For 

more details, contact Neumann/USA, P.O. Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371. 
Tel: 860-434-5220. Fax: 860-434-3148. Web: www.neumannusa.com. Cir-
cle EQ free lit. #104. 
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UNIVERSAL APPEAL 

„,r
he CR200 universal CD-R recorder from Fostex is 
designed to record for both professional and 
consumer formats, and boasts the ability to take g 

masters from virtually any audio source — including 
hard disks, cassettes, minidiscs, and DAT. The Fostex 
CR200 features three Digital Synchro Recording Modes ' 

which allow the CR200 to be armed and synchronous-
ly started from a master DAT player equipped with an 
S/PDIF connector. This feature is designed to auto-
matically record track IDs, as well as automatically 
stop and start the CR200 by detecting source signal, at the touch of a button. The CR200 also offers a Digital Fader Function; 
two manual recording modes; selectable digital copying codes via rear panel DIP switches; an 8-pin parallel port, and wireless, 

infrared remote control. Other features include AES/EBU inputs, XLR balanced +4 dB inputs, and RCA - 10 dBv unbalanced 
I/Os. The CR200 will also convert any digital input signal ranging from 33 kHz to 48 kHz into the CD standard 44.1 kHz. The 
MSRP of the CR200 universal CD-R is $2,195. For more information, contact Fostex Corporation of America, 15431 Blackburn 

Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel: 562-921-1112. Fax: 562-802-1964. Web: www.fostex.com. Circle EQ free lit. #105. 

CATIME BE ALL... 

M
IDIMAN's Flying Cow is a a cost-effective external digital audio 
converter. If you're using a two channel digital I/O card in your 
computer, the Flying Cow AID and D/A converters deliver clear 

audio from 20- bit, 
delta sigma con-
verters with 128x 
oversampling 
and a dynam-
ic range of 
nearly 100 
dB (A-
weighted) 
in a half-
rack de-
sign. The 
Flying 

Cow provides both AES/EBU digital I/O on XLR connectors and S/PDIF 
I/O on RCA connectors. Analog I/O is also available on balanced XLR con-
nectors and unbalanced 1/4-inch connectors. A/D sample rates of 48, 

44.1, 32 kHz, and Word Clock are selectable from the front panel. The Fly-
ing Cow is designed to remember all parameter setting even after it has 

been powered down. For further information, contact MIDIMAN, 45 East 
St. Joseph Street, Arcadia, CA 91006. Tel: 626-445-2842. Fax: 626-445-

7564. Circle EQ free lit. # 106. 

THE BIG SQUEEZE 

F
eaturing Peavey's exclusive OptoDy-
namics system, the VC/L-2 Valve 
Compressor/Limiter contains ab-

solutely no solid-state devices in the audio 
chain. The "heart" of the design features an 
EL84 tube and a custom electro-lumines-

cent panel which provides a faster re-
sponse than bulbs with a smooth and more 
musical gain control. Peavey has provided 
each channel with two 12AX7 (four stages) 
tubes to provide warmth. The output stage 
of each channel is a "power amp" design 
that uses a two-stage 12AT7 tube which re-
sults in a +20 dBm output capability. To 
ensure optimum gain, the VC/L-2 XLR in-
puts and outputs are transformer bal-
anced. Additional 1/4-inch line and instru-
ment inputs and outputs are also provided. 
The suggested retail price of the two-chan-
nel, two-rackspace unit is $ 1299.99. For 
more details, contact Peavey Electronics 
Corporation, 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 
39301. Tel: 601-483-5365. Fax: 601-486-
1278. Web: www.peavey.coni. Circle EQ 
free lit. #107. 

EIGHT IS ENOUGH 

E
very channel on Oram Professional Audio's new Octasonic mic-pre features switchable +48V phantom power, 70 dB of 
gain (channels 1-6), +28 dB of head room, a peak indicator, phase reverse, and balanced in/outputs. The 1U unit has 
an internal power supply and features the same mic preamps found in the BEQ Series 24 console. When the Octason-

ic is used in conjunction with Dram's Octamix additional features include panning, routing, 2 stereo mix outputs. LR and 
stereo cue, and an additional headphone output jack. For further information, contact Sweetwater Sound, Inc., 5335 Bass 

Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808. Tel: 219 -432-8176. Fax: 219-432-1758. Web: www.sweetwater.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 108. 
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BALANCING ACT 

The two rackspace ET1R bal-
anced power unit from 
Equi=Tech has a power han-

dling capacity of 1000 watts and 
measures only 16- x 12.5- x 3.5-
inches, and weighs in at 29 lbs. The 
unit features 10 receptacle outlets 
in the back and can handle a total 
maximum amperage of 8.3 Amps. 
The units are ETL-listed and are 

available with all of the same options as larger Balanced Power rack units, in-
cluding EMI/ RFI filtering and super-isolator options. The ET1R carries a sug-
gested retail price of $879. For more details, contact Equi=Tech Corporation, 
P.O. Box 249, Selma, OR 97538. Tel: 541-597-4448. Fax: 541-597-4099. Web: 
www.equitech.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 109. 

SOLID AS A ROCK 

ir he AKG Solidtube microphone is a 
single-polar-pattern, large- di-
aphragm, pressure-gradient tube 

condenser microphone that utilizes a 
12AX7 vacuum tube. The mic offers a 
number of high-end features, including 
a bass attenuation switch (12 dB @ 100 
Hz); a pad of 20 dB; an outboard power 
supply utilizing a high-voltage rail for 
low-noise operation; a push button 
ground-lift switch on the power supply 
to help reduce the possibility of ground 
loops; a sheck mount and mic stand 
adaptor; and an integrated pop screen. 
The AKG Solidtube also offers a viewing 
port that allows visual monitoring of the 
internal tube operation as well as ambi-
ent light in dark recording environ-

ments.The suggested retail price of the 
AKG Solidtube microphone is $ 1,500. 

For more information, contact AKG, 1449 Donelson Pike, 
Nashville, TN 37217. Tel: 615-399-2199. Fax: 615-367-9046. Cir-
cle EQ free lit. # 110. 

A MEYER FOR THE MASSES 

T
he HM-1S incorporates many new technical devel-
opments from Meyer, including electronic phase 
correction, true single-point source, magnetic 

shielding, a wide coverage pattern or "sweet spot", as well 
as an optional subwoofer. The HM-1S includes gold-plated 
connectors and an improved enclosure made of denser 
material with an oak veneer, which is designed to offer bet-
ter dampening characteristics. Biamplifiers delivering 400 
watts total power 
output are built into 
the enclosure and 
offer a full range re-
sponse of 42 liz-20 

kHz. For more in-
formation, contact 
Meyer Sound Labo-
ratories, Inc., 2832 
San Pablo Ave., 
Berkeley, CA 94702-
2204. Tel: 510-486-
1166. Fax 510-486-
8356. Circle EQ free 
lit. #111. 

AND THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH... 

0 ffering 20- bit digital inputs and outputs on both XLR (AES/EBU format, S/PDIF compatible) and optical connec-

tors, the JOEMEEK SC3 is a premium quality stereo compressor that builds on the sound of the flagship SC2. In ad-
dition to it's digital inputs and outputs, the SC3 also offer high-quality analog balanced inputs and outputs. The 2U, 

19" rack mountable unit offers an internal power supply, front panel output level control that allows trimming of output, 
and switchable metering to read either internal level or gain reduction. For more details, contact JOEMEEK, 23773 Madison 
Street, Torrance, CA 90505. Tel: 310-373-9129. Fax: 310-373-4714. Web: www.joemeek.com. Circle EQ free lit. #112. 
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SHOW THEM 

You've had your fun. Now it's time to mi-4ce your mark. But first, ydUneed to get 
serious about your gear. And Shure BG microphones are the best place to start. 

BG microphones are engineered by Shure. he world's number one name in professional-
quality microphones. The E3G family consists of six high-performance. highly 

affordable vocal and instrument microphones for recording and live performance.:, 
Any one of which can take your sound to a new level. 

So. if you're serious about your music. call 1-800-25-SHURE for the 
location of the BC; dealer near you. 

TM 

microphimes 
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THE SOUND OF PROFESSIONALS...WORLDWIDE. w,v%,,v.shure.coni 
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IT'S IN THE CARDS 
p ower Technology's DSP•FX-SC 

Sound Card combines their pro-
quality effects-processing hard-

ware with Windows drivers to provide di-
rect recording and playback support for 
most OC DAW software packages, in-
cluding Cakewalk Pro Audio, Sound Forge, 
Cubase VST, SAW +32, and others. The sys-
tem also includes a dedicated 32-bit float-

ing point DSP engine which implements 
Power Technology's DSP•FX Plug-Ins in 

real time without placing extra burden on 
the PC's CPU. Two inputs and outputs, in 

both analog and AES/EBU digital audio 
formats are supported, and multiple card 
usage allows up to 8 ins and outs with full 
clock synchronization. DSP•FX-SC utilizes 
Power Technology's ISA-V buss structure 

which is fully compatible with standard 
PC-ISA busses.For more information, 
contact Power Technology, 100 Northill 
Drive, Bldg. #24, Brisbane, CA 94005. Tel: 

415-467-7886. Fax: 415-467-7386. Web: 
www.dspfx.com. Circle EQ free lit. #114. 

BACK TO SCHOOL... 

The Mac/Windows compatible Cool School Interactus Vol.2 CD-ROM from Cool 
Breeze Systems is the latest in their series of interactive educational learning en-
vironments. CSi vol. 2 features Digidesign's Pro Tools® 4.0 software and select-

ed third party development partners. The program includes screen element definitions 
with click-state pop-up simulations for the Edit and Mix windows, Transport control, 
and Menu selections, a glossary of D.A.W. related terms, over 100 operational examples, 
as well as production techniques, special short cuts, and key commands. CSi vol. 2 also 
includes the "CSi AutoPlayer" which launches CSi into an "auto-pilot" mode which can 
be disengaged and resumed at any time. For more information, contact Cool Breeze Sys-
tems, 2041 Riverside Drive, Suite 122, Columbus, OH 43221. Tel: 800-729-6919. Fax: 614-
486-4690. Web: www.coolbreezesys.com. Circle EQ free lit. # 113. 

IT'S TOOLS 
TIME! 

Digidesign re-
cently un-
veiled Pro 

Tools 24, a 32 track 
recording system that 
records, edits, and 
mixes 24-bit resolu-
tion audio. The Sys-
tem is comprised of 
the d24 card which 
provides track count; 

the Digidesign DSP Farm for signal processing and mixing; Pro 1 ools 4.1 sol t-
ware, and the new 888 24 I/O Interface which supplies eight channels of 24-

bit A / D conversion, eight channels of 20-bit D /A , and eight channels of 
AES/EBU. Each Pro Tools 24 core system provides 32 tracks of 24-bit or 16-bit 
recording and mixing. Up to three 888/24 I/O interfaces are supported for 24 
channels of input/output per core. Track count and I/O are expandable us-
ing expansion kits giving a minimum of 48 tracks and up to 72 I/0s. Pro Tools 
is now available for a suggested list price of $7995. For more details, contact 
Digidesign, 3401 A Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304. Tel: 650-842-7900. Fax: 
650-842-7999. Circle EQ free lit. # 115. 

FUSION OF FUNCTION AND FUN 

ii
deal for musicians, DJs, producers, engineers, and sound designers, fusion:EFFECTS 
from Opcode are an inexpensive way to tailor an individual sound and add texture 
to mixes. Opcode's fusion:EFFECTS offer odd, niche-type sounds not commonly 

found in hardware audio processors. Fusion:VOCODE will allow users to generate dis-
tinctive effects including guitar talkboxes, robot vocals, or even pulsating rhythm parts 
derived from sustained chords. Opcode has also included advanced control features, in-
cluding Level, Resonance, Depth, and Mix, as well as five-band tonal control. Users can 
select their own carrier wave of they can "construct" one with fusion:VOCODE's on-board 

synth. Fusion:VOCODE 
carries an MSRP of 
$149.95. For more in-
formation on 
fusion:VOCODE, or 

Opcode's full line of fu-
sion:EFFECTs, contact 
Opcode Systems, Inc., 
3950 Fabian Way, Suite 
100, Palo Alto, CA 
94303. Tel: 650-856-
3333. Fax: 650-856-
3332. Web: www.op-
code.com. Circle EQ 
free lit. #116. 
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The truth is that most PA systems are 

not designed for live performance. 

They borrow cone drivers from 

instrument amps and 

crossovers from home 

hi-fi sets. They can't 

handle the power and they don't 

isperse the sound evenly. Basically, 

hey're useless. 

Linear Activation from EAW is not 

ust another PA. It redefines the word. 

LA offers a complete line of PA 

systems engineered by EAW - the 

world standard in professional touring 

ound. LA features the same profes-

onal cones and compression drivers, 

the same heavy-duty, computer 

designed crossover and the same 

road-proven construction techniques 

and materials. All designed to solve 

the specific problems of small-venue 

live performance. 

You're a professional. Don't you 

deserve a professional PA? To find out 

ore about a 

uly professional 

A, call 508-234-

158 and request 

a copy of the 

Linear Activation 

chnology 

rochure. 

Kenton G. Forsythe, 
Exec. VP, Strategic Product 
Development (right), 

and Gary Hardesty, VP, 
Engineering, demand 
that EAW innovations 
use fundamental laws 
of acoustical physics 
in new woe. 

CIRCLE 17 ON FREE INFO CARD 

aEAW 
The Laws of Physics / The Art of Listening 

One Main Street, Whitinsville, MA 01588 tel- 800 992 5013-508 234 6158 fax 508 234 8251 web http://www.eaw.com 

EAW INTERNATIONAL LTD., The Old Coacn House, Amersham Hill, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, England HP13 6NQ tel- +44 1494 539090 fax +44 1494 539091 
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How can you edit your 
recordings? If you have a PC 
& STUDI/01 it's easy. 
Pick any of a number of programs: 
Sound Forge, SAWil Samplitude 
Cubase Audio.) Wavelab.; CoolEdiel 
GoldWave etc. It's amazing what 
you can do with a computer these 
days! But.., how do you get those 
16-mic drum parts into the computer 
in the first place? Or, once 
you've stacked and fattened those 
vocal harmonies, how do you get 
them out? 

• 

With the STUDI/O multichannel 
sound card you get two sets of 
optical in/out: that's two milts! 
16- channels, phase- locked and in 
sync. No ground loops, no noise. 
Switch to SPDIF format and digitally 
record from a sampler CD. Bring it 
in at 48KHz on the fly, using the 
onboard sample rate converter. 
Transfer to and from your DAT machine. 
Convert to 44.1 KHz on the way. 
Use your ADATs in pass-thru mode to 
go direct to disk. Or, connect 
sTUDI/0 directly to your favorite 
digital mixing console. 

Get 16-channe1,24-bit record and 
playback. Get 18-bit stereo 
analog monitor mix. (Steerable to 
digital outs too!) Get top-
quality stereo sample rate 
conversion. Get full compatibility 
with Windows' Sound System. 

...Get sruDem 

SONO -JS 
Sonoros, Inc., 111 E. 12th Street, 2nd Floor, 
New York, NY 10003. Phone 212-253-7700. 
Fax 212-253-7701. For more information about 
Sonores, Inc., visit our web site at http://sonorus.com. 

All trademarks are registered by their respective companies. 
° Soma, Inc., 1997 
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STRINGS 'N' THINGS 
arefaction's newest sound library, Ety-
mology, offers a collection of sounds by 
xperimental guitarist Fred Firth and 

avant cellist Tom Cora. Produced by Thomas 
Dimuzio, the royalty free sound library contains 
a profusion of string and wire manipulation 
techniques and effects. Etymology includes long 
solo and duet performances, ready made for 
media sound beds. The CD-ROM version con-
sists of 16 bit, 44.1 kHz, AIFF sound files, ready 
to use in your digital workstation, sampler and 
performance applications, and will mount on 
any Macintosh computer or Windows 95 PC. 

For further details, contact rarefaction, Tel: 415-333-POKE. Fax 415-333-5022. Web: www.rar-
efaction.com. Circle EQ free lit. #118. 

VIRTUAL LOW-END 

W
aves' newest Plug-In is based on 
patent pending technology 
called MaxxBass. MaxxBass is a 

virtual subwoofer that utilizes proprietary al-
gorithms based on psycho-acoustic re-
search to deliver high quality bass sounds 
through any audio speakers. MaxxBass an-
alyzes the audio signal which is below the 
low-frequency limit of the system and then 
adds a series of harmonics to the signal which 
help to enhance bass perception. MaxxBass 
plug-in will support the different platforms 
supported by Waves. For more details, con-
tact Waves, 6716 Central Avenue, Suite 8, 

Knoxville, TN 37912. Tel: 423-689-5395. Fax 
423-688-4260. Web: www.waves.com. Circle 
EQ free lit. # 117. 

A SOUNDING BOARD FOR THE FUTURE 

or
he Audiotrix 3D-XG sound card is a full featured, professional quality sound card 
offering 16-bit, full-duplex digital audio. The board offers Yamaha XG wavetable 
synthesis with expanded sound effects processing, including Yamaha's proprietary 

3D YMersion sound. The first sound card to feature Yamaha's newest XG MIDI tech-
nology, the Audiotrix 3D-XG provides 676 voices, and 21 drum kits while supplying 32-

note polyphony and 16-part multi-timbrality. On-board effects include 11 types of re-
verb, 11 types of chorus, and 42 types of other variations. The Audiotrix 3D-XG also 
includes an 18-bit DAC for MIDI instrument rendering. The output of the Audiotrix 3D-

XG is processed through an on-board digital signal processor (DSP) and digital effects 
can be applied to MIDI data as well as to other output sources (Mic, Wave, CD audio) 

independently. Other features include Sound Blaster and Sound Blaster Pro compati-
bility, advanced audio control with extended bass and treble control, and 3D-surround 

sound processing via 
Yamaha's YMersion sound. 
PC platforms that are sup-
ported include Windows 
(3.1x, 95, NT 3.5x, NT 4.0) 
OS/2 Warp, Linux, as well 
as many other versions of 
Unix. For more details, 
contact Mediatrix Periph-
erals, Inc., 4229 Garlock 
Street, Sherbrooke, Que-
bec, Canada J IL 2C8. Tel: 
819-829-TRIX. Fax: 819 - 
829-5100. Web: www.me-
diatrix.com. Circle EQ 
free lit. # 119. 
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Take Your Studio Two (Giant) 
Steps Closer to Success 

RODE NT1 
Large Diaphragm 
Condenser Microphone 

Now you can enjoy the rich warm sound tlut 

bay a true, large diaphragm condenser nuL 

an deliver—at a price dramatically lower 

than everything else in its class. 

Designed by the company that 

brought you the critically acclaimed 

Classic Valve Tube and NT2 

microphones, the NTI is 

sensitive enough to, capture 

subtle vocal nuances, 

yet rugged enough to 

withstand high SPL 

in electric guitar and 

drum applications. 

Couple that with 

its 1" gold-

sputtered 

diaphragm, 

tsxtremely 

kw noise 

circuitry, 

internal 

shock-mount 

system—and yes, 

that precision sound—and you 

can easily see why the NT1 is the 

must-have workhorse for your studio. 

NT1. $499 u... 
IIOUL 1+.• bimkAnark of lelo,, kilectrooKs. 

I 

Event EMP-1 
Microphone 
Preamplifier 

Want to spruce up the sound 

of your current microphone 

collection (or even your NTI)? 

Then plug them into the new Event 

EMP-1—a world class preamp so 

acoustically transparent that you'll 

finally hear what your microphones really 

sound like. With features Eke ultra low noise 

circuitry, phantom power, phase reverse, low 

pass filtering, continuously variable gain control, 

and enough status LEDs to light up your control room, 

the EM P-1 could be the single most important (and 

affordable) sonic shot in the arm you give to your studio. 

EMP-1 $299 

EWP-I MICRDPILONI PREAMPLIFIER 

Io • $ 0 • 
• S ON , • 

40•GoLII.4 

• 

P.O. Box 4189 

Santa Barbara, CA 93240-4189 

Vblem 805-566-7777 

Fax: 805-566-7771 

E-mall: Info@eventl.com 

Wdb: www.eventicom 

U.S. MSRP 

Ei[C100110 
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ROOM WITH A VU 

Much, Much More Than Words 
Light on words but 

heavy on gear, No 

Comment Studios has 

plenty to offer east coast 

musicians 

STUDIO NAME: No Comment Studios 
LOCATION: Belleville, New Jersey 
MAIN MEN: Tony Viscardo, owner/chief 
engineer; Steve Addeo and John Al-
banese, assistant engineers; Ricki J. Be-
gin, tech; Greg Baron, piano tech 
PROJECTS RECORDED: Conosur, Zonda; Jono 
Manson, One Horse Town (with John Pop-
per); Glen Alexander, Oria; Lady Day 
Soundtrack; Gary Valente, Evil Twin; 
Russ Bonagura, Daydreamin'; Bob Ack-
erman Trio, Old and New Magic; The 

Smoking Section, Pick It Up; Sam Shaber, 
In The Bunker, Chaim Khan (two-song 
demo for Warner Bros. Records) 
CREDITS: In addition to playing Broadway 
shows and sessions with artists such as 
Chaim Khan, The Mighty Sweetones, and 
The Smoking Section, guitarist/producer 
Tony Viscardo has performed live in Eu-
rope as well as in New York City. His cur-
rent project, Conosur, features himself on 
guitar, Hernan Romero (guitar), and 
Manolo Badrena (percussion). 



CONSOLE: Soundtracs Megas 32x24x2 
RECORDERS: Alesis ADATs 141; Otani 5050 
2-track 
KEYBOARDS: Fender Rhodes; Wurlitzer Pi-
ano; Hammond XB2 with Leslie 147; 
Kawai 6-foot grand; Korg 01W and 03RW; 
Roland D-50, MKS50, and R8 drum ma-
chine; Yamaha TX802; Oberheim Matrix 
1000: Alesis D4 and S4; E-mu Classic Keys 
SAMPLERS: E-mu E32 
MONITORS: Tanney System 12; Yamaha 

10M; Alesis Monitor One 
COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE: Macintosh 
Quadra 650 with Sound Designer; CD 
Master List; MOTU Performer 
DATS: Panasonic SV-3700; Casio DA-7 
OUTBOARD GEAR: Demeter VTMP-2b; Lex-

icon PCM70 and Prime Time; TL Audio 
tube compressor/ mic pre; Alesis 
Quadraverb, Midiverb 2, and 
Quadraverb 2; Roland SD-3000 and SD-
2000 delays; dbx and Valley Audio Dy-
naMite compressors and gates; Klark 
Teknik and Valley Audio EQs 
MICROPHONES: Neumann U87; AKG C414, 
C460, C451, CE5, and D112; Sennheiser 
421.; Shure SM57 and 58; Audio-Tech-
nica AT4050/CM5 
GUITAR GEAR: Mesa Boogie Mark III and 
Mesa Boogie Studio Preamp; Fender 
amps: '59 Bassman, '62 Blonde Pro, Pro 
Junior, ' 59 Tremolux, and '63 Reverb; 
Marshall stack; Jim Kelly; Zoom 9002; 
Roland JC 120; DigiTech Studio Tube 

Preamp; Jackson Perfect Connection 
FAVORITE GEAR: Demeter mic pre and TL 
Audio tube compressor. Viscardo re-
marks: The tube gear really warms up 
the digital recorders. You can't beat the 
'62 Fender Pro with a great mic through 
the Demeter and a bit of Lexicon 'verb. 
STUDIO NOTES: Viscardo continues: Our 
grand piano is a favorite of the many great 
pianists that record here. From jazz mas-
ters Jim McNeely and Danny Holgate to 
Shawn Colvin's pianist Doug Petty, they all 
speak highly of the instrument. 
PRODUCTION NOTES: Viscardo concludes: 
My goal when producing or engineering 
is to make the artist feel as relaxed as pos-
sible and get that feeling on tape. E. 
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MICRO PHILE 

SoundfieldSPS 422 
This Soundfield 

mic has a couple of 

tricks up its sleeve 

MICROPHONE NAME: Soundfield SPS422 
PRICE: $3999, including raclunount con-

stand adapter, and cable 
TYPE OF MIC: Four-capsule condenser 
POLAR PATTERN: See notes 
FREQUENCY RANGE: 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz 
EQUIVALENT SELF-NOISE 14 dBA SPL in cardioid 
(ILL 179) 
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL +22 dBu 
MAXIMUM INPUT FOR 0.5% THD: 145 dB SPL 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: I 00 ohms, balanced 
MIC NOTES: So u nci tield's SPS 422 uses four 
matched condenser microphone capsules 
arranged in a tetrahedral array. Each of the 
four capsules faces a different direction, en-
abling the microphone to capture sound 
three-dimensionally. Audio signals from 
the four elements are sent (via a single ca-
ble) to a racicmount processor that provides 
user control over the SPS 422's pickup pat-
tern and stereo width. To prevent ambient 
humidity from adversely affecting perfor-
mance, the SPS 422's body includes a 
heater that reduces condensation. 
USER TIPS: The rackmount processor includes 
a preamp, so output from the rear panel may 
be directly patched to a tape machine or oth-
er line-level device. Varying the Width con-
trol on the processor will take the SPS 422's 
output from mono to full stereo. Varying the 
SPS 422's Pattern control will take the mic's 
output from 360 degrees to dual cardioids to 
straight figure-eight. Depending upon the 
combination of the Width control and the 
Pattern control, the mic's output can vary 
from stereo 360 degrees through stereo XY 
cardioids to mono figure eight When used in 
Mid-side mode, the middle signal appears 
from the processor's left output while the side 
signal appears at the right output Under nor-
mal circumstances, the SPS 422 is a side-ad-
dress mic (i.e., the "front" is at the side of the 
mic, indicated by the Soundfield logo). 
However, the SPS 422 maybe altered to "end-
fire" address by changing the processor's Po-
sition switch to "End." When using the SPS 
422 mounted upside-down in its shock cra-

dle, left and right will effectively be reversed. 
A switch marked "Inv" is designed to return 
this condition to normal. 
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• Touch a button and access 13 
different effects, up to 7 at once. 
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With the N o ,eal from DOD 
VOCAL ix pvtoctssorz 

Finally, studio quality vocal effects when and where 

1/1MII want them. Want Reverb, Echo or Doubling? Step on it! Want 

vocal flanging? Step on it! Want them all the same time? Step on it! 

You've never seen anything like DOD's new VoFX Vocal Effects Processor 

because there's never been anything like it. Just connect your mic to the VoFX 

and connect the VoFX stereo outputs to your mixer and you're there. 

Suddenly, you have real time control over all your vocal effects. 
Use it on stage or in the studio. If you're a singer, you need this! Try 

the new VoFX today at DOD dealers everywhere. 

• Connect any mic to the 
VoFXthrough XII and tie" inputs. 

'Use the Karauke input 
to remove vocals from tapes and CD's. 

• Use the Data Wheel to (WYSS 
the Library of 30 factory presets 

• Step through instant access to 
•••• 3 different presets in 10 banks 

for 30 different song modes. 

• Match the VoFX 
to any kino of miser 
with separate input and 
output level controls. 
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FIRST LOOK 

RAMSA DA7 Digital Console 
Although still on the 

drawing board, RAMSA's 

digital console looks 

ready to rock the world 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Although scheduled for a NAMM 
launch, RAMSA showed a prototype of 
its DA7 digital mixer at AES '97. In order 
to avoid accusations of vaporware-
mongering, the product was shown 

only to a selected group of attendees, 
and it was made very clear that quanti-
ty shipments wouldn't occur until 
March 1998. Besides, the $5000 price 
point puts it between Yamaha's 02R and 
03D, and it's half the price of the up-
coming Mackie and TASCAM digital 
consoles, so no one could accuse them 
of trying to launch a preemptive strike 
against similarly priced consoles. 

Primarily, RAMSA knew it had a 
low profile in this country for digital au-
dio, and wanted to announce that they 
intend to be players in this field. If, 
however, the DA7 does what RAMSA 
claims it will do, they probably won't 
have to worry about a low profile much 
longer. 

BASICS 
The DA7 has 32 inputs and 8 output 
busses. Typically, 16 of the inputs are +4 
analog mic/line (no -10), with eight TRS 
balanced and eight XLR connectors. 
The 16 digital inputs (with 24-bit con-
verters and 32-bit internal processing) 
require optional-at-extra-cost cards, 
depending on whether you plan to in-
terface with ADAT, TDIF, or AES/EBU. 
Each card handles eight inputs, so you 
could have eight channels of ADAT + 
eight AES/EBU, 16 channels of TDIF, 
etc. You can, however, also replace 
eight of the analog inputs with anoth-
er digital card (great for 24-track, digi-
tal 8-track-based studios), or use an 
analog card instead of digital for 32 ana-

THE PRICE IS RIGHT: The Ramsa DA7's $5000 price point will put it between Yamaha's 02R and 03D. 
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and at half the price of the upcoming Mackie and Tascam digital consoles. 
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IT'S QUIET, DEPENDABLE AND DOESN'T 
NEED A LOT OF ATTENTION. DON'T YOU 
WISH YOU HAD MORE FRIENDS LIKE THAT? 

THE SERVO 120 REFERENdE AMPLIFIER 

Think about it. From one slim rack space, the Servo 120 gives you 60 watts per 
channel of clean, dependable power without creating any new problems in your 

life. All for less than 200 dollars. 
Dedicated to " reference-quality" audio, the 120 features a wide frequency 

response of 10 Hz to 100 kHz (- 3 dB) and quiet, convection-cooled operation. 

The amp's front panel features individual level controls with LED meters and a 
convenient headphone jack with a speaker-disable switch for isolated monitoring. 

Built tough, the 120 is housed in a solid steel chassis. Its Bipolar design and high-
quality toroidal power supply ensure consistent performance. Like all of our Servo 

amps, thermal and overcurrent protection circuitry is standard. 

Servo 120. The kind of friend that's hard to find. Get acquainted with one soon at 

your local Samson dealer. 

For more about Samson Audio, please call ( 516) 364-2244 , fax 451613E4-38E8 or write to Sarnson7eont-..-:,.oâ-es , 
PO. Box 9031, S\(osset, NY 11791-9031. Visit Siamsoq kdic at www.samsontech.com ©1997 Satn-eon 
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FIRST LOOK 

NOW Two hoicee! 

One year after stunning the industry with our 
411, a 63 channel user-selectable UHF system for 
under $1000, Azden is introducing the 412UDR, 
a full single-space rack receiver with antenna 
mounting on front and rear, and with all the great 
features and performance of the 411UDR. 

Tests in the field around the world have drawn rave 
reviews for the 411, with the RF performance and 
sound quality being compared to systems costing 
up to 5 times more! 

Both receivers are PLL synthesized, dual conversion 
superheterodyne, true diversity, with balanced and 
unbalanced XLR and 1/4" outputs, tone squelch, 
output control, and status LEDs. Available with 
frequency agile handheld (41HT), or bodypack 
(41BT) with a choice of Azden's world-renowned 
omni-directional (EX-503M) or uni-directional 
(EX-505U) capsules. 

End- user prices: 
411UDR receiver $589.00 AMC-2A 
412UDR receiver $689.00 
41BT bodypack $159.50 
41HT handheld $399.00 
EX-503M $25.00 
EX- 505U $49.00 
AMC-2A $150.00 

loili
CHARGE M The 41HT handheld can be used with either 2 AA 

alkaline, or our exclusive 
rechargeable NiC,ad battery, and 
you can charge it with our optional 

AMC-2A charging station. 

147 New Hyde Park Road, Franklin Square, NY 11010 ,jAZDEN' (516) 328-7500 • FAX (516) 328-7506 
E- Mail - AZDENUS@AOLCOM 
Azden Home Page: http://www.azdencorp.com 

log inputs. (To give an idea of card pric-
ing, the 8-channel ADAT card is esti-
mated to list for around $400.) 

There are 16 flying faders, which ac-
cess four " layers" of control. Layer 1 
controls inputs 1-16, and layer 2, inputs 
17-32. You can, however, also " flip" in-
dividual faders between the two layers, 
so for example, while in layer 1 some 
faders could control layer 2 channels. 

In layer 3, the faders control six aux 
sends (two S/PDIF and four analog), six 
aux returns, and the eight bus masters. 
Layer 4 can be anything you want — 
such as combinations of faders from the 
other three layers — as well as MIDI 
faders for sending out controller data. 
(Regarding MIDI, the DA7 also transmits 
MIDI Machine Control messages.) 

INPUT STRIPS 

Each input has 4- stage parametric EQ 
and dynamics control (compressor, 
noise gate, expander); these settings, as 
well as all mixer settings, show up on a 
large supertwist LCD. The user interface 
is particularly cool: touch a fader and 
the LCD shows that input strip's para-
meters. To then adjust the EQ, touch 
one of the three EQ programming 
knobs, and the screen shows the EQ pa-
rameters. Same goes for dynamics, bus 
assign, aux assign, and surround sound 
mix (5.1 surround sound is an integral 
part of the mixer). Bottom line: there's 
no paging through menus to get to com-
mon functions. 

A rear-panel option slot accom-
modates 16 analog inserts or digital in-
serts on busses (not on inputs). It can 
also gang together two mixers to create 
a 64-input mixer. In this mode, busses 
go across the two mixers as if they were 
one big unit. 

There's a Solo button, program-

mable among AFL, PFL, or solo in 
place. Plus, if you're concerned about 
meddlers at live gigs or sound installa-
tions, password protection can rope off 
the console as a whole, or specific sec-
tions. 

CONTROL & AUTOMATION 
Although there is dynamic automation 
on board, its memory is relatively limit-
ed. RAMSA will, however, be offering 
Mac and Windows automation soft-
ware for mix-intensive projects. Fur-
thermore, there are 200 memory loca-
tions. Fifty of these memorize all console 

continued on page 136 
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How did Chris Andromidas make it 
to The Galapagos? 

ofseve No. «lee 

I le1 
• 

His scores have graced over 350 movies and tv shows, adding texture 

and romance to places as remote as The Galapagos and as bizarre as The Catacombs, 

Yet ( hris Andromidas rarely leaves his home to record. And the microphone 

on most often is the (AD [ 200. " On my latest Discovery 

ems, ilpwisibile Places", I recorded everything from french accordion 

rmstrongesgue muted trumpet to renaissance lute, I found the 

[-ZOO to be remarkably accurate." 

So no matter where your music takes you, take along an 
Ys•"' 

[-ZOO from ( AD. You'll get the sound you want, naturally. eee 

Equitek [- ZOO 

Pro rs., oral Mitrophones 

P.O. Box 120 Conneaut, Ohio 44030 ( 216) 593-1111 fax ( 216) 593-5395 E-mail salesdept@ASTAT1Ccom 
Export Representative 

H.M.S.,Inc P.O. Box 110065 Nashville,TN 31U1 ( 615)613-1100 Fax ( 615) 613-0995 E-mail MMSIncl@ILnetcom.com 
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FIRST LOOK 

Yamaha 02R Turns Two! 
Version 2 software for 

the popular digital 

console offers options 

users have been 

clamoring for 

BY ROGER NICHOLS 

It has been almost two years since the first 
shipments of the Yamaha 02R digital con-
sole. Since then, Yamaha has also released 
the 03D, a smaller version of the digital con-
sole, but with software that wasn't available 
in the 02R, such as surround sound mixing. 
Yamaha has also listened to its thousands of 
02R customers and put together a wish list 
of features they would like to see in a new 
software revision. As of September '97, all 
02R's will ship with Version 2 operating soft-
ware, and previous 02R owners can upgrade 
to Version 2 by purchasing an 
upgrade kit from their dealer. 

To keep this thing short, I 
am going to have to assume that 
you already know what the 0211 
can do. I am just going to out-
line the new additions to the 
pile of features. 

SURROUND SOUND MIXING 
The most obvious additioil to the 
V2 software is surround sound 
mixing. There are now addi-
tional pages under Routing that 
refer to various configurations of 
surround systems. As far as op-
tions go, 2+2 is set up to be left 
and right speakers in front and 
left and right speakers in the rear: 
3+1 is your basic LCRS (Left 
Center Right Surround) config-
uration; 3+2+1 gets you into 
what is commonly referred to as 
5.1 (read five-point-one) for-
mat, which gives you left, center, 
and right in the front of the room, 
left and right rear speakers, and 
one subwoofer channel for a to-
tal of six channels of audio in-
formation. [See the 5.1 feature in 

the October issue for more information.] 
You have choices for output moni-

toring. The first six bus outputs are used 
for the surround outputs. You can send 
to your monitors from the output of your 
destination recorder, you can listen to 
the outputs from an optional analog I/O 
card, or you can route the busses to Aux 
Outputs and use them as monitor 
sources to feed the monitor amps. 

The most innovative part of the sur-
round sound addition is the panning con-
figuration. When surround panning comes 
to mind, you automatically think of joy-
sticks or, at the very minimum, a left-right 
and front-back pan control for each chan-
nel. With the V2 software Yamaha has im-
plemented the "Panning Trajectory" ap-
proach. Panning of each individual channel 
is graphically displayed on the LCD screen 
as the representation of a room with 
speaker icons placed according to the sur-
round model you are using. You can then 
select from a menu of various trajectories 
over which the sound will travel during a 
dynamic panning movement. In each 
case, you can decide what percentage of the 

signal will be routed to the center channel 
and how much the trajectory can be 
squashed in either the front-back or left-
right direction. For 99.9 percent of your 
panning requirements, this system will 
work perfectly. For those occasions when 
you want a joystick input for dynamic pan-
ning that doesn't fit a bezier trajectory, then 
Yamaha will offer a MIDI joystick. Re-
member, since everything on the 02R is au-
tomatable (is that a word?), you can pan one 
channel around, then change tracks and 
pan another one. On the LCD display by 
each speaker icon is audio level metering so 
you can always see exactly how much total 
signal is being routed to each speaker. 

ROUTING 
\\ hile we are on the subject of routing, there 
are some new additions in V2 that are very 
useful The inputs to the console are in blocks 
of eight. In each of these blocks you can re-
route the incoming signal to any other input 
As an example, if you recorded the stereo gui-
tar on channels one and three, you can re-
route channel three to input two so that you 
can stereo link them together. 

2 0 02R Blues 7-1 ROUTING 

UMM Surround Channel Edit UMW 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 El E2  

MIXING IN THE ROUND: The most obvious addition to the V2 software is its 
surround sound mixing capabilities. 
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Get the mastering tools yo need at price that 
won't bring you to your knees. ( SRP 11495) 

Bring it on horn• . With S sund Forge. 

Available at Sonic Foundr dealers verywhere. 

tenng mouse 

Home 
For mastering digital audio, in your 
home studio, look no further. 

Sound Forge 4.0 combines professional 
mastering tools in affordable software 
that's easy to use. The most powerful 
editor for Windows, Sound Forge is 
packed with processing tools used by 
many mastering houses: 

• Three equalizers: 10-band Graphic, 
Paragraphic, and Parametric so your final 
mix sounds good on any set of speakers 

• Normalize feature to match levels 
between tracks 

• Graphic dynamics to beef up your 
entire file or Multi-band Dynamics to 
compress by frequency range 

• Graphic Fade In/Out with pull handles 
so you can define the curve yourself 

• High-quality Resample to prepare filet 
for CD-burning 
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FIRST LOOK 

world of 
(ess options. . 

tf& S,ti only 
One Real Choice., 

121 Single Antenna 
& 122 DigiTRU 
Diversity*. 
Systems 

Choose the Nady 

Bronze Series for 

the best price in 

wireless today. 

Bar none. 

Nady made the original 
high performance, low 
cost professional wireless 
and has, for over 20 years, 
continued as the wireless 
leader. Nady's new 
Bronze, Silver and Gold 
series models are the lat-
est breakthroughs in 
price and erformarice. 

LOWEST' PRICE. The 
revolutionary, new Nady 
mid band VHF Bronze 
Series is tbç lowest pri 
prof essio wireles 
you're o budget 
refuse to compromise on 
sound, Nady's Bronze 
Series is your wireless of 
choice. 

BEST SOUND. Nady's 
patented, Emmy Award 
winning companding 
technology—providing 
up to 120 dB dynamic 
range—continues to de-
liver the best sound in 
wireless. 

To Be Your Best 
Ask for the Best— 
Nady Wireless. 

The Real Choice. 

,=‘;,:trYeet,T.E.Tevilr 94608 

510.652.2411 Fax: 510.652.5075 
Internet: www.nadywireless.com 

Nadys rugged, all metal HT- 1 transmitter (shown actual size) 
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You can also re-route the aux outs to 
busses. This means that you can have aux 
sends feeding digital busses so that effects 
sends can go digitally to your outboard re-
verbs that accept digital inputs. 

SCENE MEMORIES AND AUTOMIX 
Scene memories are used to store the state 
of the entire console. The number of scene 
memories has been changed from 52 to 96. 

In Automix, you now have extensive of-
nine editing of Automix information. You can 
erase or insert events at any timecode loca-
tion and move or copy events to another 
timecode location. This works out great if you 
have mixed a song and then want to go back 
and add two bars before the second chorus. 
You can just move the Automix data two bars 
later, starting at the second chorus, and push 
Play. You can also choose to display only the 
channels or type ofAutornix events that you 
want to work with to keep the clutter to a 
minimum and avoid changing data that you 
don't want to change. You can also trim a 
range of events offline. If the vocal rides are 
perfect but just a little loud in the second cha 
rus, then just trim them down a little. Time-
code addresses can be captured on the fly 
and new events inserted at the captured time. 

Touch sensitive faders have now 
been added to Automix. If you turn this 
option on, then you don't have to press 
the Select button in order to update a 
channel. If you start to move the fader, the 
Automix computer knows and automat-
ically starts updating the mix information. 

An additional check box on the Automix 
page allows you to update mix information 
to the end of the song when you stop the tape. 
Without this box checked, if you were low-
ering the level of a guitar and stopped the tape 
at the second chorus, from that point on the 
level of the guitar would return to the previ-
ous level. If you wanted to change the level 
to the end of the song, you would have to play 
the tape to the end with the guitar fader at the 
desired level. Now, with the End box checked, 
when you stop the tape the current fader lev-
el is written to the end of the tape. 

MIDI DUMP 
On the MIDI page, you can now select more 
than one type of data at the same time. This 
means you could select all of the boxes and 
save the entire console at once with one con-
tinuous MIDI dump. If you mess around in 
this area, make sure you keep very good doc-
umentation of what you are dumping. 
When you send data back to the 02R it over-
writes existing data. If you save Autornix 7 and 
later read it back in, it will overwrite the data 
in Automix 7. You cannot re-route this in-

formation to another Automix location. If you 
dump the entire contents of the Automix 
memory, you cannot just read back in one 
memory location — it overwrites the entire 
Automix memory. So, be careful. 

In the Setup page, you can enable MIDI 
dump data compression. This will save 
storage space on the destination device, but 
should not be selected when the data is in-
tended for an 02R that does not have V2 soft-
ware. The data is automatically expanded 
when read back into a V2 02R. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
V2 offers remote control of external devices 
from the 02R. If you hold down the Flip 
buttoh, you enter a new Remote Control 
area. From here you have four different ex-
ternal devices that you can control at the 
same time from each Scene Memory lo-
cation. The controllable devices available 
are 02R, 03D, ProMix 01, General MIDI, 
MMC (MIDI Machine Control for tape ma-
chines), 16 tracks of Pro Tools, and some 
of the more recent Yamaha reverb devices. 
I have been using a ProMix 01 for extra ef-
fects returns. Any level, pan, and memo-
ry recall data for the ProMix 01 is stored 
with the 02R scene and completely reset 
whenever I recall an 02R scene. 

There is also a Remote Page for Bus/Aux 
Masters. This is not really a remote device, but 
it lets you control the Bus and Aux master lev-
els with the 02R faders instead of the encod-
ing wheel, which was the only way in previ-
ous software versions. 

DIGITAL I/O 
V2 has added a 24-bit recording mode for 
those who do not have 24-bit recorders yet. 
It works by splitting the 24-bit signal into two 
16-bit signals. One channel carries bits 1-16 
and the other channel carries bits 17-24. 
When played back, they are put back together 
to form the 24-bit signaL This will turn any 16-
bit, 8-track recorder into a 4-track, 24-bit 
recorder. Of course, you need 24-bit data 
from somewhere to make it work out, but 
more on this some other time. 

CONCLUSION 
That about does it. There may be something 
I forgot, but if there is, you probably won't 
need it. There is an extensive list of new fea-
tures in V2 for the 02R, and I am sure they will 
quickly find their way into your 02R. 

MANUFACTURER: Yamaha Corpo-
ration of America, 6600 Orangethor-

Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: 
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PowerLighe Features 

Neutrik"Combo"(UP 8, 1/4" and "Touch proof" binding post 
bonier balanced input conneetars). output connectors 

Stereo/bridging/parallel 
mode switch 

Advanced thermal protection 

Computes Control Data Port 
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Clip Limiters (user defeatable) 

• Detented gain controls with 
2 dB steps for easy resetting 

• DC sub audio and thermal 
overload protection 

• Patented Output Averaging' 
short circuit protection 

• Full LED status arrays 

THE BEST SOUNDING, 
MOST RELIABLE 
AMPS LOOK BEST 

IN RACK. 
For three decades, the most demanding 

professionals have relied on us for high 

performance power. In fact, they've 

inspired many of our new specialized 

models. Take the PowerLIght'' 1.0Hv 

for example—it was developed to send 

smooth sound to your mida and highs. 

And our 2.4mB delivers 2400 watts of 

thundering bass to your woofers. We 

even offer bi-amplified power with our 

1.5x and 1.65vx. So, no matter what 

your power requirements don't settle 

for anything but the hest. Since 

the development of our exclusive 

PowerWave technology, PowerLighte 

have redefined industry standards for 

audio performance. reliability and light 

weight. For more information check out 

our classic black PowerLight' amplifiers 

on our website or call (800) 854-4079. 

-HEAR THE POWER OF TECEIN01.06Y-

AUDIO 

www.qscaudio.com 
'Pos:erLight". ".-0u,put Averaing."an.1 • Hear the Fowl of Techo logy" are iradenu.rks .uf QSC Audio Product. uc.SCndthrC logo nre regi7tered the C.S Palen. and liademark Ofue. 
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MI INSIDER 

Stalking the Wild Acoustic 
Some good ideas 

for recording acoustic 

guitars 

BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Whether music is plugged, unplugged, or 
replugged, the acoustic guitar just keeps 
strummin' along. For those raised on 
MIDI, virtual tracks, and drum machines, 
miking an acoustic guitar can be some-
what intimidating — but don't fret. 
Recording acoustic guitar is a lot easier 
than recording something like a drum kit, 
and is often even easier than recording 
vocals. Although (as in any aspect of 
recording) there are no "rules," the fol-
lowing procedure has worked for me, and 
inspired enough people to say, "Wow, 
cool guitar sound!" that I figured it was 
worth writing up. 

STRINGING ALONG WITH TEFLON 
Your primary considerations should be 
the basics: properly tuned strings in 
good condition and the right acoustic 
space. For strings, there's a new kind 
called Elixir made by W. L. Gore 8t Assoc. 
(Box 2200, Flagstaff, AZ 86003-2200; tel. 
888-367-5533) that integrates Teflon® 
into the metal wrap, thus reducing — 
though not totally eliminating — finger 
squeaks and buzzes. Amazingly, this 
happens without significantly diminish-

ing the brilliance or clarity. If the guitarist 
being recorded doesn't play real loud, 
thus making the squeaks more obnox-
ious than usual, these strings are well 
worth trying. 

ROOMINATIONS 
As to acoustic space, I generally avoid 
both dead and ultra-live rooms. One 
room I worked in recently (Take One Stu-
dio in Freiburg, Germany) had an excel-
lent space for acoustic guitar that was 
mostly tiled, but with the tiles slightly an-
gled, like an extremely elongated W. On 
two walls, the tiles were elongated verti-
cally, and on the other two walls, hori-
zontally (fig. 1). 

To keep the room from being too 
live, two large vertical baffles straddled 
the corners, which kept reflections under 
control. The result is a bright, live sound, 
but one that is not out of control (fig. 2). 

MAIN MIC 
MANIPULATION 
AKG 414's are 
popular mics 
for acoustic 
guitar, al-
though some 
engineers pre-
fer condensers 
with smaller di-
aphragms. In 
any event, you 
don't want to 
use a dynamic 
model, as the 
sound will usu-
ally be duller 
than desired. 

Regarding 
the "one mic or 
two" question, 
the following 
may go against 
conventional 
wisdom, but I 
prefer using 
only one mic to 
pick up the 
main sound, 
then build the 
stereo ambi-
ence through 
reverb. This 
avoids phase 

problems, cuts setup time, ensures mono 
compatibility, and is more controllable. 
If I do use a second mic, it will serve as 
more of a room mic rather than for close-
miking the guitar. 

To position the mic properly, have 
the guitarist play, face your ear toward 
the instrument, and shift your ear's po-
sition to hunt for "hot spots." Optimum 
positioning depends on the sound you 
want to achieve; for the richest, deepest 
sound, I generally point toward the 
sound hole at about a 60-degree angle, 
with the base of the mic approximately 
where the neck joins the body. If the 
sound has too much bottom and you 
want more finger sound, move the mic 
parallel to the guitar and further up the 
neck. For less bottom and more pick 
sound — good for adding definition, yet 
letting the guitar sit further back in the 
track — move away from the sound hole 
and toward the bridge. I prefer to move 
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Nothing makes you feel more like 
kicking the dog than software that costs a 

week's pay and runs like a three-legged hound. 

Well, we just put a smile on that old dog's face. 

Introducing Colcewallr Pro Audio"' 6.0 
With new Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.0, recording 
and editing your music has never been easier. 
The leading MIDI and digital audio workstation 
for Windows puts more cool tools and processing 
power in your hands than ever before: 

b CFr- Cakewalk Audio Effects 
Hot new audio processing effects, including 
pitch-shifting, reverb, flange, chorus, delay, 
time compression and expansion. You can 
even convert monophonic audio into MIDI. 

* Aucfio Plug-ins 
Support for Microsoft' DirectX" audio plug- ins, the 
new standard for Windows audio processing. Run 
third-party plug- ins from companies like QSound, 
Waves, and Tracer without ever leav ng Cakewalk. 

How to lose 
40 the low-down, 

baby left me, 
mangy dog, 

teun never shines, 
salty gravy, 

underpowered 
overpriced, 
hard-to-use 

software blues 

CakewalleStudioWare 
Control your entire studio from Cakewalk; 
c-eate custom control panels for any 
hardware combination that responds to MIDI. 
Version 6.0 includes StudioWare panels for 
popular hardware like the Roland VS-880." 
ard the Yamaha ProMix 01 

Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.0 supports Windows 95' 
sound cards and hard disk recorders, like 
Digidesign's Session 8 and Audiomedia iir, 
Dgital Audo Labs' CardD Plus  and V8', and 
Soundscape Digital Technology's SSHDR1-:' 

Lose Those Low-Down Blues 
The power and price of Cakewalk Pro Audio 
6.0 will make you feel like the sun's shinin' 
once again. So get on down to your favorite 
music store, pick it up, and shake those 
bues away. 

6,0 
P.;t4b 

Pro Audio 

CAKEWALK 
MUSIC SOFTWARE 

Download the 6.0 demo at www.cakewalk.com, or call 888-CAKEWALK. 
Cakewalk is a registered trademark. and Cakewalk Pro-Audio, Cakewalk StudioWarr, CI X, The Sound Solutior, Cakewalk Music Software and the 

Cake« Jk Music Software logo are trademerks of Twelve Ton. Systems, Inc. Other product mentioned we trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
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FIGURE 1 

the mic in as close as possible to the gui-
tar, consistent with being far enough 
away that the guitarist won't hit it while 
playing (about 1 foot or so seems about 
right). 

If you're working with an engineer, 
go back to the control room and listen 
while fine-tuning the mic position. Once 
you've found the magic spot, move on. 

A SOUND TO DI FOR? 
Built-in piezo pickups exist 
mostly to electrify the acoustic 
guitar when playing live. But if 
you have the tracks, it never 
hurts to run the piezo output 
through a preamp (or DI box 
if the preamp is already built-
in) so that, if desired, you can 
add this sound in parallel 
with the main mic. However, 
the downside is that you're 
adding another noise source, 
the timbre maybe thin and re-
quire EQ, and you have to deal 
with yet another mixer chan-
nel. In my experience, a good 
mic, good strings, and a semi-

live room will be all you really need. 

DON'T TOUCH THAT LIMITER! 
Some acoustics, particularly classical types, 
may have a strong, low-end peak caused by 
body resonance. While this projects well 
live, when recording it can overwhelm the 
rest of the signal. To tame this peak, 
rather than reaching for a limiter, use a 
parametric EQ stage to apply a cut that can-

cels out the resonance somewhat. The best 
way to find this peak is: 
1. Turn down the monitors to a very low lis-
tening level. 
2. Set bandwidth to 1/4 octave or so. 
3. Turn boost to maximum. 
4. Sweep the frequency control until you find 
the frequency where the bass jumps out. 
5. Change the boost/cut control to cut, and 
trim back to reduce the peak. 
6. Turn the volume back up. 
7. Fine-tune the bandwidth and boost/cut 
controls for the desired sound. 

DON'T TOUCH THAT MIXER, EITHER 
Many people always route signals through 
a mixer, either through force of habit or lazi-
ness. Whenever possible, I patch the mic 
preamp directly into the multitrack 
recorder's input to bypass the mixer en-
tirely. This avoids a whole bunch of active 
circuitry; sometimes less is indeed more. 

As to which preamp to use, of course 
that's a very subjective decision, and de-
pends also on how your ink interacts with 
a given piece of gear. I usually patch into an 
Aphex 107 for a clean, sweet, defined sound, 

continued on page 136 

TIRED OP THE SA 1I1 CLP 130X? 
With the highest precision processing, the most dynamic audio conversion, and the most advanced effects 

algorithms, the Quadra/Fx is the most productive piece of digital processing equipment available...and 
your studio's best upgrade solution. The all- new Quadra/Fx is two stereo processors in one 

box (four inputs and four outputs). You can replace at least two of your old 
boxes with the Quadra/Fx! Don't let your digital effects be the 

_-...- ----, c.-
cc-7- i' ..-_-'-" weakest link in your studio's production chain - grab 

, 
..... — 

i 

.-.. 
-...., ,^: 

z-, the Quadra/Fx at your local A R T 

... ; -- - --.--.----,—........ dealer today. ..--- ,.., 
, ' 488 ----------„__ .. 

Two independent etereo effecte proceeeore in one 

Proprietary Dynamic Engine Allocation 'l technology 

Two neto of etereo inpute ana' outpute (4 in/4 out) 

24 bit double-precieion effecte proceeeing 

20 bit A/D and D/A convertere 

All-new effecte algorithme - Keverb, Delay, Chorue, Flange, 
Phaee. Tremolo, Kotary, Pitch Shift, Pan 

Full programmability and Performance MIO!TM 

Quadra Fx 
215 Tremont Street, Rochester, NY 14608 

Vox: 716.4361720, Fax: 716.436.3942 
http://www.ortroch.com 
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Integrated 
System 

Integrated Hardware — 
How about 64 bands of 
parametric EQ. 8 stereo 
aux seids, aid up to 16 
simultaneous real-time 
effects ... all with no 
penalty ... no slow down. 
The PARIS EDS-1000 PCI 
card has 6 extremely 
powerful 24-bit DSP 
chips to give you instant 
response that software-
only systems can't ... 
plus there are plenty 
of I/O and hardware 
expansion options. 

serious power...  
total integration 
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I ntegrated SoFtware 
Take one look at the PARIS 
software ... every pixel has 
a purpose ... every color 
has been carefully chosen 
... every function instantly 
available ... its integration 
with the powerful DSP 
and Control Surface 
is truly magical. 

—  Integrated Control 
Move a real Fader ... turn 
a pan or EQ knob on the 
PARIS Control Surface 
and watch it move in 
perfect sync on the 
screen ... it's elegant 
... it's simple ... you'll 
never want to mix 
with just a mouse 
again! It puts the 
power of PARIS at 
your fingertips. 

Fi n a I ly... there's a poe erful and totally integrated diigital audio recording solution - 
PARIS From tnsoniq Digital Systems. It includes all the hardware and 
software you need to start making tracks on your PC cr Mac. It's Fast, 
simple and totally compatible. Plus, it has a Flexible °per architecture for 
both hardware modules and software plug- ins. Visit the Ensoniq Web site 
for complete details and the name of your authorized ARIS dealer. 

www.parissensomq.com 
ENSONI S Corp • 155 Great Valley Parkway - Malvern. Pl‘ - 19355 
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KOOPER'S KOUCH 

5.1 The Pessimist View 

A new format means it is 

time once again to 

butcher some classics 

recordings 

BY AL KOOPER 

I remember when quadraphonic prod-
uct began to flounder in the market-
place. Paul Simon said to me: " It does-
n't have a chance. Most people don't 
even have a clue where to put two 
speakers in the room!" And it was prob-
ably true. I bet housewives all over the 
world were the ones responsible for the 
death of quad with the following one 
sentence: "You're not putting those 
four speakers in my living room!" 

Now surround sound wants to put 
five or even seven speakers in your liv-
ing room. But the Joneses are so yupped 
out, they want a home theater in their 
space because the Smiths have one. Sta-
tus rules in the '90s, not housewives. 
DVD can handle the info, and we're off. 
Now some genius has come up with the 
idea of re-releasing older audio product 
in surround sound. Thus begins a whole 
new set of worries for the engineers and 

producers of said catalog items. 
When CDs made their move in the 

mid '80s, companies scrambled to find 
in-house engineers to remix and re-
master catalog product and save them 
money while doing so. By and large, the 
original producer and engineer were ig-
nored for fear of what they might charge 
the companies to remix/master their 
original work. It's not enough that these 
companies were already raking in about 
80 percent or more of the profits from 
these laser Frisbees, but, on catalog 
items, there is basically no production 
cost. These records have earned back 
what it cost to make them years ago! So 
some kid who wasn't alive when the orig-
inal records were mixed and mastered is 
set up in a cubicle at each record com-
pany to "remix and master" all their cat-
alog releases. The results 
are inevitably sonically 
lacking in sensitivity to 
the program material. 

My personal experi-
ence with this cutback has 
been less than wonderful. 
At the dawn of CD pro-
duction, I called the pres-
ident of MCA Records and 
asked to remaster all the 
Lynyrd Skynyrd product I 
had produced (their first 
three albums) for free. 

Why? 
Because my name is 

on them and I wanted these 
"new" releases to take ad-
vantage of this new media 
and sound as wonderful as 
possible. Some new kid is-
n't gonna know about the 
hihat problems in "Satur-
day Night Special" simply 
because he didn't produce 
or engineer that track. 
MCA, in a rare off-guarded moment, let me 
go in and I did the best I could. When they 
were released midline (price point $9.99), 
I was proud of them, and that is the point. 
So two years later, MCA put out a Skynyrd 
box set. Did they use program material 
from those three albums? 

Yes. 
Did they use the mastered versions 

I had done for free for them? 
No. 
Did some guy paid by the week re-

master them so horribly that I had to 
compare the two CDs to confirm that 
those were even my mixes on the box set? 

Yes. So you know I'm really looking 
forward to the 5.1 revolution where the 
prognosis is that all my catalog items 
will sound not unlike ping-pong balls in 
a block-long garbage can. 

The same thing is gonna happen 
again. Some new 5.1 guy is gonna get a 
cubicle at Polymer Records and rob the 
consumer of hearing his/her old fa-
vorites as they were originally con-
ceived. I'm not purposely singling out 
MCA, either. Most of my catalog as an 
artist is on Sony. They hired a talented, 
personable guy named Bob Irwin to 
remix and remaster most of their Lega-
cy Series. With all due respect to Irwin, 
he simply can't possibly know what I 

know about the original 
masters. He does a better 
job than most of these 
other clowns, but in my 
heart, I know I could make 
a happier consumer if I 
were allowed in there, 
gratis. I am not allowed in 
there. I am "consulted" 
only because I scream 
blue murder when I read 
in various magazines that 
my old albums are sched-
uled for re-release. 

Polygram recently 
put out a double Blues 
Project CD anthology. I 
called and asked if I could 
master it. They sent me an 
already EQ'd master tape 
and I declined because 
the damage was already 
done with the new EQ 
choices. The reason I was-
n't allowed access to the 
original masters? "Too ex-

pensive." We can't win here. 
Needless to say, there are many 

people in my position out there and I 
am endeavoring with this column to 
safely speak for all of them when I say: 
Let us remix and remaster our old 
work. Nine times out of ten we won't 
even charge you (you cheap bastards) 
so we can keep some integrity in our 
earlier works as they find their way onto 
these new media. 

Use some common sense, guys! IS 

"Most 

pie peo 

don't even 

have a clue 

where to 

put two 

speakers in 

the room!" 
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"Check's in the mail." 

'My dog ate it." 

"Use a live board for recording..." 

"No such thing as a quality recording 
console for el699." 

Breakthrough: You Can Buy 
an 8-Bus Recording 
Console for $1699 

It's funny that some companies 
will try to fool you into believing that 
their 4-bus mixer designed for live 
gigs and sound reinforcement will be a great console for 
your personal or project studio. We know you're much 
smarter than that. Fact is, you con buy a quality 8-bus 
recording console for a lot less — from TASCAM. 

Live Boards Waste Inputs When Used 
for Recording 

Don't depend on your salesperson to know, but for 
every track of your recorder, a live board wastes 1 input 
(8 tracks = wasted inputs). Not very efficient. A nue 
recording console, like the M1600, has dedicated 
ins/outs spedically for your multitrack, so all input 
channels remain available for necessities like guitars, 
keyboards, mks — whatever you need. 

No Patching and Repatching 
Another Ming a recording console will save you is 

hassling with cables. That live board has only 4 sub- mas-
ters. So, if you want to send multiple sigmals to any of 
the 8-tracks, you'll need to patch and repatch. And forget 

Killer Mic Preamps and the 
Sweetest EA 

The Ml 600 has the EC) yo o need. Three bands 
including a semi-parametric unid sweep with more range 
than anything in its price class. Pius, the M1600's next-
generation mic preamps are optimized for digital record-
ing. Much cleaner and quieter then those on o live board. 
Check out the specs. 

Serious Monitoring. Inputs a Plenty 
You'd be hard pressed to find the M1600's monitor-

ing capability on another mixer — let alone a live 
board. With 6 AUX sends you ran ante stereo cue 
mixes and still have plenty of AUX power to spore. Plus, 
you get 4 fully assignable effects returns. Thanks to its 
inline design the M1600/16 lives you 32 'inputs at 
mixdown. 

You Can Expand It, Too! 
Best part is you can buy the M1600 

and its optional meter bridge for about 
the price of a basic live board. Flow 
can TASCAM do it? By not making 

you pay for stuff you'd never use — 
like mic inputs. When was the last time you used more 
than 8 microphones simultaneously for recording? 
Chances are never. But if you ever do, you can easily 
expand your M1600 with the optional TASCAM MA8 
eight channel mic preamp — giving you 8 more killer 
mic preamps. 

You're smart. So buy the right tool for the ¡ob. Far 
gigs and sound reinforcement, get the live board. But 
for recording on a tight budget, get 
the TASCAM M1600. At only •e•sc.44.7 
$1699* for 16-inputs; or for 
more bang get 24-inputs — 
only $2199. You won't find a b 

0-821-2' 
better value. Want to know more? 
Read the M1600 story. Call TASCAM FaxBak today. 
Document #6610. 

FPx-BAcic 

TASCAM 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR EXPERIENCE. 

'16 np,It model gives 7cm 32 MU poems, 14 mr_A mm8.97445 you 48 Moultrroas 'A89418419 pmes 51899 .8 16 mputs ond 82,199 ter 24 mpun 
199% RAC Amm, 184_ 7733 lelegraphbI, Monte8e4o, C90640 ( 213112&4303 • TEA( CANADA LTD, 340 Ekunel Rae& Misrsougo, Ontom 1/2C. ((9S) 97S) 9041D38 • TEX hlexxo, SI de ( V, PnvIda 44 Comm 018, Moe del Carmen Coyomml, Meow 0f 04100 011 525.68.174 
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TECHNIQUES REMIXING 

X Mixes the Spot 
John X reveals his 

secrets for successful 

remixing 

BY BOBBY OWSINSKI 

Yes, his effettà are loaded—and he not afraid 
to use them. John X Volaitis is one of the new 
breed of engineers who's thrown off his old-
school chains and ventured into the world of 
remixes. Along with his partner Danny Saber, 
John has recently done remixes for such leg-
ends as David Bowie (Dead Man Walking" 
"Little Wonder") and U2 ("Staring At The 
Sun"), as well as Marilyn Manson ("Horrible 
People', Garbage ("Stupid Girl"), and a host 
of others. As you'll see, the X-man's methods 
are both unique and fun. 

EQ: When people send you tapes for remix-
es, what are they actually sending you? 
John X: Far too often they'll send us the en-
tire multitrack, when all 
we need is one track of that. 
Usuallyyou could just send 
the lead vocal, timecode, 
and a start time and tempo 
because half the time we'll 
change the key and the 
tempo anyway. David 
Bowie's "Little Wonder," 
for instance, we did in al-
most half time. That means 
you're pretty much throw-
ing out most of the original 
tracks because you can't 
use any of that stuff to begin 
with. 

Sometimes that's in-
appropriate though. We 
just did one for U2, "Star-
ing At The Sun," which 
they're really happy with. 
Part of why I think they're 
happy is the fact that we 
didn't butcher them at 
all. We kept a little piece of 
everybody because they're 
a band. The one thing you 
learn is that when you 
remix for a band, you can't 
have the singer and the 
guitar player and not have 

the bass player and the drummer in it be-
cause it creates total warfare for them 
that's gonna make them say, " Look, let's 
not use that." So you find one little thing, 
like some thick fill that the drummer did 
or the bass player making some noise at 
the beginning of the song, and use that. 
Maybe it's the only thing that you can re-
ally loop and get into the track and make 
it dancey, but it's something that's gonna 
let them say, "Hey man, that's me." As long 
as they know they're in there, they're fine. 

One special thing I've noticed about 
the remixes is that if you don't have a real-
ly great vocal performance to begin with, 
you're screwed. The same old rule still ap-
plies. If you got a good performance on 
somebody, you can almost do anything to 
it and it's still good. With somebody like 
Bowie or Bono, those guys are "the" cats, so 
it sounds great right off. 
Where do you build your mix from? 
I generally have to start with the loops. 
You've got to find the main loop or the com-
bination of loops that creates the main 
groove. Sometimes the loops may have a lot 

of individual drums, but they're usually not 
crucial rhythmic elements. They can be ac-
cents and they can be stuff that just pops up 
in a break here and there. 
Do you use a lot of compression? 
I use it a lot Not always in great amounts, but 
I tend to try to get some handle on the peaks. 
Loops I rarely mess with. If somebody's got 
a loop and a certain groove that they like, I 
almost always leave those things alone be-
cause they start getting real squirrelly if you 
mess with them. All of a sudden the groove 
can change radically. Anything else, I don't 
mind slarrunin' the hell out of as long as it 
sounds the way I want it to sound. I don't 
even have a rule about it. 
What's your approach to panning? 
I try not to waste the sides [i.e., hard left or 
right in the stereo spectrum] on anything 
that's not really, really actively stereo like 
stereo patches that come out of people's key-
boards. To me, most of those are boring. 
They're not really doing anything and 
they're a waste of the sides, so I'll just tuck 
them up a little bit. I'll have them Land R, but 
not always hard. What I always try to do is 

HIS EFFECTS ARE LOADED AND HE'S NOT AFRAID TO USE THEM 
industrial strength signal chain for a remix session 

John X prepares an 
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Announcing 02R V2 and 030 mixing consoles. The incredibly affordable Yamaha 
digital mixers make the world a much more productive place. From the start, the 02R has delivered spectacular 

sonic quality with 32-bit processing, 20-bit digital/analog con-

version and direct digital interface to your digital 
DIGITAL RICORDoNG CONSOLE 

recorder. It has also allowed you to save and instantly recall all of your mix 

settings and the movements of 02R's motorized faders, EC), effects and lim-

iter/compressor/gates. Now, 02R V2 adds more stellar features including 
0- DIGITAL AUX SENDS 1P- 6-channel SURROUND SOUND fo- REMOTE 

MIDI CONTROL of external devices ( like multitrack and hard disk recorders) 

0- INPUT PATCHING so you can assign tracks from a recorder to alternate 

inputs 10- 24-BIT RECORDING on your 16-bit multitrack and new 

automation features including TOUCH SENSITIVE FADER EMULATION. 

02R V2 has 44 digital and alalog inputs and lots of outputs. For the more 

down to earth but ambitious 8-track digital studio working with MIDI gear, the 

Yamaha 03D offers the same features in a smaller format, plus brand new 32-bit effects processors. 

Whether you choose 02R V2 or the new 03D digital mixer, your mixing power will take off and your mixes 

will sound incredible. To understand why Phil Ramone, Roger Nichols, Tom Jung 

DIGITAL mire CONSOLE and Hans Zimmer rave about 

Yamaha digital mixing, see these products today at a Yamaha 

Authorized Dealer or call 1-800-937-7171 x 645 
now for Iiterature. SMART MIXING 
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YAMAHA 

...P19411,tmaha Corbolation Ja. Pro Audio Department. PO. Box 6600. Buena Park, CA 90620 
(714,1 512-90 corn and kinvwyamaha.calp/product/proaudio/hoineenglishdndex html 

Yamaha is a "rk of Yamaha Corporation of America. All other trademarks are the proper-

ty of their respetifve panies 
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TECHNIQUES REMIXING 

keep my effects and delays or my radical pan-
ning stuff hard left and right, which makes it 
feel like the more radical stuff is projecting a 
little bit further than the rest of the band. It 
just gives a different sort of depth perception. 
What about adding effects? Do you add them 
as you go along or do you get a balance and 
then add them? 
I do both. I love effects. For years I acted as 
a total purist. "I'm gonna bypass everything 
in the room and go to tape." That's really cool 
for some stuff, but what it was doing was get-
ting me into a mindset where I couldn't even 
think about putting effects on stuff with any 
real imagination. All I was coming up with 
was sort of the same thing you always hear on 
conservative albums. Now as far as I'm con-
cerned I'll go haywire with that stuff. I'll 
record effects on 
tracks, and if I don't 
like them, I'll just erase 
them. It's no big deal. 

That sounds 
chaotic, but usually 
I'm trying to accom-
plish something very 
special. For example, 
sometimes I'll mult 
the lead vocal to a 
few different chan-
nels. Then each will 
be EQ'd completely 
differently, some 
compressed, some 
de-essed severely 
and sent to long re-
verbs, and some su-
per filtered and sent 
to some weird pitch-
modulation stuff. 
Then I'll flip around 
from syllable to syllable throughout the 
verses and have the entire effect structured 
around the voice constantly shifting, yet 
leave something consistent from the main 
vocal track. 

As far as the amount of dry vocal, 
that's arbitrary. Sometimes, you find some 
spots where you feel like it's right and you 
leave it there and then just sort of tune in 
that other stuff so it becomes something 
natural. But sometimes it's something 
special to where anyone who listens to it 
can't even figure out what the hell is on 
there. You don't have enough time to iden-
tify the fianger because by the time you 
think it might be a flanger it's already 
turned into three other effects. You have to 
do it in such a way so it's not a distraction 
and it's not defeating the lead vocalist. 
Do you have a method for setting up your ef-
fects? 

Yeah, I go right for the Eventide stuff first. I'm 
definitely a snob that way. I go for the 4000, 
the 3500, the 3000. Then I'm gonna go into 
the [Lexicon] 480's and stuff, depending on 
what the people have in them. I actually like 
the [Ledconi 224X with the Resonant Chords. 
I love that patch and use that thing a lot, and 
I use the [Lexicon] PCM 70 with their 
"Rhyme in C-minor BPM, Rhyme in C-ma-
jor BPM" patch a lot also. You can generate 
pitches with a nice resonance but be able to 
tune the pitches to the key of your track and 
set the delay time almost instantly. I've tak-
en some really dud parts and just really 
brought them to life with those. I've been 
making loops with them too, like tuned drum 
loops that are really usable. I definitely go for 
the weird stuff first I only put up maybe one 

SONIC MORTICIANS — (L-R) Danny Saber, Producer; John X, Engineer; 
Shannon O'Shea, Mgr.; Butch Vig, Producer. 

reverb. Reverb has a way of piling up under-
neath your track, so there's a lot more of it un-
derneath the track than there is on top of it. 
I'll usually try to keep the amount of reverb 
down to one special item for a distance per-
spective kind of thing, just to let you know 
that someone's back there, but not so much 
to drown the band. I prefer the shorter, weird-
er stuff, definitely. 
What do you bring to the studio with you? 
I have a bunch of mostly funky gear. A lot of 
stuff I bring is not engineer related, it's more 
music related. I'll bring some weird toys like 
an ancient Akai sampler that has knobs on 
the front that lets me do all kinds of weird 
stuff. I have some weird vocal processors like 
the DigiTech Vocalist VH5, which I use quite 
often, and a Korg version that was made years 
ago. It's a really super cheesy vocoder with 
some weird key bending stuff that you can do. 
Other than that, I bring a Lexicon Vortex and 

a bunch of weird little pedals. That's about it. 
I like to bring the stuff you know you're not 
gonna find in a control room. 
What format are you mixing to? 
For remixes, usually DAT with some nice con-
verters If it's something that I really think has 
come out special, I'll put it on 1/2-inch tape, 
but usually I don't bother with 1/2-inch on 
remixes because we'd send them off and the 
people would master off the DATs anyway. 
It's kind of a waste of tape and time to even 
bother sending the 1/2-inch if the people 
aren't gonna use them. A lot of independent 
labels aren't even mastering the mixes either. 
They're transferring the DATs straight across 
and that's it I just sort of became aware of this 
in the last few months. 
Since you're building up the track from 

scratch, how long 
does it take you on 
a reline 
Usually we try to 
do them in two 
days. My partner, 
Danny Saber, will 
go in the first day 
and he'll do his mu-
sical arrangement, 
such as playing all 
the parts and laying 
out the loops and all 
that stuff. The sec-
ond day is mine and 
that's it. Sometimes 
it slips into three, 
depending on how 
elaborate I get on 
that second day. 

When I'm 
mixing you don't re-
ally get the impres-

sion that people are working in there. The 
vibe is whatever it is because that's my day, 
it's my show, and I can do what I want with 
it. I rarely stress out about anything and it's 
always gonna be complete mayhem and 
chaos. My main assistant has to be wearing 
a lab coat that says "Patch Boy" on it and I 
have my own dark blue one. We've found that 
giving the assistants those lab coats gives 
them a really new sense of importance. At first 
we were joking about it, but now it's like, 
"Damn, look at these guys! They have be-
come serious." If you ask them a EQ they're 
right on it. [Laughing.] And the best thing is 
when clients come in who've never worked 
with us, the assistants could tell them any-
thing and they believe them because they're 
wearing that lab coat. It's like, "The doctor just 
told me that this is the way it's gonna go 
down, so I believe them." The whole thing is 
really fun! IS 
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The V8 from Digitiddludio Labs. It's 16 real tracks of hard disk recording an editing for the PC. It's up to 32 channels of - 

gr - di a .. I mixing. It's a rack full of realtime EQ's, dynamics processors, and effects units. It's a real hot rod! 
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"I wish my mixer 
was this flexible, 

ely 

unrestricted, totall7 automated 
rri;xing and routing 

architecture, your only 
limitation is your 

maginaticn. If you can 
think ci a mixer, you can 

Lid it. Want a specialized 
"tracking" mixer eith a compresor on every 
input and 3fanicr cue matrix! No problem. 

Want to use that vcical ir put channel, 
including all plug-in effects settings and aux 

sends, on several different 

mixers? It's none. Creale specialized 
console's fbr each .ob or project 

and modify and build 
new channels and 

buses as needed. 

The Slickest ADA nterf ace on et 
/i ny settle for just the 8 channels Df audio s ves you the whole ADAT 

y PC system that includes 8 channels of 

onous ADAT transport control. With the MOM Custom, 
etely disappear into your V8 system. Remote control a single ADAT or 

s of them. Fly ADAT tracks on and off the hard disk in rock solid sync. Simultaneously 
play back ADAT and hard disk tracks through a single mixer with full automation and 

realtime effects. (Hang in there, DA88 owners-
we have a special surprise for you...) 

The Audio Gearhead Partners: The V8's Secret Weapon 
Since the V8 runs entirely on third party software, you already know how to drive a! Why shackle yourself to a proprietary software interface when you can choose 
your own from among a growing list of Audio Gearhead Partners? And don't worry about compatibility between programs and plug-ins; if you see the Audio 

Gearhead Approved symbol, they're simpatico. But what if your favorite software's not yet Audio Gearhead Approved? No Sweat. The V8's .WAV emulation makes 
standard windows programs think they're talking to up to four CardDPItis's. Now that's hip, Daddy! 

TASCAM 

TDIF-1 

WAVES 

QSOUNID 

MINNETONKA® 
SOFTWARE 

Wave Mechanics 

CFIKEWLK 
••C SOP 1,••••• 

SEK'D 
Sa m plitudee JIStudlo 

13705 26th Avenue North Plymouth, MN 55441 

612/559.9098 Fax 612/559.0124 

www.digitalaudio.com ig997 Digital Audio Labs 
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TECHNIQUES RECORDING/GUITAR 

Riff Raff in the Studio 
How to record the 

thickest of guitar sounds 

BY TERRY HUGHES 

Engineer Terry Hughes of Rubber Ball 
Productions (North Brunswick, NJ) re-
cently completed recording and mixing 
Riff Raff In The Basement for the band 
This Boys Life on J-Bird Records. Here, 
Terry discusses his technique for getting 
fat guitar sounds with a minimum of 
tracks and a little bit of ingenuity. 

Recording distorted electric guitars can be 
a tricky thing because you want a big sound, 
but you don't want to overpower the rest of 
the instruments. A technique that I have 
used sounds like at least two guitars, but it's 
really just one. For Riff Raff In The Basement 
I used a hot-wired Marshall 800 Series gui-
tar amp, but I have also done it with a Mesa-
Boogie amp, or whatever the artist's choice 
of amp might be. In any case, there's also a 
split from the guitar going to a second am-
plifier (in this 
case a Peavey 
Classic 50). To 
accomplish the 
split, the guitar 
cable is patched 
to a Whirlwind 
Splitter that dis-
tributes the sig-
nal to the two 
amplifiers. 

Generally I 
don't do this 
during basic 
tracks because 
it's a bit of a 
project in itself. 
It's more the 
kind of thing to 
do when you 
can say, "We're 
going to do gui-
tar today, and if 
we don't finish, 
we'll do it to-
morrow." I 
don't want any-
body upsetting 
these mics. In 

the case of Riff Raff..., we had already 
tracked bass and drums with a reference 
guitar that was to be erased. P.J. Baratelli 
(guitar player for This Boys Life) was here 
about three days with the setup and played 
a Gibson Les Paul Studio. We left everything 
up and did 14 songs in all. Setup time to get 
up and running was about 1.5 hours. Re-
member that you need to do each step cor-
rectly before moving on to the next. You 
don't want to settle and then move on. 

I close-miked the Peavey amp with a 
'57, but not in the normal manner. There 
was an old wrapping paper tube laying 
around that was headed for the garbage, so 
I cut it down to about four or five inches 
long. One end of the tube was placed right 
against the speaker grille of the amp, and 
the head of the mic was put into the tube by 
about three inches. It was an experiment — 
I didn't know if it was going to work and I 
tried it with a much longer tube, but it 
sounded funny. Putting the mic inside the 
tube changes the bass response of the mic 
by trimming off a certain amount of low 

end (which is real interesting), and it has an 
effect of focusing the sound pressure di-
rectly into the mic. It also changes the di-

rectional pattern of the mic: it doesn't pick 
up much sound from outside the tube. 

Even though the tube is so thin, it 
still has a prominent effect. The Peavey 
amp was close-miked with a Shure SM7 
as well. I put a Shure SM81 two feet away 
from the speaker, and used that as my 
semi-ambient microphone. For a loud 
amp, the ' 81 should be set to -10. You 
won't get away with 0 and you don't want 
to kill the mic. The rear of the cabinet was 
miked with an Shure SM59 — an oddball 
dynamic mic from the ' 70s that vaguely 
resembles the ' 57's and ' 58's but has 
these strange vents on it. It's not for 
everybody, but it has its purposes, and 
this was one of them. All those mics were 
on the Peavey Vintage Reissue. 

For the Marshall, I didn't use any close 
mics because I had enough of that up-front 
flavor from the Peavey amp. I went with 
ambient mics on the Marshall. There were 
two different mics in different positions, 
both placed on small desk-type stands set 
on the floor. I used an RCA 77D and an RCA 
44BX, but I had to watch the SPL carefully. 
So as not to damage the ribbons, this amp 
was set a bit lower in volume. One mic was 

PLAY GUITAR: Terry Hughes used two guitar amps, a Red Box emulator, and a number of mics. including 
a Shure SM57 in a wrapping paper tube, to create the thick guitar sound on Riff Raff In The Basement. 
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16 IN+16 OUT— D I ITRLDONIR I N—REALTIME—SYSTEM 
And much more: TDAT16 is available - but be forewarned ... you'll have to add your name to the waiting list of recording engineers who were ahead of you! TDAT16's all new, 
yet mature and stable - we've taken our proven tripleDAT interface and added the powerful capacity of 16 I/O, while keeping all the features that earned tripleDAT a 1997 TEC 
Award nomination! Why gamble with products that are only on spec sheets. Don't risk your valuable studio time and recording talents with one piece of hardware combined 

with some "off-the-shelf' software interface. TDAT16 is a finely tuned hardware AND software solution. No installation adventures and no waiting for an update that 
actually works! Install TDAT16 and your creativity starts flowing. The fastest editing with all the power tools that make tripleDAT so outstanding: integrated 

CD-Writing and a whole suite of excellent RFALTIME effects, YULI won't find this anywhere else - certainly not at this price! TDAT16 is the 
HDR soltuion for the digital studio. Now you're digital, stay digital. Link your digital mixing consoles, your tape ( like Alesis ADAT 

or DAT) and your TDAT16 powered PC together without ever turning back to analog. 

16 

Dl G' 

• PCI system for PC 

• fast on-board DSP 

• 2 x ADAT IN. 2 x ADAT OUT 

• I/O can be switched tu S/PDIT 

• 20 bit stereo analog Out 

• complete with DAW software! 

SONIC 

The A8 and A16 external converter units are the ideal addition to TDAT as well as to °thet digital 
audio equipment having an ADAT interface. 16 (A8) or 32 (A16) conversion channels in true 
studio quality at an exceptionally attractive price. A8 and Al 6 are also perfectly suited for 
analog expansion of a free ADAT port on digital mixers, effect processors or synthesizers! 

RESTORATION 

•••••• 

Fire 
WALKERS-7' 

Optional DSP packages for expanding any CreamWare system: 

Hiyli-Cild Sonic Restoration Solu-

tion. • Deelicker. • Ueeratkler, • 

Denoiser, • Exciter and • Subbass 

Enhancer. All in realtime. Take 

yesteryear's material to the top of 

tomorrow's Charts! 

Eight irnalijlr., in outstanding QUO-

lity yin* can't miss: • Chorus, 

• Flanger, • 8 Band EL • Pan Mo-

dulation, • Transposing, • Signal 

Generator, • FFT-Analyzer, • Luxury 

VU-Meter. 

iTDAT ANALOG 

• external 19- converter unit 

• 16 analog IN (balanced) 

• 16 analog 011T (balanced) 

e 2 x ADAT IN/OUT 

• true studio quality 

• BNC Wordclock port 

• Sync: internal, external, WCL 

nt www.creamtmare.com 
:ke sales: 1(880) 899-1939 

CreamWare US Inc.: 446 Harrison St., Sumas, WA 98795, ph: ( 6041 527-9924, Fax: ( 604) 527-9934 

Cariada. 9428 Sherwood Ave., Coquitlam, BC V3K 1A9, ph: ( 604) 527-9924, Fax: ( 604) 527-9934 

Headquarters: CreamWare GmbH: Breitestrasse 16, 53721 Sieoburg, Germany 

triple DAL master port 
For many applications, 4 channels of I/O are more than enough, if so remember 

the entry level MasterPort and the professional, full-blown tripleDAT systems 

are your best solutions under windows. Software version 2.5 (included with 

TDA1), offers à number of Improvements and new features and is available 

to all MasterPert and tripleDAT users - free. CreamWare cheek it out and 

discover why so many engineers around the world have been using for 

tripleDAT with interated co-writing and realtime effects for so long! 

nominated for the 1997 TR' Award 

creamtere 
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about two feet away, off-axis by 45 degrees, 
and the other was set about four feet away, 
straight-on. I always have those mics set on 
the music setting ("M"), where they're a lit-
tie bassier (which can be cool for vocals, by 
the way). 

Then I took a Hughes and Kettner Red 
Box speaker cabinet simulator and brought 
that back into the console as well. The feed 
for the Red Box comes from the Marshall's 
speaker output employing a "through." Its 
"speaker out" from the amp to "speaker in" 
on the Red Box, then "through" (on the Red 

"Joemeek makes 
our beats sound fat" 
The Dust Brothers 

"I'll never mix another 
record without Joemeek!" 

Jack Joseph Puig 
Producer of The Black Ciovves, 

Tonic and Jelly Fish, 

"Chunky... Lots of vibe... 
Really cool". 
Bill Schnee 

Producer of Whitney Houston, 
De Straits and Rod Stewart 

Box) back into the speaker cabinet. An XLR 
output on the Red Box sends a mic-level sig-
nal to the board. It can work on phantom 
power or battery, but I always use phantom 
power. It's a great box and can simulate ei-
ther a 4 x 12 cabinet or a 2 x 12 combo amp. 
This signal adds some more cabinet flavor, 
and I like it combined with mics. That whole 
setup is the source end of the system. 

For mic pres I have been using RCA BA-
21's, vintage MA Research 422, and Bellari's 
RP 220 and RP 110 mic pres (which are ex-
cellent moderate-priced tube units). Each 

We make the 
competition GREEN 

with envy. 

VC1 MIC PREAMPLIFIER COMPRESSOR ENHANCER 

VC2 MIC PREAMPLIFIER COMPRESSOR ENHANCER 

VC6 MIC PREAMPLIFIER COMPRESSOR ENHANCER 

Mann 
SC2 STEREO COMPRESSOR 

VC4 DUAL CHANNEL ENHANCER 

el mow 
2 Le, 

VC5 DUAL CHANNEL CLASSIC CONTOUR EQ 

Enough said! With users like Bill Schnee, 
The Dust Brothers, Jack Joseph Puig, 

and countless others making hits with 
Joemeek... what are you waiting for? 

got meek? 

JOEPMEK 
JOEMEEK is distributed exclusively by PMI 
23773 Madison Street, Torrance, CA 90505 

voice 310 373 9129 facsimile 310 373 4714 
vvebsite vvvvvv.joerneek.com 

email themeekmaneajoemeek.com 

mic goes to a pre and then to an individual 
compressor — tube wherever possible. 
When I run out of tube compressors (Bellari 
RP282A's and my Altec 1591A), I like using 
a Symetrix 525 or the Loft 400, which is a 
quad limiter with a fast attack that's real 
good for guitar. All of these signals get rout-
ed to the console, so that I can bring each up 
on its own fader, with its own EQ. Then I lis-

ten to each source and get the best sound I 
can from each. 

After that I start to combine the signals 
for recording onto two tracks. The eight sig-
nals are split four to the left and four to the 
right, hard-panned and assigned to two 
busses (though some of the signals might 
end up on both sides, depending on the 
phase relationship). And if I run into phase 
problems, I might have to change the 
bussing. When you're dealing with that 
many mics (and that many different kinds 
1)1 mics), you have to watch the phase care-
fully, so I keep popping the monitors into 
mono to check it. 

The mics all sound different, and 
some of them don't even sound that good 
when you pull them up individually, but 
they all play a part in coloring the tone. Like 
the Shure '59 from the rear...you might bring 
that up and say, "That doesn't sound so 
good." But it's a link in the chain and I don't 
use the '59 signal dominantly. It pulls a lot 
of bass off the rear of the cabinet. You can't 
expect these mics to be miracle-workers on 
their own. It's definitely the combination. 

On the way to the tape machine, both 
busses are run through a graphic EQ, then 
from the graphic EQ into a Bellari RP 563 
stereo sonic enhancer (more recently I 
have been using Aphex 109 Tubessence 
EQs for the ' 57, '59, Red Box, and '81). So 
now the bus is being EQ'd as a source in 
addition to the individual signals. I defi-
nitely use both EQs to color the sound. You 
have to listen to the combination of the 
mics, as well as listening to them sepa-
rately. Once the mics are all up, you might 
want to tweak the graphic a bit. I know this 
sounds like a lot of processing, and I'm 
from the old school where "less is more" 
— but in this case, more is more. 

Finally, I trail off with noise reduction 
because we are hammering the signal 
through all this processing. Usually it's a dbx 
563X (one on each bus) for cleaning up the 
noise without trimming off the top end — 
if you set them right. 

Everything is then recorded to tape. In 
the case of Re Raff a TASCAM TSR-8 8-
track, analog half-inch machine with dbx 
noise reduction. I use Ampex 499 and hit the 
tape hard, sometimes pushing it up to +7. 
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The Highest Gain-Before-F 
Concert Vocal 

The N/D957 N/DYIVI microphone: 

Hygienic, sterilizable 
pop filter. 

Extremely high output. 

r Extremely low 
handling noise. 

xclusive 
personality switch. 

Two-year, 
nconditional 
mited-lifetime 
arranty. 

600 Cecil Street 
Buchanar, MI 491Ci 

616-695-6831 
800-234-6831 

In Canada: 
613-382-2141 

, vvvvvv.eviaud a.com/ev 

019P Eledro-Voice, IlL 
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My machine is tweaked for 499 and I just kill 
it for total tape saturation, which is very nice 
for distorted guitars. The signal sent into the 
tape machine is slightly different from 
what's coming out of the tape machine. You 
only get the saturation on playback You 
wouldn't want to do this on a cello, but it 
works for this sound. 

It's already an unusually big sound, but 
it's not finished just yet! In the mix, I re-am-
bient-mic the guitar by taking direct outs 
from the console and sending them to 
amps. I'll put a Fender Deluxe Reverb in the 
iso booth and a Marshall in the drum room, 
both set low in volume, and for very little dis-
tortion (if it went down distorted and you dis-

Why? It's because BASF is introducing a new adat tape specifically designed to 

give you the ultimate performance from any adat system. ADAT MASTER delivers 

consistently lower error rates than other brands of tapes on the market — 

translating into fewer errors on your critical master recordings. And a 

specially constructed ABS shell provides precision tracking and reduces 

risk of dropouts caused by static or dirt. A convenient sliding erase-

lock tab provides a simple means to safeguard important masters. 

AvailabIe in 40 and 60 minute lengths. 

EA4TEC Magnetics 
Distributed in North America by JR Pro Sales Inc. C Call 1 888 295-5551 for your nearest dealer, or visit our web site at wwwirpro.com 

tort it a second time, it will turn into fuzz). 
This time I'll use two RCA mics on each amp 
— about four feet away and four feet high— 
and pan them hard left and hard right in the 
mix. I also run the Red Box from one of the 
amps, and this gets panned to the center. I 
don't like running a signal through twice in 
the same manner, so if I recorded the Red Box 
on the 4 x 12 setting, then on re-iniking, I'll 
use the combo setting. These signals are all 
used very lightly in the mix—just for color. 

With small track formats like 8-
tracks, people are wondering how to get 
these guitar sounds, and re-miking in the 
mix is the oldest trick in the book. It's a 
long but rewarding process. Some peo-
ple feel it takes too long, but usually, 
people making some kind of record are 
willing to take the time and we'll leave it 
up for a couple of days (if needed). It's 
not something that you want to break 
down and try to re-create the next day. 
When you bus the signals and get them 
over to the left and right, it really sounds 
like two guitars. It's just big! 

Huglzes can be reached at Rubber 

id/1MS' --
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World Class Reverb 
Within Your Reach 

I 4 

Sure, you can reach for your rack to get great multieffects. But for the most dense, 

natural-sounding reverb arrd ambient processing, you don't have to leave the sweet 

spot ever again. The Alesis Wedge provides a fast 24-bit DSP engine, four real-time sliders 

for quick, easy editing, balanced inputs and outputs and the 'convenient Impulse Auditiog. 

button. More importantly, it offers the most realistic hall, room and plate reverbs you can 

imagine. All in an affordable package that stays right where you need it most. 

Ready to reach for the ultimate reverb? 

It's at your Allesis Dealer today. 

%OWE IC:bf 

Foitinore tiont the Wedge, see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or call 800-5-ALE 
e Wedges pulse Audition are trademarks of Alesis Corporation. 

Corporgibli 
IllenHoldrege)\venuis Angples CA 90016 800-5-ALES S aiecorp@alesistusa.coni 
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Digital 
Tape 

Virtual 
Tracks 

Cut and Paste 
Song Editing 

Digital 
Mixer 

Digital 
Effects & EQ 

Waveform 
Editing 

///' 999 Levels 
of Undo 

Mini 
Disk 

Limited 

The fact that digital recording is the wave of the future is no 
longer a secret. Unfortunately, which format to go with can be. 
But not for long. Introducing the affordable VS-840, a complete 64 
virtual track digital recording studio and the first to record directly 
to a built-in Zip drive. 

For the producer in you, the VS-840's random access recording 
system allows you to record a great verse and chorus and then 

Analog 
Tape 

No 

simply cut and paste tracks to try out endless song structures and 
arrangements. Throw in a built-in 12-channel mixer with 20-bit 
A/D converters, a full-blown stereo multi-effects processor, 64 
virtual tracks with scrubbing ability, and you've got an unbeatable 
package at an unbeatable price. 

Head on over to your nearest Roland dealer and see where 
digital recording is headed. It's an absolute no-brainer. 

http://www.rolandus.com CompuServe': GO ROLAND Fax-Back Information: (213) 685-5141, ext. 271 (Doc. # I0237) 
Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040, (213)685-5141 Roland Canada Muck Lid., 5480 Parkwood Way, Richmond, B.C. V6V 2M4, (604)270-6626 
Specifications subject lo change without notice. All trademarks are mummy Of their respective manufacturers. 
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64 Virtual Tracks 
You can record up to eight takes on each ot Ike VS 840s eight 

tracks. Record your Eolo over and over on the same track, 

keeping the previous takes. Bounce without tear Comp the 

ultimate track. A total at 64 virtual tracks are available. 

Built-in Effects 
111F VS-840 features a world class COSM-based guitar dreams 
tor modeling the greatest vintage tube amps,fi history. It also 

comes with digital littuerb, Relay, Chorus, rQs and much more. 

999 Levels of Und 
Now you can edit, bounce and r 

mind becausel%ith the VS 840s 

operations o, mistake: are never permane 

El Routin 
E,1 Rau takes the Isar out al reterthej by automate: 

'omega Zip — Drive 
The VS-846 uses a convenient built-in iomega lip drive to digitally record I 

your music, a first for digital multi-tracking. As simple as a cassette tape, 

lip med.a is inexpensive, reliable, portable and available everywhere 

IL_2Roland 
VS-840 Digital 
Studio Workstation 
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HOO r4V-HOT PREA PS AND COMPRESSORS 
TM CALEXICO'S GUITAR 

TRACKING TRICKS 

CUBASE, SONAR, & 
REASON LESSONS 

MIKING THE 
WILD PIANO 

MY RNI G JAC 
AND THE Aekr OF LIVE" RECORDING 

DECEMBER 

A MUSIC 

#BXNTGXR  CAR—FT LOT**C-086 

#9706284 8# EOM 97062E4 AUG 2009 
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JUDY TANNER 
11186 W BLITECANYON CT 
BOISE ID 83713-6006 P0069 
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CLEAN UP YOUR MIX 

HROUGH LAYERING 
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ARABIAN PRINCE 
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So Much Powee So Little Space 
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Music Creation Software for your Nintendo DS 

KORG, maker of some of the world's finest musical instruments, takes their legendary MS-10 synthesizer, adds tons 

of modern features, and combines it with the accessibility of the Nintendo DS Touch Screen. Meet DS-10 — the 

awesomely portable and powerful, yet incredibly easy to use, music creation software for your Nintendo DS. 

DS- 10 offers two dual oscillator synth parts and four synth/drum parts to accommodate your hit. Sculpt your own 

sounds with expansive on-screen controls, or start from a preset template and get straight to writing. Create synth 

and drum lines using DS-10's on-screen touch keyboard and drum pads, or engage the elegant 16-step sequencer. 

Employ KORG's KAOSS technology to add astonishing custom modulations to your tracks in real-time. Tighten the 

mix with DS-10's full featured mixer, then polish that next big groove with multiple effects. Chain patterns to create 

complete songs and save it all right on the spot. 

Got even bigger aspirations? Wirelessly connect and play up to eight units simultaneously for options no single 

synthesizer could ever match. 

amazon.com 

learn more at: www.korgdslOsynthesizercom 
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It's all about the sound. 
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MICRaTRACK 

MicroTrack II Prolressin 2PChannel 
34 j fe. 

-Diicicai Recorder 

Sound matters-that's why the MicroTrack' recorder has become the only choice for audio professionals worldwide. 
Now M-Audio has designed he MicroTrack Il, featuring even higher auclo fidelity, an extended input gain range, workflow 
enhancements including faster file transfer rate, and more. A new standard from the people who set the standard, the 
MicroTrack Ill delivers what's most important-superior-qua ity recordings. 

• 2-channel WAV (BWF) and MP3 recbrding and playback 

• new features include extended input gain range 

analog input limiter and BWF file marking ability 

• balanced TRS inputs with line inputs and 

48V plrgnitom-powered miciareamp4 

• drag-and-drop file transfer to PC and 

Mac via ihigh-speed USB 2-0 

• storage ilia CornpactFlash Or Microdrives (not included) 

Includes stereo electret microphone. 
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protective carrying case with mic pertch. 
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THINK BACKWARDS 

Making music is an art—but selling music is a science. And 

all too many times, when I've asked someone how they 

plan to market their music, the answer is "Well, I'm going 

to get 1,000 CDs made, store them in my garage, and ... 

uh um ... you know, like, sell them." 

Cue the buzzer sound effect, because that's the wrong 

answer. It's not enough to just create music; you also have 

to figure out how to market it. But how do you create a 

marketing plan? 

Simple: Think backwards. 

By that, I mean think first about the goal you want to 

attain, then consider how you're going to attain it. Picture 

your potential customer walking into a store: What 

artwork will grab their attention? Are they even walking 

into a record store? If you're making "meditation music," 

maybe your customer is walking into a health food store, 

and you want your CD sold at the checkout stand. 

What if your demographic is in the late teens/early 

20s? Plan to make up a flyer promoting your CD (or 

downloads) like the "room for rent" flyers with the little 

tear-off tags on the bottom, and post them on bulletin 

boards at every college within driving distance. Enlist 

your fan base (because you have a website and have been 

collecting names, right? Right?) to cover the colleges you 

can't drive to. And why the tear-off tag? Because it has 

the URL where people can download one or more of your 

songs for free (there's nothing like the word "free" to get 

people's attention). 

Keep working backward. Will you be selling music at 

gigs? Then think about how to present your music. In fact, 

do your customers actually want CDs? Maybe they'd pre-

fer to have their music on a USB stick, so why not dupli-

cate some of those as well? 

Before you even place a call to a CD duplicator, draw 

up a marketing plan. Define which people are most likely 

to enjoy your music, figure out where to find them, and 

decide what marketing "hook" will speak to them. Explore 

various avenues of distribution. Find out who covers music 

for your local paper. Talk to musicians who have been suc-

cessful at getting their music out into the world. 

Then—and only then—think about getting your music 

mastered and duplicated. 
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PRO TOOLS 8 
An elegantly redesigned, customizable user interface. Brand-new dedicated 

MIDI and Score Editor windows. Fiva all-new virtual instruments and 

dozens of additional effects plug- ins included. Integrated, full Elastic 

Time and Elastic Pitch manipulation. Streamlined track camping workflows. 

Up to 3x more audio tracks supported as standard with Pro Tools LE" and 

Pro Tools M-Powered'. New, more affordable surround mixing and sound-

for- picture options. And the list goes on... 

Introducing Pro Tools 8 software—the most comprehensive and inspiring 

sound creation and production environment on the planet. 
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SOUNDING BOARD 

THE EVERLASTING THANKS 

Thank you, thank you, thank you, 

THANK YOU! I will never be able to 

thank you enough for the massive 

piece on the Smashing Pumpkins 

["Signal to Noise" - 10/08]. I've been 
searching for details about how they 

made all of those great albums since I 

was a young, way-too-angsty 19-year-

old blaring Gish in my college dorm. 

One question though: I've went to your 

website to sign up for the live chat 

with Billy, and I can't find anything. 

Help! I need to know how I can be a 

part of this. I have more questions for 

him than you could believe. 

Aaron Renault (via email) 

Editor Matt Harper responds: 

Unfortunately we experienced some 

last minute scheduling difficulties due 

to Billy's understandably hectic sched-

ule (he has a lot of interesting things 

for you fans in the works that we aren't 

at liberty to publicize right now). As of 

writing this response (10/20/08), the 

event is officially cancelled. Though we 

worked tirelessly to make this happen 

for you, ultimately it just wasn't meant 

to be. Rest assured that we will 

announce the next installment in our 

Artist Master Class series shortly, and 

we're sure you'll be pleased with what 

we have in store for you. 

On a related note, now seems as 

good of a time as any to recommend 

that you sign up for our free Record 

Ready e-newsletter at www.eqmaq.com. 

This is by far the best way to keep up-

to-date with all the going-ons over 
here at EQ, including announcements 

regarding our Artist Master Class 

series. As a subscriber you'll also get 

special content, all the new gear news 

you can stomach, and the opportunity 

to win tons of free stuff. All of the 

cool kids are doing it, so what are you 

waiting for? 

LIFE IN THE FAST LANE 

I'm a musician/vocalist/engineer/pro-

ducer and I've been running my Pro 

Tools studio as a business for three 

years. Over the years I've gained the 

respect of my clients due to my track-

ing style. You see, I tend to mix and add 

effects to the vocals during the vocal 
tracking, and usually need to spend no 

more than 20 minutes after the track-

ing is complete getting the levels right. 

With a lot of Hip-Hop and R&B artists. 

this means they can have a finished 

song laid down in about an hour. 

Recently, I started to work at a nice, 

new studio. They want me to bring 

them my customers, but they forbid 

me to add even so much as light com-

pression until the tracking is complete. 

I feel as if these owners are taking an 

unnecessarily slow and entirely old 

school approach to a fast moving 

industry, and it is costing me my clien-

tele. Will you please do a story about 

integrating tracking/mixing with RTAS 

plug- ins on a DAW so I can show them 

and, hopefully, return to my normal 

workflow? These guys have a lot of 

money and great equipment, but 

unfortunately they are closed-minded 

and have little actual knowledge of 

tracking/mixing. 

David James (via email) 

Editor Matt Harper responds: 

We'll do you a good one and start 
working on an article about processing 

vocals on the fly, and why that is a 

great way for some of us to work. 

Meanwhile, I urge you to push this 

issue in front of these owners you 

speak of and show them the cover 

story. In there you'll see that Joe Chic-

carelli has a lot of positive things to to 

say about the subject of committing to 

EQ, compression, and other effects 

during tracking. I mean, if such is good 

enough for artists like My Morning 

Jacket, Beck, U2, Elton John, The 

Shins, White Stripes, Morrissey, etc. 

then surely it's good enough for your 
clients, right? 

Contributor Chris Mara responds: 

Try this technique: 

DEAR CHRIS MARA... 

I just wanted to write because, as a 

fellow engineer, I really look up to you. 

I caught your video over at the EQ site 

[www.egmag.tv], and was astounded 

to see you breaking down the calibra-

tion process for an analog reel-to-reel 

tape recorder. 

I recently acquired a Fostex open 

reel, 1/4-inch 8-track recorder. Are there 

any recommendations you can give me 

for the process of tracking in a DAW 

and then bouncing to 1/4-inch tape? 

Shawn Larson (via email) 

1. Create eight new tracks in your DAW. 

2. Pick eight tracks that you want sent 

to tape and assign them to the DAW's 

analog outs (1-8). 

3. Take the new track's inputs (analog 

1-8) and group them. 

4. Put the tape machine into reproduce 

mode. 

5. Arm the analog machine and the 

new tracks in your DAW. 

6. Play/record your DAW session as 

you record on your analog deck. This 
way you're simultaneously recording 

onto tape and back into your DAW. 

Note that while being in reproduce 

mode assures that you're actually hear-

ing tape (versus the machine's input), 

this results in a long delay. Therefore 

once you finish eacn pass, you'll need to 

slide your group of new tracks to the 

left and line them up with the original 

tracks in your DAW. Check to see/hear 

how they line up further down the song 

too—they may drift, so you may need to 

line them up again at, say, the top of the 

second chorus or whatever. 

Got something to say? Questions, com-

ments, concerns? Head on over to 

www.eqmag.com and drop us a line in 

our Letters to the Editor forum, send us 

an email at eqeditor@musicplayeecom or 

snail mail EQ Magazine, 1111 Bayhill 

De, Suite 725, San Bruno, CA 94066 for 

possible inclusion in the Sounding Board. 

Note: Letters may be edited for 

length and/or clarity. Direct correspon-

dence by EQ editorial is not guaranteed. 

All submissions become the property of 

EQ magazine and can be published in 

any medium. 
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Professilo nal recording straight to your iPod 

No matter where you make music, captare your performance perfectty \Nth an iPod and tie iMuftiMk 8 USB. 

8 channels > 4 mic preamps > guitar inputs > 3 band EQ > USB recording > buitin effects 

iMultiMix8USB 
Records to any 5G Pod or 2G Nano 

ALEsis 
mwalesis.com 

iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., •egistered in rhe, U.S. and &ter countries 
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KICKIN' THE BANG 
Arabian Prince on the TR-808 
BY COREY BLOOM 

Mik Lezan—popularly known as Ara-

bian Prince—says he was practically 

born a gear junkie. As a young man 
growing up in the storied Los Angeles 

inner suburb of Compton, Lezan spent 

his days toying with CB radios and 

building his own speakers. Eventually 

settling in with a set of turntables and 

a Roland TR-808, the DJ quickly joined 
the ranks of the West Coast hip-hop 

elite, linking up with fellow electro-

innovators such as Egyptian Lover, and 
later, Dr. Dre (a friendship which lead to 

the founding of the seminal gangsta 

rap squad N.W.A.). 

Though Lezan is best known for his 

stint with N.W.A., the young DJ con-

tributed to countless classic records, 

largely as a producer, but he also 

dropped quite a few solo releases. 

Though initially commercially ill-fated, 

the aforementioned albums have gar-

nered a cult following in recent years, 

which is why the folks at Stones 

Throw Records just released an 

anthology of Lezan's works between 

1984-1989, appropriately titled Innov-

ative Life. 

Tell me about the gear you started 

off on, and how you made it work. 

When I first started DJing back in 

the day, they didn't have the Tech-

nics 1200s. The first two turntables I 

put together were linear-tracking 

turntables where the tone arm went 

sideways on a track. You couldn't 

really pick up the arm, it just slid 

sideways on a track. We would put 

some plastic underneath the record 

to try and do some scratching, but 

it was near impossible. 

My first drum machine was a cheap 

Mattel Synsonic Drum. I used to rock 

that at the club, though, and people 

would dance to it. After that, I saved 

my money and got a Roland TR-808. I 

begged and pleaded my mom— 
"Look, I don't want to spend money 

on food or anything else, I just want 

to take this money from my parties 

and get an 808." I bought that, and 

then I went out and got a Roland 

Juno-60 keyboard. Neither one of 

those were MIDI. They were 

CV/Gate, so syncing those up to 

anything—especially in the studio— 

was a pain in the butt. You had to go 
through the CV lock, which was just 

like a pulse. If you ever hear that 

click—that Kraftwerk percussion 

sound, which me and Egyptian Lover 

used on a lot of our songs— it's actu-

ally not even a sound from the 808. 

It's the pulse that locked it to other 

equipment in the studio. 

Jumping into the present, how do 

you feel that technology has helped 

or hindered your creative process? 

I still own a lot of my old gear. I'm a 

real gear head. I have a lot of analog 

keyboards and drum machines in stor-

age, but I don't use them anymore. I've 

been able to use Propellerhead Reason 

and Ableton Live to get the sounds I 

want. I hear a lot of cats say Reason 

sounds thin, but that's because all they 

are doing is taking stock sounds and 

leaving them there. I still do what I've 

always done—find a drum sound or 

keyboard sound, and then tweak it to 

get it somewhere new. 

Do you use the 808 at all? 

I still use the 808, and I always will. 

I use hardware vocoders, too, because 

I haven't heard any software versions I 

like. And I'll use my Neve preamps to 

get a warm signal into the box, but I 

do most of my processing internally. 

Do you use Live to edit, or do you 

export your tracks to a different 

DAW? 

I use a lot of different DAWs for 

different things. I use Sony Sound 

Forge for editing, Steinberg WaveLab 

for mastering, and Adobe Audition for 

a lot of my multitrack recording. I'll 

use Pro Tools occasionally, but not as 

much as other people. I can use Audi-

tion for what I need, and it's faster 

and not as cumbersome. 
You say you'll always use a real 

808. Why? 

Because each kick is not the same 

when you use an original 808, 

whereas in the digital realm, whatever 

sample you use, it's always the same. 

You can work around it, but it is diffi-

cult. In a lot of my mixes where I did-

n't use a real 808 what I'll do is use 

like eight or 10 different drum kicks in 

one sequence—some longer, and 

some shorter—just to give it that nat-

ural feel. I've studied the 808 for 

hours on end, and I've found that 

every time a single programmed kick 

would hit— if a kick was by itself and 

there wasn't another kick for another 

six bars— it would have a longer 

decay. But if there was another kick 

two or four bars away, the first would 

get cut short— it wouldn't resonate as 

long. You have to program your pat-

terns differently using software to 

replicate that effect. Otherwise, you'll 

sound like one of those producers 

who leaves all the 808 kicks wide 

open. All you hear is " boom, boom, 

boom." The kicks drown out the rest 

of the track, and it just doesn't sound 

right. CO 
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GERMAIN TO THE POINT 
Four Quick Questions with Producer Clark Germain 
BY MR. BONZAI 

Clark Germains impressive credit list 

includes Stevie Wonder, Chick Corea, 

U2, Iggy Pop, the Commodores, Bon-

nie Raitt, and many others. We caught 

up with him for a brief chat at his new 

Laurel Canyon, California, studio Wor 

derWorld, to pick his brain about 

recording techniques, personal stu-

dios, and the future of the music biz. 

You've worked with David Benoit 

and Herbie Hancock. What piano 

recording techniques have you 

learned from working with these 

guys? 

My miking technique changes 

depending on the piano and the 

player. With David Benoit, quite often 

we will record the piano in the same 

room as the drums. In this setup, I 

have to use a custom stick to keep 

the piano lid open just above the mics. 
I keep the mics fairly close to the 

hammers in a bit of a modified X-Y 

pattern. David has an absolutely 

wonderful touch on the piano—very 

sensitive and lyrical—so it helps when 

the mics are close to the hammers. 

When I recorded Herbie Hancock, 

they brought in a huge Fazioli piano. 

This thing sounded gigantic! I had to 

experiment with a lot of different mik-

ing techniques with the producer, 

Bob Sadin, playing the piano. I eventu-

ally settled on one AKG C12-A inside, 

facing the upper register hammers, 

and one outside, facing the low 

soundboard. I combine these with a 

pair of AKG Cl2s outside at a medium 

distance, and a pair of Earthworks 

M5Os out in the room. I don't neces-

sarily use al/ the mics, but you want to 

have all your bases covered. 

What do you think is the most dif-

ficult instrument to record? 

I would have to say drums. So 

many times, the problem is in too 

many mics, improperly placed, caus-

ing phase cancellations that make the 

drums sound small. Minimal miking 

techniques can work great, but when 

you want a more pop sound, you need 

to do more close miking. I get a large 

part of my drum sound from the over-

heads. I like to use C12s, or a pair of 

Sony C55Ps. 

For the toms, I am a big fan of C12-

As and Sennheiser MD421s with a bit of 
EQ. For the top of the snare, there is still 

nothing better that the old Shure SM57. 

I'll also place a mic on the bottom just in 

case I need a little more sizzle in the 

mix. For the hats, I generally use an 

AKG C451, and for the kick, I like to have 

something like a MD421 inside and a 

Neumann U47 FET outside. 

You have your own studio. Explain 

your setup. 

I have a Pro ToolsIHD 3 Accel sys-

tem running through Apogee DA 16x 

converters into a custom zed Amek 

2500a console. This way, I can set up 

the static mix to where it sounds good 

through the console with all the Pro 

Tools faders at OdB. Then, I make 

small fader moves in Pro Tools. This 

setup provides access to all my great 

old outboard gear, as well as all my 

favorite plug- ins. I like having the abil-

ity to automate various parameters of 

the plug- ins for different sections of 

the song. It really gives me the best of 

both worlds. I think the most impor-

tant thing, though, is to have a mixing 

environment that remains constant. 

That way, you never have to guess 

about how things will sound when you 

bring them in for mastering. 

What do you feel is wrong with 
the music Industry these days? 

I think we are in a huge transitional 

period. It's not just the fact that peo-

ple are downloading music for free— 

although that is a major factor—but 

the major labels have not been sup-

porting creative endeavors nearly as 

much as they used to for quite some 

time now. If you continue to put out a 

new version of something that had 

success in the past, the people will 

eventually give up on you. 

Also, the days of active listening 

are long gone for most people. Music 

listening has become a passive activ-

ity—something you do while perform-

ing some other task. I think that the 

future belongs to the independents, 

and forward-thinking majors. The 

record industry will go back to being 

a singles-based business, as well— 

which is how it started. I do believe 

that if we give the people good and 

creative new music at fair prices with 

easy access, they will be willing to pay 

for it. It is going to take a while, but I 

think when the industry recovers, 

there will be more access to diverse 

types of mus c than ever before. CO 
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PUNCH 

FvOLLJTIONARY THEORY 
Sasha Returns to the Remix with Invol2ver 
BY RICHARD THOMAS 

If punk rockers live and die by the 7-

inch, DJs are defined by the variety of 

their continuous mix. The calling card 

for all forms of electronica, the DJ mix 

(or mixset, if you prefer) spent its for-

mative period as the byproduct of 

two Technics 1200s and a simple 

mixer. For quite a few years, that was 

fine. But once the sheen wore off the 

superstar mystique in the early 

2000s, DJs knew they had to step up 

their game, and gear manufacturers 
waited in the wings with new tech-

nologies to serve the quickly evolving 

craft. New DAWs allowed for increased 

integration between what historically 

was kept behind studio doors, and 

what was spun, scratched, and manip-

ulated in clubs. Newfangled external 

controllers with expanded features 

allowed DJs to literally stay in touch 

with the tactile performance ethos 

of their past. 

No one capitalized on this conver-

gence of art and technology on a 

mainstream level in quite the same way 

as Welsh DJ/producer Sasha did with 

his breakthrough 2004 hit, Involver 

This first foray into the hybrid world of 

on-the-fly remixing was made possible 

by Ableton Live. Pro Tools sessions for 

each handpicked track were flown in 

from the original artists, sliced and 

diced by Sasha and his squad, sea-

soned with additional instrumentation, 

and thrown into Live to create a DJ mix 

with fluidity and thematic consistency. 

With the arrival of Live on the scene, 

pre-production for Sasha's sets 

became less about crate digging, and 

more about the deconstruction of full 

songs into clips that could be tweaked 

and manipulated in the DAW, and then 

performed live with the aid of a hard-

ware controller. 

Soon, however, Sasha found him-

self increasingly at odds with his 

equipment. The idea of scratching on 

a laptop made him physically ill, and 

the basic controllers at his disposal 

fell short of his needs. So, he began 

developing his own controller—the 

Maven. The current Maven Mark II ver-

sion is a 100-percent custom-built 

unit, replete with handpicked knobs, 
switches, LEDs, and other bells and 
whistles specific to Sasha's desires. 

"We even designed the fader caps 

ourselves," says Sasha, who has 

pumped an estimated $100,000 into 

the unit thus far. " I just wanted to have 

it right. That stuff doesn't come cheap, 

but it's revolutionized what I do." 

Never before has the Maven been 

more of a critical crutch than now, as 

Sasha is on the road promoting 

Invol2ver, the second installment in 

his groundbreaking mix series. 

"We started the album at the 

beginning of 2007, but nearly 80 per-

cent of what we did never ended up 

on the album," explains Barry 

Jamieson, Sasha's longtime friend and 

the lead engineer on Invol2ver. "We 

were doing loads of experimenting, 

and, eventually, we thought, 'Why are 

we doing this in the box again? We've 

got all this beautiful analog gear!" 

Sasha, Jamieson, Leo Leite, and 

Spooky's Charlie May and Duncan 

Forbes utilized a multi-room setup that 

allowed for simultaneous mixing and 

sound design. Once a track was broken 

down into building blocks by the team 

in Studio A, clips would be shipped 

over to the B room and tweaked using 

U&I's MetaSynth and Native 

Instrument's Reaktor 5 before 

ultimately being hauled back into Live 

for Sasha's remixing. On Ladytron's 

"Destroy Everything You Touch," Leite 

time-stretched the source vocals to 

create the otherworldly choruses, using 

Reaktor 5's Grain Perception plug-in. 

Afterwards, he says that he filtered out 

Helen Mamie and Mira Aroyo's voices 

into "giitchy bits" that were then heav-

ily compressed, gated, and used to 

create :he track's percussion stabs. 
For a track like Telefon Tel Aviv's 

"You Are The Worst Thing In The 

World," the manipulations were a bit 

subtler. Using a combination of 
Logic's built-in vocoder and the Eiosis 

ELS plug-in, May created between 20 

and 30 different vocoder treatments, 

and then stacked them onto different 

parts of the original clean vocal to 

create a spatial, deeply layered effect. 

Meanwhile, back in Studio A, vin-

tage synths such as the Roland Jupiter 6 

and JD-800, along with circuit- bent 

TR-707s and Alesis SR-16s, were used 

to jam out accompanying beats and 

melodies to the existing source clips. 

A Soundcraft G2 console provided 

what Jamieson calls a "sculpting envi-

ronment" for the outboard sound 

design before everything was dumped 

back into Live. Jamieson adds that 

many of the synths were processed 

through guitar pedals and outboard 

filters to achieve a lo-fi effect—often-

times using a Jomox T-Resonator and 

Analogue Haven's Truly Beautiful Dis-

aster before hitting the desk. If a song 

called for something more "proper," 

the synth's signal would first be sent 

to a Millennia STT-10rigin, and then 

compressed using either a Universal 
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Audio LA-610 or an LA-2A. 

"It's quite a flexible box for the 

money," says Jamieson of the Origin. 

"It's great if you want to do combina-

tions of solid state and valve 

preamps, or solid-state compression 

and, say, valve EQ. Sometimes, we'd 

put a couple of preamps in- line— like 

the LA-610 and the STT-1—so it's 
going through the valve process a 

couple of times to get a bit of that 

grit and noise." 

Though all the mixing and arrang-

ing was done in Live—with Logic act-
ing as more of a tape machine for the 

crew— it wasn't the group's secret 

weapon. For that they turned to FL 

Studio 8. But rather than use it as a 
writing tool, they employed it as an 

automatable patch bay, connecting 

different modules within the program 

to one another to create complex 

sound-design matrixes. 

"Let's say you have a reverb," 

explains Jamieson. "You can have one 

parameter going from a bass line to 

the wet/dry of the reverb. Then, you 

can take another controller from 

another input, and give it a side-chain 

input to compress it, but just using 

the volume control within the plug-in 

itself. It's almost like you're using 

compressors, but you're not. You're 

just using controller information to 

manipulate parameters. It can get 

really complex really quickly." 

Though Sasha rarely strays from 

his tech-house roots on Invol2ver, the 

album should have appeal outside the 

club due to a track selection that fea-

tures, among others, Thom Yorke, 

M83, and Engineers. Furthermore, the 

convergence of analog warmth and 

razor-sharp digital deconstruction 

makes for a far more textured listen-

ing experience than your standard 

mix fare. Though he hasn't released a 

proper artist album since 2002's Air-

drawndagger, the Involver series has 

proved to be just as labor-intensive. 

"The idea of working on an origi-

nal album is fairly terrifying," laughs 

Sasha. " I'd removed myself from the 

club scene for a good nine months, 

and that's a long time to be away 

from what you do as your main 

thing. But, that said, we work a lot 
faster now, and I have such a strong 

team around me. So maybe we'll 

start with a couple of tracks and see 

where it goes." «I 

Saha's Maven Mark Il controller was custom-built from the 

gr:und up to allow a physcal, hands-on cornecticn to the soft-

ware he usas Ever te lacer caps were designed specifically 
for the Maven. 
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PUNCH IN 

MS. MINIMALISM 
Keeping it Simple with Juana Moli 

BY MICHAEL ROSS 

"Solo" and "simple" are the opera-

tive words used when describing 

Juana Molina's bare-bones opera-

tion, but the beauty lies in the 

primitivity of her work. With their 

hip-shaking rhythms and unique 

synth lines, Molina's loop-based 

songs can inspire even the most 

ardent party-pooper to dance. 

On her latest outing, Un Dia, the 

Argentinian songstress layers 

vocals, guitars, synths, and per-

cussion into a Boss RC-20XL 

Phrase Recorder, and then 

archives the results in MOTU's 

Digital Performer in order to 

explore the creative possibilities 

of looping. Starting as a way to 

perform her compositions live 

without a band, looping has since 
become the essence of her craft. 

"At first, I didn't know I was play-

ing a loop," she says. " I was just 

playing something over and over. 

Ten years ago, I thought that was 

bad, so I interrupted it, and put a 

chorus in the middle. I had these 

concerns about everybody thinking 

the loop was boring. Then, looping 

became more common in everyday 

music. I should have listened to 

myself back then!" 

To record Un Dia, Molina 

employed her usual method of set-

ting up her live rig in her house. 

Replacing the small Behringer mixer 

she uses live with a Mackie 1604, 

she goes straight 

from the mixer into 

the RC-20XL, and then 

into a MOTU 828 inter-

face. Molina's guitar— 

an antique 

Martin—sports a 

DiMarzio magnetic 

acoustic pickup that 

she combines with the 

signal from a Neumann 

TLM 103 linked to an 

Aphex 207D preamp. 

She acknowledges the 

system has limitations. 

"I don't really care 

much about the sound 

quality," she confesses, 

"because sometimes 

when I pause to fix the 

quality, I forget the 

idea. Why would I need 
quality for no ideas?" 

A firm adherent to 

the " if it ain't broke 

don't fix it" philosophy, 

Molina admits to being very conser-

vative—to the point of returning 

almost every new piece of gear 

she buys. 

"I bought the big Boss RC-50 

Loop Station, and it had too many 

pedals," she says. " I would have 

ended up a shoe-gazer! The only 

advantage would be that it is 

stereo, and while some of my key-

board sounds are stereo, they get 

turned into mono when sent to the 

RC-20XL." 

It/ 

All of Molina's recordings have 

been made using the TLM 103 and 

Shure SM58 to mic every instrument 

with her trusty Korg 01W synthe-

sizer supplying almost every other 

sound. However, her recording 

space's negligible soundproofing 

allowed a chorus of unlikely contrib 

utors to her last album, 2006's Son 

"The birds in my garden were 

very apparent on Son," she says. ' 

didn't make them participate as 

heavily this time." ite 
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My Morning Jacket (foreground to 
background): Bo Koster, "Two-Tone" 
Tommy, Jim James, Carl Broemel, and 
Patrick Hallahan. 
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Throwing Caution to the 
Wind, My Morning Jacket 
Indulges in Their Evil Urges 

Stop me if you've beard this one before: There's a 
band, and this band has toiled on the road for years, 

living an existence rife with vans that smell of urine and 
dirty socks, hole- in-the-wall clubs staffed with near-
deaf sound guys, and barely ingestible continental 
breakfasts at virtually uninhabitable Motel 6s. Slowly 
but surely they gain a reputation as a truly great live 
act, and before long they enter the studio to record 
what they are sure will be their masterwork. They've 
spent years writing and rehearsing this material, honing 
their craft in front of audiences that grow exponentially 
by the gig. Their goal is simple enough: Capture the 
vibe, the energy, the intimacy of their live show. 

by Shane Mehling 
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But somewhere along the way 
something bad happens. Blame it on 

too many overdubs, too many EQ 
boosts and not enough cuts, convo-

lution reverb abuse, or a mastering 
engineer that was bound and deter-

mined to be the victor in the Loud-

ness Wars, but the fact remains: 
What ships from the pressing plant is 

a squashed, pitch-corrected, time-
stretched sham; a dull, lifeless, repro-

duction of a once-beautiful thing. No 
balls, no groove, no soul. 

Louisville- bred rockers My Morning 

Jacket decided early in their career 

that they would never be the punch 
line in that terminally unfunny joke. 

Considered by many to be one of the 

best live bands on the circuit (or at 
the least one of the most athletic— 
point of proof being their nearly four-

hour set at 2008's Bonnaroo Music 

Festival), the quintent knew that when 
it came time to record their newest LP, 
Evil Urges, they were in a do-or-die 

scenario. It was here that they would 

either defend their hard-earned rep 

and assume the throne as the leaders 
of modern rock, or die a shameful 

commercial death. 
Singer/guitarist/mastermind Jim 

James knew that if the band's fate 
was to be a glorious one, they would 
need to find a producer that under-

stood the magic of their music 
enough to encourage great perfor-

mances instead of relying on quick 

fixes. They needed an old school 
pro. Little did they know when they 

My Morning Jacket discusses their 
last take with producer Joe 
Chiccarelli. Pictured left to right: 
Patrick Hallahan, Bo Koster, Joe 
Chiccarelli, and "Two-Tone" Tommy. 

embarked on a short run of live 
dates that their sonic soulmate was 

waiting for them in the crowd, an 
ardent fan of their patented 

psych/funk/indie/southern rock 

gumbo. 
"I went to see them play at [Col-

orado amphitheatre] Red Rocks and 

we hit it off immediately," says veteran 
producer Joe Chiccarelli ( Elton John, 

U2, Beck, and The White Stripes). " I 
had seen them about six years earlier 

and was a fan, so I had an understand-
ing of what they did even before we 

started working together." 
"As I began our search for some-

one to work with, Joe's name just kept 

popping up over and over again," 

James says. " Even the people I was 
talking to about working with us were 

talking about Joe." 
Since the men of My Morning 

Jacket had already cut loads of demos 

for Evil Urges before Chiccarelli was 

flown in, the newly assembled team 
was able to hit the ground running 
and get right to work on what 

would prove to be the band's crown-
ing achievement. 

"We tried to go for the middle road 

between banging it out and being sur-
gical," says James of the group's strat-

egy when entering the studio. " I 
believe you have to have a certain 
spontaneity and then capture it, har-
ness it, and get surgical on its ass 

[laughs]. [Making an album] is like a 
blacksmith pounding out a sword— 

you have to put a lot of labor into the 

process, but if you pound it too much, 

you can ruin the sword." 

gi esides the human voice, the 

U"studio is perhaps the greatest 

instrument known to man," James 

observes from My Morning Jacket's 

tour bus during a brief respite from a 
tireless one-gig-after-another tour of 

PEDAL TO THE METAL 
While the My Morning Jacket guys 

used and abused everything from 

EMT plate reverbs to the Urei 
Cooper Time Cube to create the 

otherworldly sounds on Evil 

Urges, a good portion of the spa-

tial effects were courtesy of a hot 
little pedal from Eventide called 
the Time Factor (for a full review 
of the Time Factor, go to 

www.eqmaq.cornigea_r). " It has a 
real natural tone with a very warm, 
almost analog high-end quality 

that blended into the tracks very 
well," Chiccarelli says. " Even 

though it's in a stompbox form, it 

has a line level in and out, so it 

was very easy to interface into the 
API Legacy Plus console." 

The Eventide ended up being 

used on lead and background 
vocals, guitars, and keys. "I love 

the fact that I can sit it on the 

console and easily tweak and 
refine while I working on a live 

performance," Chiccarelli tells. " In 
some cases it was printed on the 
track with the original sound. For 

background vocals, I would print 

several sets of various stereo 

delays using the Analog Tape 

Echo and Mod Echo programs to 

fatten and widen the parts. I 

would then balance them off in 

Pro Tools, combine them to one 
stereo track, and bounce them 

back to tape." 
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the U.S. James says that the band had 

recorded in various studios in the rela-

tively rustic surroundings of their Ken-

tucky hometown throughout their 

decade-long career. For Evil Urges, 

the group felt they needed a change 
of scenery, and therefore left their 

Midwestern abode and headed 
towards the bright lights of the big 

city. But while they knew that they 
wanted an urban environment to work 

in, they were undecided on where to 

set up shop. At Chiccarelli's urging, 

the band hopped in the van and soon 

found themselves in New York City, 

sitting at a Neve 8088 in what is unar-

guably one of the East Coast's great-

est recording facilities: Avatar Studios. 

Chosen not only for its first-class 

gear list or the convenience factor of 

being smack dab in the middle of 
West 53rd St., Avatar was also the 

perfect studio for My Morning Jacket 

to work in due to its multiple (five), 
spacious iso booths. "We were going 

to record bass, drums, two guitars, 

keyboards, and a lead vocal, all live," 
Chiccarelli explains. "We had to be 

able to isolate everyone. We also 

wanted a lot of space for each player 

so we could easily audition different 

amps and keyboards on the spot." 
Before the first tom was tuned, the 

band decided to utilize Avatar's 

Studer A-800 MARK Ill 24-track tape 

machine for the majority of the track-

ing. "We used Pro Tools for additional 

tracks of horns, strings, background 

vocals, etc." Chiccarelli says. " But all of 

the tape editing was done with a 

razor—old school." 

"We did the guitar and vocal over-

dubs in Pro Tools so we didn't have to 

link up two tape machines," James 

adds, going further to proclaim his 

love of the integrated approach. " It's 

the best of both worlds. I just wish 

that there was another way to meld 

the sound quality of tape with the 

workflow advantages of digital. But 

with anything digital you'll always 

have the problem of people infinitely 

editing and f**king around. We spent 

the first half of these sessions without 

a computer running. It made things 

much simpler." 

The decision was made to record 
each song from the top-down, collect 

multiple takes, and then comp 

together the best performances. 

"They're such good players that it 

wasn't an issue," Chiccarelli says of the 

band's ability to pull off a respectable 

track in a single take. " But sometimes 

the chorus is a little better in take four 

and the bridge is better in take three 

and you like the outro from take 
seven ... we wanted to leave 

ourselves with lots of options." 

"G oing into Avatar, I knew which 
songs I wanted to sound dry 

and tight, and which songs I wanted 
to sound open and roomy, so we 

immediately set up two rooms for two 

different sounds," says drummer 

Patrick Hallahan. "The rather large 

main room was the right environment 

for big-sounding songs like ' Evil 

Urges,' and 'Smokin' from Shootin.' A 

'dead' vocal booth worked perfectly 
for the more machine-like beats on 

'Touch Me I'm Going to Scream Parts 1 

and 2' and ' Highly Suspicious." 

Besides the occasional TR-808 kick 
sample being blended in as a helper 

track and the Roland CR-8000 

chugging away in the back of the mix 

on "Touch Me I'm Going to Scream 
Part 2," the oftentimes cold, industrial 

percussion one hears on Evil Urges is 
all man-made. "Obviously drum 

machine sounds are shorter, punchier, 

more compressed-sounding, so we 

needed a small, dead acoustic space 

to replicate that," Chiccarelli tells. "We 

were lucky that this vocal booth 

worked so well. It barely held his kit. 

But the low end really built up in that 

small room and it made the tracks 

sound quite punchy." 

Surprisingly enough, the few 

effects that Chiccarelli used on Halla-

han's drum tracks were dialed in and 

committed to during the tracking 

process. "Joe is very particular about 
getting as much done pre-mix as 

possible, so most of the signal pro-

cessing was done as the tracks were 

recorded," Hallahan says. Chiccarelli 

adds: "I don't leave a lot of decisions 
to mixing. I print the sounds how I want 

them because I don't want to leave 

these things until later. When I bring 

up the faders I want to hear the way 
the record is actually going to sound." 

According to Chiccarelli, the magic 

of Hallahan's drum sounds cannot be 

attributed to mic choices or signal 

paths full of boutique gear but, rather, 
the drummer's masterful technique: 

"When it comes to getting that tight, 

dry sound, we would do things like 

mic only the top of the snare instead 

of our regular over-and-under miking. 

And we would deaden the heads so 
there wasn't so much resonance. But 

it's all about Pat's stick technique. He 

would choke up on his stick, which 

keeps the stick from rebounding and 
therefore keeps the head from 

resonating much after a strike. That's 

what made the machine sound." 

Mindful of the fact that a rock 

record is only as good as the 

worst guitar sound contained in the 

A LITTLE ECI 
"I should note that the one other piece of gear used all over this album is 
the Chandler TG12345 Curve Bender equalizer," Joe Chiccarelli tells us as 

we're finishing up a last-minute fact check on the story you now hold in your 

hands. " I used this as the final stop on my rough mixes, which [mixing engi-

neer] Michael Brauer modeled his final stereo mixes after." 

Chiccarelli calls the Curve Bender, which is modeled after the EMI 

TG12345 desk used to record the Beatles and Pink Floyd at Abbey Road, 

"very powerful and rock and roll sounding. A couple of clicks—the boosts 

and cuts work in 0.5dB increments—can dramatically color the overall sound 
of the mix. I've subsequently used the same EQ for recent projects like The 

Raconteurs, The White Stripes and Brandi Carlile." 
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grooves, James and guitarist Carl 

Broemel took their sweet time crafting 

the guitar tones on Evil Urges. "As a 

rule, I start with the gear that I am 

most used to—the amps and guitars I 

use while we're on the road. When 

that doesn't do the trick, I go hunting 
for sounds," says Broemel, noting that, 

though his trusty 88 Black Les Paul 

Standard is on the lion's share of the 

album's tracks, he would regularly 

switch amongst a fleet of amps 

including a Vox AC30, an Orange 
Rockerverb 50 2x12 combo, a Carr 

Viceroy 2x12 combo, a Top Hat 

Ambassador, a Fender Pro Junior, 

and a '70s Peavey Vegas [for a 

detailed list of what Broemel used on 

each track of Evil Urges, go to 

www.eqmag.com]. 

James kept his rig much more con-

sistent, using one of his three Gibsons 

(a J-185 acoustic, an ES-335, and a 

Flying V), a Fender Stratocaster, or a 
Telecaster through a Premier 76, a 

Mesa Boogie Trem-O-Verb, or a Mesa 
Boogie Blue Angel. Similarly, 

Chiccarelli kept the guitarists' signal 

paths simple: a Shure SM57 and a 

Royer R-121, each on axis to a speaker 

cone, and a Neumann U67 for the 

room ("to keep the guitars from 

sounding one-dimensional"). Each mic 

was then sent through the Neve 

8088's 31102 preamps and bused 

together to Urei 1176 limiters. "One 

guitar amp to one tape track," Chic-
carelli clarifies. 

Chiccarelli notes that for some of 

James and Broemel's gnarlier guitar 

tracks, he would run a signal through 

a Demeter Tube DI to complement 

their amp sounds. " I'll use the DI track 

when I need to add more definition to 

a guitar line, when I need more clarity 

for individual notes in a distorted 

chord. We'd also use the Demeter DI 

for the pedal steel tracks, then blend 

that signal in with what we got out of 

the amp to get a more balanced 

sound." 

Broemel elaborates on the gear 

used in conjunction with his Carter 

12-string pedal steel on crowd favorite 

"Look at You": " I used a Source Audio 

Hot Hand Wah. My feet were busy 

controlling the steel, so I couldn't use 

a standard wah, and I didn't want to 

use an auto wah. The Hot Hand uses a 
tiny device that you wear on your fin-

ger and the motions of your finger 

Jim James cuts acoustic 
guitar tracks and vocals -Nee 
simultaneously. 

then control the sweep of the wah It 

came in ... handy [laughs]." 
Since the band was recording vocals 

live with the other instruments, achiev-

ing proper separation when James was 

cutting acoustic guitar tracks required 

some ingenious mic placement on 

Chiccarelli's part. Says the producer, 

"Acoustic guitars were done while 

James was singing, so we had to make 

sure the leakage was minimal. In some 

cases I would put a lapel mic inside the 

acoustic guitar for total isolation. It also 

created a weirder sonic perspective, 

like your ears were inside the guitar." 

More traditional miking techniques 

were also employed, utilizing some 
common unidirectional cardioid mics 

such as the Neumann KM84 and a 

Shure SM57. " I'll put the SM57 on the 

body by the bridge and the KM84 up 

by the 12th fret," Chiccarelli explains, 

adding that, when the sound 

produced using the SM57 is too 

boomy, he will "use an Electro-Voice 

RE15 on the body ... it has a natural 

midrange-y sound to it." 

Deviating from such tried-and-true 

miking techniques was of paramount 

importance when it came to "Touch 

Me I'm Going to Scream Part 1." 

"There's an acoustic guitar part on 

that song that never sounded right," 

Chiccarelli confesses. " It just sounded 

pasted on to a more electronic track. 

So we re-recorded the guitar track 

using an Altec Salt Shaker through a 

Pultec HLF3, which is a real drastic 

high and low pass filter. The sound 
was lo-fi and grainy—almost like it was 

an old sample of an '80s 8-bit emula-
tor. It instantly fit with all the other 

colors of the song." 

In retrospect, Broemel adds that 

he's giad the band avoided what 

would have been convenient at the 
time, such as automating plug-ins or 

using amp simulators, and, instead, 

integrated effects processing into their 
guitar performances. "Using computer 

plug-ins isn't our first choice when get-

ting a guitar sound," the guitarist says. 

"I would say, in general, anything you 

can do with your eyes closed and your 

hands on the knobs is going to turn 

out better than what you would get 

while staring at a screen." 

Keyboardist Bo Koster is a firm 
believer that amped keyboard 

sounds ultimately blend in better with 

guitars in a mix, so he insisted that 

Chiccarelli keep at least a 60/40 ratio 

in favor of amp to direct signals. "The 

amp aefinitely adds more dimension 

to the sound as well as some extra 

harmonic distortion," Chiccarelli says. 

"It's not even that you have to put it 

through a Marshall—even a small amp 

does the trick." 

Koster drew from a veritable smor-

gasbord of killer keyboards for the Evil 

Urges sessions, including a Fender 

Rhodes a Wurlitzer electric piano, a 

Clavinet 06, and a Hammond B3. 

According to Chiccarelli, most of the 
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keyboards were sent through an 

unspecified Mesa Boogie bass amp, 

which was miked with an Electro-Voice 

RE-20. However, Broemel's multitude 

of boutique combo amps were also 

brought in from time to time to "add 
some reverb, vibrato, and distortion 

and open up the possibilities," such as 

on stand-out track " I'm Amazed." 

A similar approach of mixing amp 

and direct signals was employed for 

bassist "Two-Tone" Tommy's tracks. " I 

have a bad habit of lightly slapping 

the strings along with the snare," 

Tommy confesses. "That can be prob-

lematic when going direct. [A DI] is 
too clear, too unforgiving." 

Tommy is cut from the same cloth 

as his bandmates in regard to the 

shared proclivity for constantly 

switching up rigs. For Evil Urges' 14 

songs, Tommy used no less than seven 

basses—from the more aggressive-

sounding 2001 Fender Deluxe P-bess 

(for raging rocker "Remnants") to a 

1980 Rickenbacker 4001 (for the 

fuzzed-out lead bass lines in "Two 

Halves"); from a ' 70s Fender Precision 
fretless (for the über-smooth " Librar-

ian") to the '76 Alembic that cuts 
sharply through the mix on kick-off 

track " Evil Urges" [for Tommy's track-

by-track gear list, go to www. 

eqmag.com]. 

Chiccarelli says that the direct sig-
nals were all piped through his trusty 

Demeter Tube DI and that nearly all 

the amp tracks were courtesy of a 

Mesa Boogie 400+ head matched 

with a Mesa Powerhouse 1000 cabinet 

(miked with an Electro-Voice RE-20 on 

the 10-inch speakers and an AKG D112 on 

the 15-inch speakers). " I also used an old 

Ampeg B-15 for the fretless tracks," Tommy 

adds. "We used the RE-20, placed in the 

upper right-hand corner of the speaker." 

As a general rule of thumb, Tommy 
tends to keep his bass sound fairly 

dry. But for Evil Urges the bassist 

decided to go nuts with an Electro-

Harmonix Bass Micro- Synth. " It's on 

quite a bit of the album, including ' Evil 
Urges,' Smokin' from Shootin', and 

'Look at You,— says the bassist. "The 

only way you can rein the signal in is 

to send it through the amp's effects 

loop, so we had to use an amp signal." 

w hile lead vocalist Jim James has 

one of the most singular voices 
in rock today, he says that he 

•• Joe Chiccarelli ( left) convenes 
with Bo Koster (middle) and 

Jim James tright) while 
comping togpther a few 

- choice sections. 

approached the Evil Urges sessions as 

an opportunity to branch out and 

expand his range of vocal personali-

ties. As each song became a quest for 

what the vocalist calls "the perfect 

color," Chiccarelli found himself audi-
tioning, and ultimately using, a stun-

ningly wide array o' mics and effects. 
'Almost every song employed a differ-
ent vocal mic," Chiccarelli says. "A lot 

of the vocals were done with a Neu-

mann U47 or a U67. A couple of things 

that were more breathy and quiet were 
done on an [AKG] C24, and for his old-

timey, radiophonic vocal sounds, we 

used an Altec 639 'Birdcage.— 

Though James would step up to a 

Shure SM58 and do a baseline vocal 

live with the rest of the band, he 

would often immediately go straight 

to the booth after the take and per-

form a couple extra passes. These 

tracks would then all be comped 

together for the perfect vocal. Chic-

carelli says that James' ability to work 

with various mics allowed him the 

opportunity to experiment on the fly. 

"Certain singers will find themselves 

getting shy around more than one or 

two mics, but Jim sounds pretty good 

on just about anything— it sounds like 

him whether he's on a [Shure] SM7 or 

a [Neumann] U67." 

"We made a conscious decision to 

always vary the mics when we did a 

backing track, or when we were shift-
ing vocal personalities," James says. 

"For instance, if we used a U47 for 

EARLY COMMITMENTF 
"The great thing about working with Joe is that he's constantly helping you 

make choices and stick with them," My Morning Jacket front man Jim James 

raves. "That way you are really mixing the record as you go along. I am very 

into that old-school work ethic from when bands only had a few tracks to 

work with and the engineers had to place and practically mix the performers 
before they even hit record. It kept everyone honest." 

Chiccarelli explains why he isn't shy about tracking with Ea, compression, 

reverb, or any other signal processing: " I started in the early '80s where 
everything was done on analog 24-track machines and people really made 

decisions and committed to their sounds before the mix. They bounced 

down background vocals, bounced down guitars—they would use 20 tracks 

and then make a submix and that was it. All the other stuff was erased! I 
wou,drather commit to something and build other sounds around—even if it 

means having to re-cut tracks late—than I would leave so much uncertainty 

to the end. Being uncertain just isn't the way I like to work." 
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the main vocal, we would use a [AKG] 

C12 on the backing vox, which has a 

thinner sound that mixes nicely with 

the U47." 

Chiccarelli says that James' 

vocals were sent through either the 
Neve 31102 pres on Avatar's 8088 

console, or through outboard Neve 

1073s. Every vocal signal was sent to 

either a Teletronix LA2A or a Urei 

1176, and lightly compressed before 

hitting the tape. 

Though the Neve pres added a 

sense of warmth and the squish from 

the compressor/limiters significantly 

beefed up James' vocalisms, 

Chiccarelli's liberal use of reverb is per-

haps most responsible for the singer's 

unique sound. "To Jim, reverb's another 

instrument and another sound on the 

record and he plays off that texture," 
Chiccarelli says. " It's really important 

he has it in his headphone mix and he 

hears exactly how it is going to sound 

COMPRESS IN 

(right) 
th Joe 
I ( left) 

nishing a 
pass. 

on the album, whether it's a plate or a 

chamber or an old '80s AMS RMX16 

non-linear program." 

Says James on the subject of 

drenching everything in reverb: " I just 

have a need for space in a recording. I 
feel that a lot of modern recordings 

are lacking space and depth in the 

stereo field. Many recordings sound 
flat, with all the sounds pushed right 

up in your face. I hate that. I like older 

recordings where you can feel the 
space around the performers. It's not 

that I'm on some retro trip—that gets 

old- 1 just want there to be some dif-

ference in distance between the 

instruments." 

After the core instruments were 

recorded, James approached 
Chiccarelli with a wild idea: Take Evil 

Urges into a completely different 

realm by adding horns and strings to a 

sizeable chunk of the album's tracks. 

"Michael [Brauer] has a particular style of applying compression that differs 

from mine," Joe Chiccarelli says of the man who handled the mix on Evil 

Urges "He uses multiple stereo compressors to feed things But things were 

effected when tracking, especially the room mics: I used [Urei]1176s on all 

of the electric guitars and Teletronix LA2As on the acoustic guitars. 
Keyboards were all hit with the dbx 160, and I used [ Empirical Labs] Distres-

sors and Chandler TGls, Germaniums, and Neve 33609s on the drums The 

vocals were processed through an Altec 9473A Dual Band Limiter as we1I as 

the LA2As and 1176s." 

With so many room mics being fed into so many compressors, one has to 

wonder how many tracks made it to the final mix. " Michael muted a few 

things but not much. I left him with a lot of options to mix and match with," 

Chiccarelli says. " For drums, I'd leave one mono, distorted, squashed room 

mic, one real far, wet-sounding ambient track, and one up-close mic to catch 

the early reflections and reproduce a lot of the low end build-up. You can 

hear the perspectives change a lot throughout the album." 
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"The first person who popped in my 

head was David Campbell, Beck's 

father," Chiccarelli says. " I'd worked 

with him many times before, so I 

reached out to him and, next thing 

you know, he's in the studio." 

"Working with an outside 

arranger is tricky because I try to 

tell them exactly what I want for 

each song and sometimes it doesn't 

quite come out right," James says. 

"David listened to what I said, but 

he also added his own little touches 

and flourishes that I thought 
worked quite well." 

Campbell came to the Evil Urges 

sessions with a handful of New 

York's top players. Starting with 

horns, Chiccarelli arranged the play-

ers in Avatar's Studio A live room. 

"It's perfect for horns and strings," 

Chiccarelli observes. "The room is 

so live. I close-miked the horns with 

Shure 12As, put four U67s a few feet 

further out, and then used a Royer 

SF-12 stereo ribbon for the room." 

However, the session would 

prove more challenging than Chic-

carelli initially assumed. " In that 

'open' of a room, the horns were 

too wet. They would have stuck out 

too much no matter how you mixed 

them. I ended up putting baffles 

around the performers to tighten 

the sound up and focus the strings 

into the mics." 

Using a pair of vintage 

Neumann M5Os placed high above 

Campbell's head, and an AKG C24 

stereo mic in the middle of the 

room, Chiccarelli captured the 

strings with relative ease. "Some 

songs needed tighter, smaller string 

sounds and others wanted to be 

more grand and symphonic. I would 

change the balance between the 

wider-sounding M5Os and the 

tighter-sounding C24 depending on 

what was most appropriate." 

After taking a two-week break 
during the holidays, the band 

reconvened with Chiccarelli at 

Nashville's Blackbird Studios D 

room to cut a few quick overdubs. 

"Jim wanted to work more on back-

ground vocals and Patrick wanted 

to experiment with drum textures," 

the producer remembers. "We 

booked out two weeks, which was 

time for the remainder of the lead 
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vocals, the background vocals, what-

ever guitar and percussion overdubs, 

and to re-cut one song, 'The Golden 

Touch'—which didn't make the 

album and most likely will be 

released as a B-side. It was good to 

take a couple weeks' break and 

reflect on what we did at Avatar. We 

came in hearing everything fresh 

and instantly identified sections that 

needed work." 

According to James, the band 

traveled to Blackbird to partake in 

the studio's " insane gear list." "We 

were among the first to use their 

brand new API Legacy Plus console," 

Chiccarelli adds. " It's the largest API 

ever built-96 channels, 192 inputs. 

200 faders. The console's pres and 

EQ sections offered a good contrast 

to the tracks we cut on Avatar's 8088. 

We also took advantage of the mul-

titude of vintage effects they've 

recorded, especially the Urei Cooper 

Time Cube, the Ursa Major Space 

Station, and their echo chamber. We 
used these delays and reverbs on a 

lot of the backing vocals. Again, all 

of the effects and approaches were 

song-specific. If a device worked for 

the lead vocal, it was printed on a 

separate track after the vocal com-

posite was complete." 

It was at Blackbird that Chiccarelli 

and My Morning Jacket parted ways 

and Michael Brauer [Coldplay, John 

Mayer, KT Tunstall] jumped aboard. 
After mixing the lavish live album 

Okonokos, Brauer was asked to lend 

his talents to the upcoming Evil 

Urges. "We wanted to work with 

Michael again because he gets a big 

sound," James says. "He has this 

muscular, athletic way of mixing 

records. He gets into it like he's play-

ing basketball. I wanted this record 

to focus on the rhythmic side of the 

band, the interplay between drums 

and bass. Michael used to be a 

drummer, so I feel like he naturally 

comes from that perspective of 

'making it thunder.— 

Chiccarelli agrees that Brauer 

did an amazing job at keeping the 
final mix faithful to the sounds the 

band achieved during the tracking 

sessions: " He really blew my mind. 

He was able to build a more excit-

ing version of the rough mixes— 

which were done in less than 10 

minutes. I'd just put the faders up, 

get a balance, and press ' record.' 

He didn't go in and tweak stuff and 

turn it into something it wasn't. This 

album was really built from the 

floor- up, from the live tracking. He 

honored that." 

While James says that Chiccarelli 

had " the golden ear that we were 

looking for," the producer modestly 

defers all accolades to the players 

themselves. "They are great musi-

cians with a great work ethic and 

they aren't precious about anything," 

Chiccarelli says. " If they couldn't play 

a part and had to adapt and write 

something new or couldn't use their 

favorite guitar amp because it didn't 

blend right, they didn't care. I think 

that when you go about things with 

that sense of abandon—where the 

only thing that matters is the end 

result—that's when you end up with 

something great." eC1 
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TRAX 

CALEXICO: TUCSON TONE 
KINGS TURN TO DUST 
by Ken MIcallef 

For years, Tucson tone kings Calexico 

have explored a dark, noir-inflected 

style that encompasses '50s jazz, 

Mexican mariachi, and David 

Lynchian textures—with a serious nod 

to spaghetti western composer Ennio 

Morricone. Calexico's 10th release, 

Carried to Dust, finds principal mem-

bers Joey Burns (guitars) and John 

Convertino (drums) pursuing their 

southwestern sonic sorcery via pro-

ducer/engineer Craig Schumacher's 

heavily tricked-out Wavelab Record-

ing Studio. 

Playing a 1962 Airline electric, 

1950s Harmony Archtop electric, 1999 

Manuel Rodriguez nylon cutaway and 

a 1960 FT-79 Epiphone Texan 

acoustic, Burns was joined by addi-

tional musicians who further broad-

ened Calexico's smoky melodic 

palette. Volker Zander's 1961 Hofner 

Club bass and Jairo Zavala's 1960s 

Gibson LGO acoustic typically over-

dubbed Burns and Convertino's basic 
tracks with final arrangements cre-

ated during mixdown. Coupling 

Digidesign's Pro Tools and iZ Tech-

nology's RADAR (via a Soundcraft 

Ghost board) with his own gear and 

effects, Schumacher maintained 

Calexico's naturalist approach on 

Carried to Dust. 

"Calexico's music resonates with 

people because it has dynamics," 

Schumacher explains. "A lot of mod-

ern music is totally losing dynamics 

through that whole concept of 

louder, louder, louder. I'm fascinated 

by how they do that, but [the 

resulting music] doesn't resonate 

with me." 

Beyond the band's atmosphere-

laden approach, Burns' guitar layer-

ing (often through Gretsch Safari and 

Fender Blues Deville amps) is 

another Calexico trademark. 

"I think of Frank 

Sinatra's guitarist Al 

Caiola, or R.E.M.'s Peter 

Buck; he knows when to 

drone," Burns says. " I 

like a wide palette— 

allusions to an orchestra 

at times, and at other 

times, more of a solo or 

duet dynamic. I'm not 

about plugging in and 

playing on ten. I want 

the sound to pulse and 

breathe." 

Located deep within 

the former dry battery 

storage room of West-

ern States Telephone 

and Telegraph in down-

town Tucson, 

Schumacher's 1,500 

square foot facility is 

flush with vintage gui-

tars, lots of delay pedals 

(he /oves delays), key-

boards, amps, and 

effects ( including origi-

nal EMT 140 and 240 

plate reverbs). In addi-

tion to his work with 

Calexico, Schumacher 

has 

produced/engineered 

Nico Case, Steve Wynn, Richard 

Buckner, Giant Sand, and the Sadies, 

among others. 

How do you typically mic Calex-

ico's guitar amps? 

I generally place a Royer 121 or 122 

ribbon mic six to eight inches away 

and off to the right side of the 

speaker cone's center, then go 

through DW Fearn VT2, Daking 

Micpre/EQ, Grace Design Model 

201, Groove Tubes SuPre, or UA 

610 mic pres. I don't like getting 

right in the center of the speaker 

where the sound is really bright; 

when the mic is offset, you get 

more midrange. 

I particularly like ribbon mics 

because the way you angle the rib-

bon is almost the way you hear the 

speaker: If you line the ribbon up in a 
vertical position, then you catch the 

edge of the speaker as you would 

with a dynamic mic. But if you turn 

the ribbon horizontally, it's like you're 
picking up the whole speaker. The 

ribbon gives a lot of flexibility, and 

also knocks off some of the brighter, 

edgier content that can create distor-

tions in the mix. 

While ribbons are well- suited 

for electric guitars because they're 
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very smooth to begin with, for an 

edgier sound I'll put a Shure SM57 

right up on the grille—just shove it 

right up there and let it take all the 

power. A ribbon won't distort if you 

do that, but the air pumping on it 

could cause problems, so that's 

why I move it back a few inches 

more compared to other mic types. 

Does mic placement change 

depending on the guitarist? 

With electric guitar it won't 

change that much. Nine times out of 

ten before I move the mic around I'll 

change the amp tone—volume, tre-

ble, mids, reverb, gain—then maybe 

ask to hear the middle pickup, or try 

other changes at the guitar itself. I'll 

of ,p osun4 re 
Hear into your mixes with 
unparalleled clarity, accuracy 
and detail Listen longer with 
less fatigue. Neutral, uncolored 
sound, an uncompromised 
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adjust those elements first, because 

the nice thing about the ribbon is 

that it's so close to what you're 

actually hearing that when you dial 

up the guitar, then listen to what's 

coming through the monitors, you'll 

have a more realistic idea of the 

sound. You can hear the treble that 

you changed coming out of the stu-

dio monitors. 

With a dynamic or a condenser 

mic, I find myself moving the mic 

more than with a ribbon. But when 

recording an acoustic instrument with 

a ribbon mic, the first thing I do is 

move the mic. That's because the 

ribbon can provide so many different 

tones depending on how it's pointed, 

due to the null points. 

What's your approach to miking 
nylon string guitar? 

I'll aim the mic at where the neck 

joins the guitar's body; depending on 

how much low end I need, I'll swing 

the mic toward or away from the 

sound hole. That is where the Royer 

121s or 122s really stand out. When 
the ribbon is facing dead-on straight, 

it's catching some of the sound hole 

and that bottom end. But if you don't 
like that, you can literally rotate the 

mic ever so slightly, and turn the null 
points or ears toward the sound hole 

to really cut that low end boost. 

There's also interaction between 

the mic and the sound. If the gui-

tarist is playing a fast strum 

rhythm, the low end boom can 

really build up—so I cut [ EG11] from 

200Hz on down. But with a slower 

song where the chords develop, I 

might want that lower end to cre-

ate more of a mood. Any rules of 

thumb I have are really about the 

low end. 

Where do you place the Royer in 

relation to the nylon string guitar? 

About 10 to 12 inches away to 

start. If Joey is playing aggressively 

that works great, but if he's a little 

quieter I move the mic closer. If 

there's too much pick noise I might 

ask him to try a different pick. Or I'll 

rotate the mic, and point those null 

points—those "ears" of the mic—at 

his strumming hand, which really cuts 

down all that noise. CO 
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"VIRTUAL" 
BASS RACK 
by Craig Anderton 

Certain processor/track setting com-

binations have become my "go to" 

starting points for recording bass 

with DAW software. It used to be 

necessary to create these settings 

from scratch for each project, but 

now most DAWs let you create and 

save Track Templates (also called 
Track Presets) that remember effects 

and control settings—like a "virtual 

effects rack." The 10/08 Power App 

Alley showed how to create a guitar 

amp track preset in Steinberg Cubase 

4; this time we'll cover bass, using 

Cakewalk Sonar 8 as our DAW. 

FIRST, GET IN TUNE 

Insert a tuner as the first plug-in for 

your virtual rack—but note that 

some chromatic tuners are designed 

for guitar, and can't deal with the 

bass's low A and E strings. If so, play 

harmonics on those two strings, and 

(assuming your intonation is correct) 

tune to them. With Sonar, turn on 

"Input Echo" or the signal won't go to 

the tuner. Also, note that enabling the 

tuner mutes the track signal. 

WHY YOUR TEMPLATE NEEDS 

TWO TRACKS 

A Sonar Track Template can contain 

multiple tracks. This is important for bass 

because you almost always want to 

retain the low end; applying an effect 

like wah in series with the bass thins 

out the sound—but applying it in par-

allel "overlays" the wah effect on top 

of a solid bottom. So, the secondary 

track is used mostly to layer effects. 

When recording, record into both 

tracks simultaneously. If you're pro-

cessing an existing track, copy it into 

the second track so you have two 

identical, parallel audio tracks. 

MULTIBAND 

COMPRESSION 

FOR BASS 

On the main track, 

a Multiband Com-

pressor follows the 

Tuner because it 

serves as both a 

compressor and, if 

you adjust the vari-

ous bands' levels, an equalizer. I use 

lots of compression in the lowest 

band (under 200Hz or so), with light 

compression in the lower mids so that 

the bass doesn't compete too much 

with more "midrangey" instruments 

like piano and guitar, and fairly heavy 
compression in the upper mids to 

bring out pick noise. (This allows 

more latitude when mixing the bass in 

relation to the kick, as pick transients 

make the bass "speak" better if the 

two instruments compete.) During 

mixdown, you can tweak the high and 

low ends easily by adjusting individual 

bands in the multiband compressor— 

you may not even need standard 

track EQ. 

Sonar's multiband compressor 

includes a limiter function. Enable this 

under the "Common" tab to affect all 

bands; this will trap strong transients 

(great for slap bass), and can bring up 

levels of individual bands to "push" 

the limiter for a more squashed 

sound—without having to vary the 

band's compression controls. 
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THE FX TRACK 

The second track contains several 

effects, but I rarely use them all. The 

first effect is a wah, because if you 

use envelope-followed wah, it wants 

to "see" a signal with maximum 

dynamics. Next is a compressor, 

which serves as an effect. While the 

multiband compressor in the other 

A Track Template in Sonar 8 for bass, 
along with some essential effects. 

track provides more traditional, 

transparent dynamics control that 

preserves bass transients, the com-

pressor can mix a heavily squashed 
signal in with the main track. This 

provides a ringing, sustained effect 

when used subtly. 

Distortion is good for " grit," and 

Sonar 8's new TL64 Tube Leveler 

effect is a good choice. However, as 

this adds "crunch" more than heavy-

duty distortion, I typically follow it 

by a lowpass EQ to trim the distor-

tion's high end. Native Instruments' 

Guitar Rig 3, the final effect in the 

chain, serves as a sort of " universal" 

effect because no matter what I 

want to layer on the bass, odds are 

Guitar Rig 3 can do it ( incidentally, 

Sonar 8 ships with an LE version of 
Guitar Rig). 

LET'S MIX! 

The final advantage of this approach 

is the ability to mix the two tracks 

independently. Use automation to 

bring in the crunch track during the 

big chorus, and pull it back for the 

verse ... tempo-sync effects parame-

ters to the host tempo for a tight 

rhythm section ... you get the idea. 

Best of all, because you're starting 

from a template, you'll get to the 

mixing stage much faster. ea 
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RECORDING THE PIANO 
by Matt Harper 

Pianist Spencer Brewer has been 

involved with pianos his entire life— 

playing, tuning, restoring, and of 

course, recording on them: He has 

done 14 major label releases, 

produced over 200 CDs, and com-

posed for numerous films. 

E0 interviewed Spencer at his 

Laughing Coyote studios shortly after 

the release of Cinematic, a double-

CD featuring versions of his composi-

tions done with both solo piano and 

full orchestration—and found out 

some of the recording secrets that 

come only from being a piano tech 

for over 30 years, and a player for 

nearly 50. 

What was Cinematic's signal 

path? 

The album started in 1997 on a 

Neve 8232 console. The mics were 

generally two rebuilt 1968 and 1971 

Neuman U-87s with new 3-micron 

capsules, going through a pair of 

matched Avalon 737s with NOS Tele-

funken tubes, then to a Pendulum 

OCL-2 and directly into 20-bit ADATs. 

We monitored using Genelec 1032s. 

The Neve's EQs were fantastic for pro-

cessing—about +1dB at 500Hz, +1.5dB 

at 1.6kHz, and +1 to +2dB at 16kHz. 

Later cuts were recorded to Pro 

Tools, still using the Avalons but with-

out the Pendulum. We now mic with a 

pair of matched Neuman M-149s, and 

monitor on a Yamaha DM-1000 board 

using Waves Platinum plug-ins for 

compression and EQ. Throughout all 

this time, we've used Lexicon reverbs. 

How do you "prep" a piano for 

recording? 

Every piano is different. The 1985 

Yamaha C7 in my studio has been 

worked on consistently for 23 years 

to get our sound—a " bell- like" tone 

with clarity throughout each of the 

octaves, without no section "speak-

ing" louder than another. This even-

ness depends primarily on the 

hammers, the strings, the termination 

points of the "speaking lengths," and 

how well the action is regulated. 

Stder Brewer in his shop, 

surrounded by pianos. 

Can you elaborate on the piano's 

physics? 

Like any stringed instrument, a 

piano has a soundboard that gener-

ates the sound, and a bridge that 

serves as the actual amplifier— it con-

nects the "speaking length" [the part 
of the string that rings when played] 

to the soundboard. The ribs behind 

the soundboard support the instru-

ment's curve, or "down-bearing" 

integrity; this bow is about 7°-10° for 

piano, to 40°-50° for violin. 

The bridge is crucial—the amount 

of down-bearing, or the height of the 

top of the bridge compared to the 

soundboard, determines how well the 

instrument speaks in relation to the 

curve or rise in the soundboard. 

All modern pianos (1900 and 

later) have two bridges. One runs the 

length of the piano from high treble 

to low tenor, while the other is the 

bass bridge. The crossover of tnese 

two bridges usually happens between 

notes Al and G2. This is important, 

because this is where some of the 

magic of stereo mic placement occurs. 

And what about mic placement? 

If you're doing a cose mic place-

ment for an "in your face" recording, 

put the mic in hyper-cardioid or car-

dioid mode and place it in parallel 

with the tuning pins, between the 

first and second plate stress rails. This 

way the cardiod pattern picks up the 

instrument's high and alto notes. 

Position it about a foot behind the 

bridge and facing the bridge, 

around 1.5' to 2' high for optimum 

amplification. 

Next, do the low end placement. 

The low end of the main bridge and 

bass bridge run parallel for about a 
foot and a half. Place the low end 

mic about 1.5' above the strings, 

between (and in parallel with) these 

two bridges. This allows the mid to 

low tenor notes, and the best of the 

bass notes, to be picked up in the 

cardiod or hyper-cardoid pattern at 

the bridges' amplification points. 

This placement not only gets a 

good stereo spread, it also allows 

for some really fine interplay of 

harmonics and tone in the mid to 

lower frequencies. 

For more "air," move the mics just 

outside the piano's rim, keeping them 

the same height above the ground for 

consistency. Point the treble mic at 

the same spot and aimed toward the 

player, with the bass mic aso aimed 

toward the player but at the cross-

section where both bridges run 

together. If you aim both mics at the 

bridge, the sound has more depth and 

a wider range of frequencies. Placing 

the mics further gives less definition, 

but a wider frequency range because 

of the way the sound develops on the 

way to the mics. In all cases, though, 

the bridges hold the key to the piano's 

overall sound. Oa 
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GENJI SIRAISI: LAYERING 
LIVE AND ELECTRONIC 
DRUM SOUNDS 
by Ken MicaIlef 

Drummer, DJ, and former television 

commercial engineer (from Tropicana 

to Tampax) Genii Siraisi is best-

known for his rhythm method work-
outs with the Grammy-nominated 

New York jazz funk band, Groove 

Collective—but his tentacles reach 

even further. Siraisi's 2007 release, 

Censorshit, melded mad programmed 

beats with full set acoustic assaults, 
resulting in an experience like surfing 

electronic/hip-hop waves with Afrika 

Bambaataa and Bernard Purdie as 

your guides. Surviving Freedom 

(Uncensored Remixes & Naughty 

Bits) on the Expansion Team label is 

Siraisi's expected remix album, fea-

turing Censorshlt "reinterpretations" 

by Balún, no luck club, 0-Burns 

Abstract Message, Alex Moulton, 

and Siraisi's DJ alter ego, 

PushtoBreak. 

Artists as diverse as N.E.R.D. to 

Portishead typically combine live 
drums with programmed Akai MPC 

(or equivalent) loops, seeking the 

ultimate fat beat or impossible-to-

perform- live effect. With all of Genii's 

live/programmed, acoustic/electric 

information on his plate, who better 

to ask about mixing live and 

programmed drums for production 

satisfaction? 

CONSIDER THE SOURCE 

You have to decide whether you're 

going to use live or programmed-

sounding drums—a ' live' drummer or 

a 'super' drummer. Even something 

as simple as altering the snare sound 

with a sample overlay changes every-
thing; sometimes I'll take a live loop 

and mix in a sample underneath, 

because the live snare sound will 

change as you hit it in different spots. 

Adding the sample will make it more 

consistent, without losing the 

element of having varia-

tions among hits. 

"Dance or electronic 

music is built on the 

idea that the sound will 

hit the same way, every 

time. It's frustrating to 

make a sampler sound 

like a live drummer—but 
trying to play acoustic 

drums to sound like a 

drum machine is equally 
frustrating, which is why 

I like Alternate Mode 

DrumKAT. Drumagog 

[drum replacement soft-

ware] is very useful too." 

FIND THE RIGHT 

SOFTWARE TOOLS 

"Drum sound software 

like XLN Audio Addic-

tive Drums is good ... or FXpansion 
BFD, the live drum emulator. It makes 

it easy to add a programmed snare 

part with the live one. Addictive 

Drums lets you keep the nuances and 

is designed to introduce certain 

amounts of variation, so even if you 
hit the MIDI note at the same level, it 

will add some [sonic] variations. 

Addictive Drums has a very natural 

feel— it's a good augmentation for 

live dates." 

MIC DRUMS WITH 

ENHANCEMENT IN MIND 

"If you know you'll be using replace-

ment software with live audio, then 

you want as much isolation between 

each drum as possible. But don't for-

get about the room mics—the one 

trash mic in the room might be the 

sound that you want. The distance 

you move the mic back will create a 

more delayed sound; the sound will 

spread, and the drum decay will last 

longer. A smaller room reduces 

everything, as there are more early 

Genii Siraisi in the studio. 

reflections, standing waves, and 

unpleasant artifacts. 

"That ambient room mic is the one 

thing you will not get from the 

sequenced sound. You can always 

emulate the sound of a tightly miked 
drum with a sequencer, but it's 

harder to emulate the way the drum 

reacts with the room." 

CLOSE MIKING 

"Even a [Shure] SM58 will work if 

you're not whacking the drum. I don't 

like the mic right on the head; pulling 

it back even an inch or two changes 

the tonal quality a lot, depending on 

where you're pointing the mic on the 

drum. It's that lost art of adjusting 

the mic to get what you want." 

DRUM TUNING 

"The playing and the part is important, 

but the head and the tuning—and the 

room in which you're recording the 

drum— is more important than the 

drum itself, or something like the 

shell material." 
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TO COMPRESS OR NOT TO 
COMPRESS 

"If you compress the room mic, the 

character really changes a lot 

because the decays are so much 

longer. You want to adjust levels 

before you compress, though; don't 

take the easy way out. The attack 

and release parameters are just as 

important as the ratio. 

"EQ is also important. Sometimes 

with a sharp EQ you can bring up the 
tone in the bass drum 8dB. As a dif-

ferent example of EQ, I might take a 

stereo mix drum loop, then split it 

into three sends, all pre-fader, and 

each with a filter: highpass, lowpass, 
and bandpass. I'll turn down the main 

level control and set the filter 

crossover points to split the signal into 

low, mid, and high bands, one on each 
track. That gives you a lot of options. 

You can really control the kick drum 

when you process each band separately, 

and it has a mixture of frequencies." ea 

ABOUT DRUM REPLACEMENT SOFTWARE 

Several software programs can analyze an audio file and generate MIDI data 
for triggering samples. SoundReplacer is an AudioSuite plug-in that can 

pick transients out of a file, then split them into three velocity zones for 
triggering multisamples that get mixed back into the file. An RTAS realtime 

option, TL Rehab, works as an insert and allows realtime auditioning of 

samples. Its principle of operation is similar to Drumagog, a cross-platform 

plug-in that works with VST/AU/RTAS systems. 

Drumagog works best with multitracked drums having separate tracks 

for snare, kick, etc. It includes excellent samples for replacing existing drum 
sounds, or you can create your own Drumagog-friendly drum sample sets. 

To replace a drum sound, you insert Drumagog as a plug-in, then adjust its 

controls for reliable triggering. There's also filtering if you need to isolate 
the drum from bleed—it's even possible to use this feature to pull a drum 

sound out of a mixed track, although the results depend on how "buried" 
the drum is in the mix. 

Drumagog also offers some advanced features, like a "ducking" option 

(e.g., if your "old" snare sound remains in an overhead mic track, you can 

duck the snare sound in the overhead track when the "new" snare hits). 
Drumagog can also generate a MIDI out for triggering a soft synth or hard-

ware synth with drum triggers. —Craig Anderton 
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CORDS 

ELODIEO ON 
CRAFTING HER 
SIGNATURE VOCAL 
SOUND 
by Joe Shambro 

As the voice of the French 

experimental-pop duo Elm, Parisian-

born New Yorker elodie0 had two 
albums' worth of recording experi-

ence under her belt, and with it, 

plenty of time to perfect her vocal 

tone. She learned quickly what she 

liked best, and when starting the 

process of recording her debut solo 

release, Stubborn, she had a very 

specific sound in mind. 

"I'm very particular about record-

ing my voice," says elodie0. " I did a 

lot of the vocal recording at home, 

where I felt most comfortable 

singing, and where I could tweak the 

vocals over and over. It was just 
myself—no producer. After a bad stu-

dio experience, I bought a laptop and 

a Digidesign Mbox and started to 

learn Pro Tools so I could edit ses-

sions myself. I learned from scratch, 

and I called friends who are Pro Tools 

engineers to help me along. I asked a 

lot of questions!" 

Capturing a voice as dynamic and 

versatile as elodie0's required a spe-

cial touch, but, surprisingly, that 

touch didn't involve high-end 

microphones and boutique 

preamps. Instead, elodie0 

found that less-expensive gear 

suited her vocal style much better. 

"I brought home a Neumann U67 

and an Avalon 737 preamp, but I 

didn't care for the results," she says. 

"I have a very difficult voice to 

record, and I ended up liking the 

vocal sound I got using only the AKG 

C535 microphone that I like to use 

live routed through my Mbox." 

Aside from her home-recorded 

lead vocals, many of the album's 

choral- like harmonies—along with 

lead vocals on three songs—were 

recorded at Popcorn Studios in Paris 

with producer Boris Persikoff, who 

used a Neumann U87 and an Avalon 
737 preamp. But even with the many 

digital tools available for vocal 

manipulation and artificial doubling, 

all of elodie0's intricate vocal layer-

ing was done naturally, with her 

singing each part. After tracking was 

completed, elodie0 sent off her work 

to be mixed by a studio in California, 

where, in elodie0's words, "they flat-

tened the mix." After some trial and 

error, she found Jason Corsaro at 

Barber Shop Studios in New Jersey, 

elodle0 In repose. 

who worked closely with her to pro-

duce a final mix for release. 

"Jason did an amazing job," says 

elodie0. "I finally heard everything as 

I envisioned it. And I'm making sure 

my vocal sound translates to my live 

shows by bringing a TC Helicon 

VoiceTone Create pedal to re-create 

the effects on the album. I want to 

get it as close as I can. Of course, I'll 

also have my trusty AKG C535 with 

me, too." ea 
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THE NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD 

SUPERIOR LIFIUMITIEW 

THE NEW YORK STUDIO LEGACY SERIES VOL.1 

Superior Drummer 2.0 " The New 'fork Studio Legacy Series" was recorded by Pat Thrall, Neil Dorfsman and Nir Z at Hit Factory, AvataT 

Studios and Allaire Studios, NY. Between them over the past three decades they have worked with artists such as Celine Dion, Nick 

Lachey, Sting, Bruce Springsteen Dire Straits, Beyoncé, BjCirk, Kiss, Joss Stone, Genesis, John Mayer, Fiona Apple and Chris Cornell. 

00 

éffalf jpslEauff-jpir-ci 
ALL YOUR MIDI - ONE PLAYER 
Superior Drummer 2'.0 ships with a customized version of the 

plugin MIDI engine Elplayer pro filled with MIDI played by Nir Z. 
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Cakewalk Sonar's Sonitus:fx EQIscreating a slight cut around 

300Hz and a gentle rolloff starting at around 80Hz, both of 

which can help reduce muddiness. 

6 WAYS TO 
CLEAN UP MIX MUD 
by Bruce Bartlett 

Does your mix sound like mush? 

You'll know it when you hear it, 

because the tonal balance of your 

song will sound tubby. Instruments 

will be blurred together rather than 

distinct, and they'll sound distant 

and muffled. Here are six ways to 

reduce muddiness so your mixes can 

emerge with clarity. 

STOPTHATLEAK 

Leakage (signal bleed) in a multiple-

mic situation is a major cause of 

muddy sound. Examples of leakage 

are the drum sound picked up by a 

scratch-vocal mic, or the electric-

guitar sound picked up by an 

acoustic-guitar mic. I explained sev-

eral ways to reduce leakage in the 

June 2008 issue of EQ: place mics 

closer, overdub instruments, record 

direct, gate the toms, deaden room 

acoustics, omit the bass amp, and 

impose high-pass filters on most 

instruments. It also helps to position 

bass traps in your studio and control 

room to suck up boomy low end. 

BACK OFF THE EFFECTS 

Too much reverb can muddy the mix. 

For some reason, many recordists 

assume a song sounds more "pro-

duced" if it's bathed in reverb 

and/or echo. But if your mix is 

sounding muddy, mute or disable all 

effects for a moment. Does the mix 

suddenly become clearer? If so, turn 

down the effects send levels. You 

might be surprised how little reverb 

you can get away with. I also recom-

mend putting no reverb on the bass 

and kick drum, using shorter reverb 

times (especially if the song's tempo 

is fast), and trying echo instead of 

reverb (just be sure to reduce feed-

back so you get fewer repeating 

echoes, and adjust the delay time so 

the echoes don't mess with the 

groove). Another trick is adding 

about 50ms to 100ms of pre-delay 

in your reverb unit or plug-in so that 

the listener hears the direct sound 

of the instrument for a short time 

before the reverb kicks in. This can 

clarify the sound by separating the 

reverb from the direct sound, as well 

as help the reverb appear more 

audibIe so you can use less of it. 

COMPENSATE FOR FLETCHER-

MUNSON 

As discovered by audio researchers 

Fletcher and Munson, we hear less 

lows and highs (around 4kHz) when 

monitoring at low volumes rather 

than high volumes. For example, a 

rock band might sound bright and 

punchy when you hear it playing live 

at around 110dB. But when you 

record the band, and play back the 

track without EQ at a normal listen-

ing level of approximately 85dB, it 

can sound dull or muffled. 

4.1 ep DECEIVIDERItOOm ,ww.eqmag.com 
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Fran«, GlobalLonceptual Engineemg 

Manager, BEhRINGER Germany 

designed and voiced the B2031A. 

Even how we wind and treat our 

transducer voice coils contributes 

to the remarkable consistency (and 

power handling) of our active studio 

monitors. 

Via rigorous anechoicand near herd testing, Calibration Engineers like 
Chang Gui test each B2031A, spend uo to a half hour hand adjusting its 

electronics to meet frequency specs and then select matched pairs. 

You get individual frequency re \ ponse charts to prove it. 

Darwin, BEHRINGERAtechanical 

Engineering department did the B2431A 

computer-aided mechanical design. His 

photo should be nest ti, Frank's but it 

looked more balanced over here. 

Them. awe tonne cf the. 35(0 technicians, assemblers, des gjnecs, englinekrs, c. 'triers and speaker testens who. are. BEHRINGEF:. 

TRUTH B2031A 
active monitor. 
After a private 
tutoring session, 
each speaker 
graduates with 
its own diploma. 

When you buy a pair of TRUTH B2031A monitors, 

you're truly getting a matched pair. Because you - 132 _ get the signed, dated Calibration Certificates to 

cA,,,P314 6 prove it. No wonder B2031A's are one of the 
most successful active monitors in the world. 

- 
zee:: 'CATE We started with Frank's excellent design. But 

it's our manufacturing process that really boosts 

our exam results. Unlike most companies who 

f have to compromise with off-the-shelf OEM 

speakers, we hand-build our transducers. 

And our own electronics like the B2031A's high-

current 150- and 75-watt internal amps. 

After final assembly, each B2031A spends up 

to a half hour with a Calibration Engineer getting 

meticulously tweaked and matched with another 

B2031A who shares similar interests and values. 

If you're auditioning 8-inch monitors (actually 

ours has an 8.75" woofer), be sure to include the 

B2031A in your list of candidates. Give 

'em some tough sonic aptitude tests. 

We think B2031A's will graduate 

at the top of their class. 

www.behringer.com 
BEHR INGO\: 



MIX 

EILJS 

Compensate by boosting EQ levels in 

the highs and/or upper mids. 

CUT EXCESS LOWS 

If the sound is bloated or tubby, try 

cutting ldB to 2dB around 300Hz. 
This seems to be a " magic frequency" 

where a lot of mud resides. It's also 

common to cut between 400Hz and 

600Hz on toms and kick drums. In 

addition, recording several 

background vocals can result in bass 

buildup, so turn down the lows in 

massed harmonies. If the mix sounds 

kind of " heavy," or too strong in the 

deep bass, use a high-pass filter on 

each track. Starting with a low corner 

frequency, slowly turn up the 

frequency until the sound thins out, 

and then back off a bit. 

RESTORE HIGHS 

Sometimes, a mix sounds muddy or 
dark because it's weak in the high fre-

quencies. Try using EQs to boost the 

Feel ignored by gear that doesn't have 

the flexible connectivity needed to meet 

the demands of modern applicatims? 

Enter the U.Series Production Mixers. 

Intuitive ergonomics and diverse 

connection types ensure that your needs 

are met, letting creativity flow— no 

matter who you are or what you do. 

WWW.MACKIE.COM/420 

presence of instruments that lack clar-
ity, apply an audio enhancer (but 

watch for added noise), and make 

high-frequency boosts after you com-

press, as compression tends to reduce 

the perceived impact of tonal tweaks. 

GIVE ELEMENTS THEIR OWN SPACE 

A clean mix is uncluttered—meaning 

that too many parts are not playing 

at once. Arrange the music so that 

similar parts don't overlap. Mix selec-
tively so that not too many instruments 

are heard at the same time. For exam-

ple, you might bring in vocal harmonies 

only during the choruses, or have gui-

tar licks fill in the holes between vocal 

phrases, rather than playing on top of 

the vocals (think "call and response"). 
In a clear-sounding mix, instruments 

do not "crowd" or mask each other's 
sound. They are separate and distinct. 

Clarity arises when instruments occupy 

different areas of the frequency spec-

trum. For example, the bass provides 

THE PRAISE 
BAND 

THE POOCASTER 

lows, keyboards emphasize mid-bass, 

lead guitar punches out upper mids, and 

cymbals fill in highs. Often, the rhythm 

guitar occupies the same frequency 

range as the piano, so they tend to 
mask each other's sound. You can aid 

clarity by equalizing them differently. 
Boost the guitar at, say, 3kHz, but cut 

the piano at that frequency. In other 

words, use complementary EQ. If the 

bass and kick drum blur together, thin 

out the kick and add lows to the bass, 

or vice versa. Use a high-pass filter or 
turn down the lows on some tracks— 

especially guitars—to leave room for 

the bass guitar and kick drum. The 

guitars might sound thin when soloed, 

but the overall mix should sound bal-

anced. It also helps to pan similar-

sounding instruments to opposite 

sides. For example, the rhythm guitar 
and keyboards might cover the same 

frequency range, but you can make 

them more distinct by panning the guitar 

hard left, and the keys hard right.» 

THE AUDIOPHILE 

THE PRODUCER 

ocrs.nei ER room ,ww.eqmeg.com 



ELECTRONICS OF MAINE CAMERA AND 

Abe's of Maine Pro Audio (Se, Musical Instruments 

Get all of your gear at Abe's of Maine 

All Your Music & Audio Needs In One Place! 
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Order Online or a o peak With Our 
Professional Sales People! 

1-800-992-2237 - www.abesofmaine.com 
Abe's of Maine, 5 Fernwood Avenue Edison, NJ 08837 



CHEAT 

SHEET 

STEINBERG CUBASE 4.5 
by Craig Anderton 

Cheat Sheet delivers concise, explicit 
information about specific 

recording/audio-related tasks or 

processes. This installment describes 

basic Cubase operations. 

• SET UP VST BUSES 
Cubase shuttles audio to and from your 

audio interface via buses. From the 

Devices menu, select VST Connections. 

In the Inputs tab, add and name buses 

as needed, then from the Device Port 

popup menu, select the Device Port that 

connects to the bus. Similarly, in the 

Outputs tab, assign Cubase buses to 

Device Ports using the popup menu. 

111 CHOOSE SAMPLE RATE 

Immediately after creating a new pro-

ject, go Project > Project Setup and 

enter the desired sample rate from 

the drop-down menu in the Sample 
Rate field. 

EDIT OTHER PROJECT ATTRIBUTES 

Project Setup also lets you change the 
recording bit depth (Record Format), 

Record File Type, Stereo Pan Law, etc. 

It's best to define these upon creating a 

new project, but you can change them 
at any time. 

ADD A REWIRED SYNTH 

From the Devices menu, select the 

ReWire synth (slave) application. In the 

dialog box that appears, activate the 

desired ReWire channels by clicking on 

the corresponding power symbol but-

tons. Then, open the device you want to 

ReWire. To quit a ReWire session, close 

the ReWired synth application first, 

then Cubase. 

SET LOOP/PUNCH POINTS 

Ctrl-click in the timeline to set the left 

locator, and Alt-click in the timeline to 

set the right locator. 

• INSERT A VST INSTRUMENT TRACK 

This method works best for auditioning 

presets with non-multitimbral instru-

ments. Go Project > Add Track > Instru-
ment. In the Instrument drop-down 

menu, select the VST instrument you 
want to insert. To insert more than one 

instance, select the desired number in 

the Count field. Open the Inspector to 

make MIDI input assignments, select 
patches, and change instruments. 

INSERT A VST INSTRUMENT VIA 

ACTIVATION 

Use this method to insert multi-timbral 
VST instruments. From the Devices 

menu, choose VST Instruments. Select 

the desired instrument from the Instru-

ment field pop-up menu, and when 

asked if you want to assign a MIDI track, 
click on Create. This creates a folder 

track with the instrument audio and 

MIDI tracks. Insert more MIDI tracks to 

send data to multi-timbral instruments. 

BROWSE FOR VST INSTRUMENT 
SOUNDS 

In an instrument track, you can audition 

any sound from any instrument (cool!). 
Click in the Apply Track Preset field, 

which opens up a browser. Click on a 

preset, and the appropriate instrument 

and sound will open ( if you don't see an 

instrument, then Cubase has opened an 

Instrument Track Preset with audio and 

MIDI effects, channel settings, etc.). 

CHOOSE FIXED TEMPO OR TEMPO 

TRACK 

In the Transport, click on the Tempo 

button to toggle between a fixed tempo 

or the tempo stored in the Tempo Track. 

SELECT TIMELINE REFERENCE 

Right-click in the Timeline and select 

the desired reference (e.g., bars/beats, 

samples, seconds, etc.). 

SCROLL AUTOMATICALLY 

To have the track view scroll automati-

cally, click on the Autoscroll button ( in 

the upper toolbar, toward the right of 

the Edit toolbar. The small arrow button 

to the right of the Autoscroll button, 

when enabled, suspends scrolling if 

you're editing. 

CREATE KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS 

From the File menu, choose Key Com-

mands. In the left column, choose what 

48 IMECIEMIIIMPI MI:11:1M wvvw.eqmag.corn 

you want to assign to a key. Type the 

key in the Type In Key field, then click 

on the Assign button to bind the key to 
the function. Click on OK to save the 

assignment. Note that you can also cre-

ate Macros; refer to the manual for 
more information. 

SAVE SYSEX IN A CUBASE PROJECT 
From the File menu, open Preferences. 

Under MIDI, select MIDI Filter. Check 
Sysex under Record, but uncheck 

Sysex under Thru. Click on OK. When 

you record a MIDI track and initiate a 

sysex dump from your MIDI device, it 

will be recorded in the MIDI track. If 

you can't initiate a sysex dump, you 
will need to send a Dump Request 

message from Cubase. This can be cre-

ated in the MIDI Sysex Editor but is 

much more complex than initiating a 

dump from the device itself. 

REMOVE PLUG-IN COMPENSATION 
FROM VST3 DYNAMICS EFFECTS 

Cubase includes plug-in delay compen-
sation to even out any timing differences 

caused by plug-in latencies or by 
dynamics processing " look-ahead" func-

tions. However, if you want to use 

dynamics plug- ins for live performance, 

click on the plug-in's " Live Mode" but-

ton to disable look-ahead. 

DESTRUCTIVE CLIP EDITING 

Right-click on a clip, then select Plug-

Ins and choose the desired plug-in. Set 

the parameters as desired; additional 

parameters are viewable by clicking on 

More, including the ability to fade the 

effect in and out over the clip. When all 

parameters are set as desired, click on 

Process. Note: This function is typically 

used to save CPU by applying effects to 

objects. However, VST3 plug-ins turn off 

automatically when no audio is present. 

• MIX DOWN TO AUDIO 

To mix down a project, define the region 

to be mixed with the left and right loca-

tors. Then from the File menu, select 

Export > Audio Mixdown. Name the file, 

choose the format (MP3 and Ogg Vorbis 

are options too), sample rate, and other 4 parameters, then click on Export. « I 
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ProducerlEnginee /Mixer Joe Chiccarell ad a Sleepless passed 
recording The Shi s, The White Stripes, r ndi Carlile, Morrisse 
March, Mika, Star , Kurt Elling, Grace Po t r, Raconteurs and Mi 10 

•ing Jacket. His Royers were on every se ton. Let's give them tiio 
blessed r-,,, M4'nt qf dcivvnt'n-

"I couldn't be without my Royers. I use them on every album project. If it's jazz, it's 
on a trumpet or piano. If its rock, it's on the electric guitar. If it's classical, it's on a 
violin or a woodwind instrument. Royer ribbons just seem to work. Most importa* 

the musicians respond positively to their sound, and that's always a major indicaror 
to me. These mics positively make my job easier and yield tones that the artist is 

pleased with. 

'The modern day recording studio is not complete without a pair of Royers." 

Joe Chiccarelli 
Producer/Engineer/Mixer 

Check out the new Royer Demo CD 

Inside The Mix 
Listen and order at www.royerlabs.com 

Royer Ribbons - hears Like Your Ears 
handcrafted in Burbank, • www.royerlabs.com • 818.847.Mi 
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BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

olidate important soft synth controls 
Encourage realtime tweak,ng of synth parameters by collecting them in a common view. 

The Synth Rack view lets you duplicate various synth controls at the synth rack itself, so you can bring the most 

tweakable and important synth parameters to a common location. You can then edit the sounds or create automation moves by 
changing the control positions, or b.nd the controls to a hardware controller. We'll assume your project contains soft synths, and 
the Synth Rack view is oden. 
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STEPS 
1. Click on the "Assign Controls" button; 

this calls up the instrument's GUI. 

2. Move the parameters you want to assign 

as controls. You can't just click on a para-

meter; you need to alter it from the exist-

ing setting. The order in which you move 

the controls is important, as the controls 

will be assigned from left to right along the 

bottom of the instrument's rack, based on 

that order. 

3. After moving the controls you want to 

add to the Synth Rack, click again on the 

"Assign Controls" button. 

4. A dialog box opens that says "X Parame-

ters were touched during Learn. Are you 

sure you want to assign these controls?" (X 

is the number of parameters you moved). 

Click on "Yes." 

5. Click on "Show/Hide Assigned Controls," 

and the parameters you selected appear as 

controls along the bottom of the 

instrument in the rack. 

6. To bind a control to a hardware MIDI 
controller, right-click on it, select "Remote 

Control," then enter (or "Learn") the con-

troller number. Click on "OK" to finish. 

As you move controls in the synth rack, the corresponding controls will move 
on the instrument's GUI. 

If you assign particular controls to a synth, Sonar can remember them—even 

in a aifferent project, or if you've closed and re-opened Sonar. To do this, 

when the Insert Soft Synth Options dialog box appears upon inserting a soft 
synth, check the ' Recall Assignable Controls" box. 

1;1 DIECMINUIRR MOO. wwvv eqmac,r.,)m 
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WORDS FROM THE WISE: 

"Equator Q Series represents the state of the art in monitoring system design. Fcr tus level of sophisti:cat on. the price tag is about 
half of what it ought to be-a tremendous value. Hands-down. these are the best sounding. best performing monitors rye worked with." 

Jason Scott Alexander/ Producer/ Mixer/ Remixer Mix Magazine Contributor/ September. Mix Magazine Tech Review 

"The first monitors that I've ever had that you can set up and tune to any of my rooms in twenty minutes. I love En Wren I want the music 
loud with lots of bass. the 015's deliver. When I need to biend elements of the mix at a lower Ievel, the 015's are spot cn. The 015 s sound great 

no matter where we use them. Stephen Dent/ Managing Director/ Head Engineer Daddy's House Recording Studios 

"to I've become extremely dependent upon these monitors. I used my 010's mix and engineer the entire Murray: Tomb cf the Dragon 
Emperor soundtrack and most of the film score. I find the Equator monitors , o be very transparent and true to the sound. With the 010S. 
whatever I was working with in the control room was exactlig what I ended up with on the screen." 

Elton Ahi/ Music Scoring Mixer Rusk Studios 

"If I listen on the Equatcrs and then walk into the halt, the sound is remarkably like the performance itself. Both the 08s and 010S are very 
clean sounding and reproduce the music with excellent detail. I've also been very impressed with the spatial . maging these monitors deliver 
and the fact that they are very capable of handling wide changes in dynamic range. which is critically important when it comes to orchestral 
recordinçs." 

Gary Gray/ President Audiolin Music/ Toronto Symphony Orchestra 

"I love having the option of tuning the monitors to the room manually or via an automated process. It gives the more experienced audio engineer 
the ability to have an extremely high level of control while, for the less technically inclined engineer, the software can make the critical decisions." 

Gerhard Joost/ Chief Engineer/ Mixer/ Producer Groove Addicts Stirlios 

"The big test always comes whet you go to what I like to call the cod light of mastering'—where all the scratches and dings become obvious. 
When we played my mixes back, they viere exactly what I expected, with no surprises. Who could ask for more' 

Francis Buckley/ Grammy® Award Winning Engineer/ Producer 

HERR THEM FOR YOURSELF RI El DEALER NEAR Y311 OR VISIT 800TH 1823 
OR DEMO ROOM 112' AT RES OCT 2-5, 
MOSCONE CENTER, SRN FRANCISCO equal-or 
b—u—m.—lecm_lator at 1( lio.com lc fir) r rrr (-A -1 



ROWER APP. Al.t.E1e 
BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

Set up sidechaining with Reason's MCIass compressor 
Implement sidechaining with the MCIass compressor so that one sound can compress another sound. 

Normally a compressor controls dynamics based on the signal at its input, but if sidechain inputs are present, 

other signals can control dynamics instead. In this example, we'll show how to use an individual drum ( in this case, snare) to com-
press an entire drum mix. 
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TIPS 

STEPS 
1. From the Create menu, add an MCIass 
Compressor, Spider Audio Merger & Splitter, 

and the instrument you want to process 

(for example, ReDrum). 

2. Hit the Tab key to flip the rack around, 
and start patching. Connect the ReDrum 

Stereo Outs to a pair of Spider Audio 

Merger inputs, and the Merger output to 
the MCIass compressor input. 

3. Patch the Snare drum output (e.g., 

ReDrum output 2) to the Spider Audio 

Splitter input ( previous connections not 

shown for clarity). Patch one set of Splitter 

outs to a pair of Spider Audio Merger 

inputs, and another set to the MCIass com-

pressor Sidechain In. 

4. Patch the MCIass Compressor output to a 

mixer (e.g., Line Mixer 6:2) or the hardware 

interface; if using a mixer, patch it to the 

hardware interface as shown (again, previ-

ous connections are not shown for clarity). 

5. Hit Tab to turn the rack around again. 

Adjust the compressor controls (Threshold, 

Ratio, etc.) for the desired effect. To moni-

tor the signal coming in to the sidechain 

input, click on the Sidechain Solo button. 

In Step 3, taking an individual ReDrum out removes it from the main stereo mix. Splitting the snare 
drum output and sending it to the Spider Merger mixes it back into the main mix, but you could 
also send the split snare output to a mixer channel. This would allow independent control over the 
snare drum and overall mix. 

The sidechain input can come from anywhere—not just the instrument being compressed. 
For frequency-dependent sidechain compression, insert the MCIass Equalizer between the sidechain 
signal and the MCIass Compressor sidechain input. Use the Sidechain Solo button to monitor the 

sidechain signal, and adjust the MCIass Equalizer to boost or cut the desired frequencies. 

Œip auceEMIZIER Ik1:10111 www.eqmag.com 
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StroboSoft2 
VST/AU Strobe Tuning Software 

StroboSofe continues to oe the most accurate tuning 
software wi'd- the easiest to use interface 

available today. 

Vers on 2.0 now adds VST/AU plug-in support and brings 
rock-solid precision tuning to your favorite DAVV. 

Use StroboSoft to accurately tune your guitar, bass, or any 
live instrument either before ancl,/or during a recording 

session. Create an unlimited library of tuning presets that can be 
recalled instantly to easily identify your instrument's settings n a 

session you tracked last night, last week, or even last year! 

Consistent tuning resufts can be effortlessly achieved each and 
every time. 

With StroboSoft 2.0, there is no -eason why any element in your 
session should sound out of tune with itself or the mix. Stop 
vvorryii -ig about ylour tuning and get back to creating today. 

peterson 
STROBE TUNERS 

www.StroboSoft—corn 70a-381B-3311 Because you create. 
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SAVE MONEY WHILE GETTING GREAT GEAR 
by Jay Matheson 

Although many analog tape machines 

and analog mixing consoles are still in 
use, it's safe to say most musicians 
now record in the digital domain. 
However, one crucial console element 

can't be virtualized in a DAW: the 
microphone preamp. 

The preamp amplifies the mic's 
signal by approximately 30-60dB to 
line level (normally referenced as 

OdB); however, amplification is never 
totally transparent. Any preamp 

imparts certain characteristics to the 
signal—particularly regarding 

transient response and tonality—so 

the quest for quality mic preamps is 
part of the path toward pro-quality 

recordings. 

It doesn't take long for the average 

engineer to realize that the inexpen-
sive mic pres built into a $300 inter-

face may not be up to capturing 
powerful, dynamic sounds. In fact, the 

quality and sonic characteristics of 
mic pres can be as influential as mic 

selection. Even a high-end condenser 
mic can sound thin, cheap, and boring 

when subjected to an inferior preamp. 

Yet it's a fact of life that high qual-

ity mic pres require costly parts 

(transformers, tubes, chassis, poten-

tiometers, etc.) and manufacturing 

techniques; they also usually require a 

significant investment. With price tags 
of $1,000 and up per channel, bang 

for the buck is crucial. 
Enter the 500 series modular system, 

introduced by API many years ago. This 
consists of a metal frame with an inter-

nal power supply, along with input 
and output connectors that hold up to 
six of the company's modular prod-
ucts. After this initial investment, you 

can purchase additional preamps, EQs, 

and compressors without the added 
cost of a chassis and power supply. 

THE 500 SERIES FORMAT: 

HERE TO STAY 

Companies other than API started cre-
ating products that would fit into the 

already existing " lunchboxes," as the 

frame came to be called, and use the 

same power supply and connectors. As 
the format's popularity increased, these 

manufacturers even began production 
of their own housings for 500 series 

devices. These units hold from two toll 
devices and come in portable, tabletop, 

and rackmount configurations. 
But before you pull out the check-

book for a lunchbox, consider the for-
mat's pros and cons. Pros include: 

• A significant per- unit savings over 

comparable stand-alone preamps. 

• Up to ten can fit into a three-space 

19" rack—that's a lot of gear. 
• Cabling the units is neat and easy. 

• The widespread acceptance of the 
format guarantees more offerings 

from manufacturers in the future. 
• Portability—you can transport your 
favorite 500 series devices from one 
studio to another in a neat, 
lightweight package. 

And for equal time, here are some 
limitations: 

• The initial investment in a rack/power 

supply is between $300-$700. 

• Due to their small size, features such 

as 1/4" inputs, EQ, and high pass filters 
are often not included. 

• Their size also limits the size of inter-
nal components—you won't find 

large numbers of tubes or bulky 
transformers. 

TESTING 1-2-3-500 

The opportunity to compare large 
numbers of top-shelf pres is both a 
great privilege and sometimes a 

dreaded task. For our tests we 

acquired a Pro ToolsIHD rig (with 192 
interface), 14 pres, and two API lunch-

boxes—all tested using ace musicians. 

Our first test tried each pre on kick, 
snare, and overhead. We used an 
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Electro-Voice ND 868 on kick, Shure 

SM57 on snare, and Neumann KM100 

as a mono overhead. Our second test 

was with a KM100 on a Martin HD28v 

acoustic guitar. Next, we re-amped 

distorted guitar ( Radial Engineering 

X-Amp into a Marshall JCM800 head 

through a Marshall cabinet, loaded 

with four Celestion vintage 30s, and 

miked with a sure SM7B). We also 

tested those units incorporating 1/4" 

DIs on the front panel with a ' 71 
Fender P-Bass and Yamaha Motif key-

board. For vocal testing, we amplified 

pre-recorded vocal tracks though the 

mic inputs, courtesy of a level-matching 

transformer that converts line level 

signals to mic level and impedance. 

Overall, the quality, workmanship, 

and sound of every pre we tested was 

exceptional. All pres fit snugly in the 

rack and had no mounting issues; 

each unit also featured a thick metal 

front panel with both phantom power 

and phase reverse switches (or 

buttons). I was astounded by the 

sounds we were able to capture 

using this unbelievable arsenal of 

preamps, and so were all the 

other engineers that were 

present— so, let's look at what we 

found out. ( Note: The following prices 

are list prices.) 

PURPLE AUDIO BIZ MK 
AND PANTS 
PRICE: $675 
STRENGTHS: Input and output metering and level control. Switchable 
input impedance. Lit switches. Low price. Switchable dual-gain stage. 
LIMITATIONS: Use of line mode often needed to avoid input clipping. 
CONTACT: www,purpleaudio.com 

These two pres are very useful, and although 

they look very similar, have their own distinct 

characteristics. Both units offer helpful tri-color 

LEDs for both input and output level, as well as 

an impedance toggle switch and 1/4" DI inputs. 

The Biz Mk is very aggressive-sounding— 

great for " in your face" mids, and tight lows. 

It excels on cutting rock vocals and distorted 

guitars, and its 1/4" inputs are great for key-

boards. The unit offers 35dB of gain in line 

mode, 60dB in mic mode, and 75dB with the 

"dual" button depressed (note that we some-

times had to use the line mode when tracking 

loud sources to avoid clipping). When using a 

pair, I was astounded at the stereo imaging 

and clarity when tracking the Motif with a 

piano sound on a rock song. If you want a pre 

that knows how to cut through in a mix, this 

is the one. 

The Pants has a much thicker low end with 

full low mids, which works well on thin sources 

that need fattening: rap vocals, snare on heavy 

music, kick drum, and line in bass guitar all 

benefit. It offers 40dB of gain in line mode, 

60dB of gain in single mode, and 75dB in high 

mode. The Pants has very big lows and a pro-

nounced top with smooth mids; when tracking 

vocals, it caused my U87 to sound much bigger 

than normal, with a nice top end presence for 

loud rock and punk vocals. 
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GREAT RIVER MP-50ONV 
PRICE: $1,034 
STRENGTHS Input and output metering and level control. 
Ultra-solid build quality. Switchable loading. 
LIMITATION': Requires two slots in a 500 rack. 
CONTACT: www.greatriverelectronics.com 

Occupying two spaces in the 500 

chassis, the 50ONV is particularly 

well-built, with a 6-segment LED 

meter for both input and output. The 

preamp's basic coloration is a huge 

clear low end, smooth mids, and a 

nice top end presence. Kick drum and 

vocals were our fave applications. The 

front panel 1/4" DI yields the same 

huge low end, with great cutting high-

end clarity and presence. My Neumann 

U87 had more beefy low end, with 

musical highs, than any other pre I've 

tried on loud rock vocals. The unit also 

features a switchable input impedance 

for extra tweakability. The 50ONV 

offers 70dB gain, along with a pad 

and output level control. 

(CONTINUED 
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GEAR HEAD 

LACHAPELL MODEL 583S 
PRICE: $1,349 
STRENGTHS: Lit front panel switches. Top quality build. Tube 
amplification circuitry. Output level control. 
LIMITATIONS: Takes up two slots in a 500 rack. No metering. 
CONTACT: www.lachapellaudio.com 

This is another solidly- built unit that 

also occupies two slots of a 500 

rack. Its one of two tube-based 
(ECC83/12AX7) units in this group 

of pres, which yields a definite sonic 

signature: huge, musical lows with 

lots of body, smooth mids, and par-

ticularly sweet upper mids and 

highs. Standout applications for 

this pre are acoustic guitar, 

bass/keyboard direct via the 583S's 
1/4" front panel input, kick, snare 

and overhead where you want a big 

open sound. It's not a particularly 

cutting pre, but its very musical 

sound also exhibits a little 

compression, depending on the 

relative input and output level set-

tings. It offers 70dB of clean gair 

and a 20dB input pad; the clever lit 

front panel switches make for a very 

sweet-looking unit. 

Si' 

SHINYBOX SI 
PRICE: $500 
STRENGTHS: Low price. Input level metering. Variable input trim. Dual-
color lights in all switches. 
LIMITATIONS: No1/4" DI input. No output level control. 
CONTACT: www.shinybox.com  

Si offers a transformerless design and 72dB 

gain, with a 10dB output trim. One of its key 
features is 10-segment metering. While 

metering isn't offered on all the pres, it's a 
handy and desirable feature. 

The Si has a big, open, round sound with fine 

overall balance—great for reproducing deep 

lows with plenty of punch and smooth highs, 

with a shade less upper mids than some of the 

other pres. The 10-segment metering precludes 

having a 1/4" DI, but there is impedance switch-

ing. This pre is the least expensive one we 

reviewed and is a great value; it impresses on 

kick, snare, overhead, and acoustic guitar. 

AVEDIS AUDIO MA5 
PRICE: $775 
STRENGTHS: Switchable 28kHz boost circuit. Extra-solid build. 
Output level control. 
LIMITATIONS: No 1/4" DI input. No metering. 
CONTACT: www.avedisaudio.com  

This elegant, sturdy, simple pre fea-

tures 70dB of gain and an output level 

control. It's a Class A unit with a 

sound reminiscent of vintage Neve 

preamps—superb transparency, the 

characteristically Neve silky top, and 

some of the most massive low end on 

kick drum of any pre I've tested. The 

MA5 has one unique feature: a 28kHz 

high end boost, which purports to add 

"air" or openness (even though that's 

theoretically above the range of 

human hearing, the filtering extends 

into the audible range). We found it 

sometimes a nice addition for 

acoustic guitar, piano, and drum over-

heads. Good applications for the MA5 

would be almost anything not needing 

aggressive mids: kick, overheads, 

vocals, bass guitar, and keyboards. 

There is no 1/4" DI, so consider team-
ing it with a direct box. 
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by Davic Royer 
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Introducing 

MA-201 let 
The MA-201fet is big and 
fat. and packs an extra 
midrange punch that 

sounds great on vocals. 
drums and guitars 

Michael Wagener 
- Engineer Ozzy Osbourne 
MetaMica. Skid Row . Extreme 

King's X 

Visit mojaveaudio.com for 
studio photos and audio 

samples 

818.847.0222 
Burbank. CA 

GEAR HEAD 

BUZZ 
AUDIO 
ELIXIR 
PRICE: $975 
STRENGTHS: 4-LED level meter. 
Switchable input impedance. Mute 
switch. 
LIMITATIONS: No output level control, 
although gain is sufficiently detailed that 
an output control is likely not needed. 
CONTACT: www.buzzaudio.com  

The Elixir uses a transformerless 

input with Class A design, and offers 

22-70dB of gain (10dB less for the 

1/4" Dl) and a 20dB pad along with 

a handy 4-LED level indicator, 

low/high impedance switch, and 

mute switch. The Elixir is a solid 

performer with outstanding overall 

tonal balance— 1 especially liked its 

1/4" Dl input on bass guitar; the 

massive lows and balanced mids 

make it suitable for kick, snare, and 

guitars that need a hefty low end 

enhancement. The Elixir seems a 

great general-purpose pre for any 

source, as the sound leans a bit 

towards big lows with ove,all good 

mids and clarity. 

A-DESIGNS P-1, 
EM-BLUE, EM-GOLD, 
EM-RED, EM-SILVER 
PRICE: $895 
STRENGTHS: A-Designs' units come in 5 "flavors." 20db pad. 
Very solid construction. 
LIMITATIONS: Lacks metering. No output level control. 
CONTACT: www.adesionsaudio.com 
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ROLL MUSIC 
SYSTEMS 
TUBULE 
RMS5A7 
PRICE: $1,000 
STRENGTHS: Tube amplification circuitry. Very substantial 
chassis. Cool old school button-style switches. Input level trim. 
LIMITATIONS: No metering or output level control. No DI input. 
CONTACT: www.rollmusic.com 

Using a tube (with a high-voltage 

plate supply) for amplification, the 

RMS5A7 has a 10dB variable input 

attenuator, and a gain control 

switch that goes from 33 to 66dB 
of gain in 3dB steps. It also 

features a 20dB pad and a well-
made chassis. The Tubule was very 

evenly-balanced over the entire 

frequency range and it seemed just 
as comfortable on kick, snare, 

overheads, guitar, bass, or vocals. 

While not as aggressive-sounding 
as the solid state pres, the Roll 

Music's Tubule delivers what you 

want from a top-shelf tube pre: 
big, solid tube lows with no narsh-

ness, and great overall balance. 

A-Designs sent us five pres for evalu-

ation. The P-1, EM-Blue, and EM-Silver 

units offer 65dB of gain while EM-Red 

and EM-Gold offer 63dB gain, all using 

a continuously variable pot. They also 

include a DI input and a -20dB pad. 

Wh le all share a big/bold sound, fea-
ture set, and cosmetics (except the 

front panel color), each has a distinct 
sonic signature. 

While all five pres are multi-pur-

pose, A-Designs has varied each pre's 

character by using different combina-
tions of custom-made input and out-

put transformers, making each a little 

better-suited for specific applications. 

The P-1 has a pronounced upper 

mid/top end and solid lows with 
smooth mids—it's ideal for vocals, 

overheads, direct keyboards, and 
acoustic instruments. The EM-Blue 

offered a great overall balance with a 
little more high mid and top end air; 

that extra high-end "zing" helps dark 

snare sounds, or vocalists who need 

additional definition. The EM-Slyer 

serves up a thick, slightly extended 

low end response with very smooth 

mids and slight low mid dip. It's our 

favorite of the five for kick drum, bass 

guitar, direct synths, and other low 

end sources. I also had good luck with 

soft, intimate vocals. 
The EM-Gold creates a simi ar low 

end to the Silver, but with sligntly 

pronounced upper mids. It's useful 
for sources tnat need strong lows 

and very good definition (heavy dis-

torted guitars, rock vocals, drums 

that need both thud and attack, 

etc.)—it's the smoothest pre of the 

group The EM-Red is excellert for 

thick sounds that need a little less 

top; the mids are strong, and have a 

"woody" quality. I really liked the Red 

on bass guitar and electric guitars 
that need plenty of beef without the 

sometimes annoying top end buzz. 
Its slightly darker top also works well 

on overly-sibilant vocalists. 

(CONTINUED) 
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Sound Engineering 

Z5600A Il & SE4 
Multi- Pattern 
Condensers 

Emerging producers and studio 
legends alike are setting aside 
their classic tools for 

GEMINI. 
Dual Tube 
Condenser 

REFLEXT 
FILTER 

sE delivers the results that 
discerning ears demand. 

GEAR HEAD 

ATLAS JUGGERNAUT 
PRICE: $1,095 
STRENGTHS: Variable impedance. Swappable 
iron/nickel transformers on inputs and outputs. Clip 
light. +THD for adding harmonics. Gain boost switch. 8 
LED front panel buttons. 
LIMITATIONS: Lacks metering and output level control 
(although ldB gain detents pretty much obviate the need for a 
"fine tuning" level control). 
CONTACT: www.atlasproaudio.com  

The Juggernaut is easily the most 

feature-packed preamp we 

received. It features 12-70dB of 

gain, iron and nickel input trans-

formers (you can swap out one 

for the other in about 30 seconds, 

thanks to two screws and a clip), 

variable input impedance, a mute 

button, clip LED, and "+THD" (a 

10dB output pad). This pre is so 

flexible, it's the sort of device that 

offers an engineer nearly infinite 

tweaking options. In general, the 

iron transformer yields huge lows 

for tracKing kick, snare, or bass 

guitar, while the nickel input trans-

former favors guitar. There's also a 

300-10k ohm dial impedance 

switch and 1/4" DI inputs. While 

recording bass guitar through the 

Juggernaut, it sounded a bit less 

"stiff" than many DI sounds— 

almost more like a miked bass 

amp. The unit also features lights 

on each of the eight front panel 

buttons, and pots with 41 detents 

(and aluminum knobs) for gain 

and impedance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In general, we were floored by these pres: The somc variety and overall quality 

was simply astounding. Clearly, the years of obsessive design and craftsman-

ship invested by these manufacturers has really paid off; after about a month 

of testing, I am now a confirmed 500 series junkie. In fact, I plan to purchase 

at least three channels of these incredible units. 

These pres gave my current projects some fresh inspiration, and a 

seriously-needed sonic shot in the arm. Our thanks go out to the designers 

and manufacturers for supplying the units for this article, and more 

importantly, their endless hours of exceptional design work. Now, where did I 

put my checkbook.... eci 

www.sonicus.nel 
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BUY THE 

SOFTWARE 
YOU USE 

Don't bite the hand that feeds you. Respect yourself, your 

craft and the work cf others. The software community made it 

possible to record an album on your laptop. If you want to 

make sure there is a future version of the software you are 

using, buy the software you use. It's the smart thing to do. 
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GEAR HEAD 

"LUNCHBOX" 
500 SERIES 
COMPRESSOR 
ROUNDUn 

SQUEEZE YOUR SOUND BY SQUEEZING 
THESE INTO YOUR LUNCHBOX 

by Garrett Haines 

As Jay Matheson noted in his 500 

Series Pre Amp Roundup on page 

54, there are a variety of advantages 

with the "API Lunchbox" format— 
and this format's popularity among 

engineers is rising. Consequently, 

we've seen a swell of offerings in 

the 500 series compressor fiela. We 

were fortunate enough to obtain 

almost every available model fcr our 

roundup, and even more fortunately, 

the gang at Mercenary Audio loaned 
us a six-space API model to house 

them. Later, Purple Audio let us 
enjoy one of their Sweet Ten rack 

units. For more information about 

these boxes (as well as some other 
options), see the sidebar on page 64; 

note that all prices given are list prices. 

SQUASHING 1-2-3-500 

In addition to the other engineers at 

Treelady Studios, I enlisted the help of 

Herman "Soy Sos" Pear, from Tuff 

Sound Studio. Soy normally focuses 

on electronic, urban, and world music, 

and he brought an extensive collec-

tion of modular synthesizer sounds 

that ranged from spacey to phat to 

downright bizarre. We also used gui-

tar, piano, bass, and drum source and 

submix tracks from country singer 

Christian Trich, progressive rockers 

Undermine the Common, and rapper 

E Rock. This provided us with a wide 

range of instruments, vocal styles, and 

production aesthetics for our tests. 

PURPLE AUDIO ACTION 
PRICE: $675 
STRENGTHS: All- button in " Nuke" Setting. Tri-color LED metering. Everyday work-
horse compressor performs well on most sources. 
LIMITATIONS: Extreme settings can cause distortion. Ratio knobs can be difficult to 
move. Dialing up good sounds on some sources requires patience. 
CONTACT: www.purpleaudio.com 

While most of the other units gave us immedi-

ate gratification, we had to work with the 

Action. This is not bad; some of my favorite 

gear required time to get used to the control 

interactions. Soy Sos found Action outstanding 

for tracking samples and fast transient synth 

materials, but he had difficulty dialing in vocal 

settings quickly. 

Purple states that the Action is reminiscent of 

their MC77 (a respected recreation of the Urei 

1176; Purple was the world's only source of this 

particular compressor sound for several years). 

I can see the relation, but at the same time, this 

is not an MC77 packed into a 500 series rack 

For one thing, the attack and release times are 

much broader than the MC77, which can cause 
distortion if you're not careful. We wanted to 

like the Action on bass, but our results were 

average. However, on synth samples, kick 

drum, and snare, the Action came alive, adding 

pop, snap, and presence to sources. The more 

we used this box, the more we liked it. 
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BURGIN MCDANIEL KOMIT Km.t-
PRICE: $995 
STRENGTHS: One knob operation. True hardwire bypass. Independent limiter. 
Gain makeup. 
LIMITATIONS: Requires the right input for proper gain staging. Meter less useful than 
standard VU. 
CONTACT: www.burqinmcdaniel.com 

Talk about vibe: The Komit comes in an Army 

issue ammo box, has G.I. Joe green-rubber 

knobs, and a level meter that looks like the con-
trol panel from a missile silo. The guys didn't like 

the meter, but I did—it fits with the unit's person-

ality. Instead of ratios, there is a compress knob 

that has images of a circle that gets more 

squashed and pancake-like as you go clockwise. 

But don't think this is all sizzle and no steak. Both 

Kevin Burgin and Travis McDaniel have years of 

audio and tech work on their résumés, including 

working side-by-side with Mr. Rupert Neve. 

The Komit is a feed-forward compressor and 

limiter. Simply set the level, choose one of three 

presets (fast, med, slow), pick a compression level, 

and you're ready to go. However, note that the 

Komit requires a reasonably hot signal for best 

results, so be prepared to drive this box hard—but 

that's expected, because this is a macho compres-
sor. You know the type: just a man, some coffee, 

slab of bacon, a six-shooter, and his horse. 

In fact if John Wayne were a compressor, 

he would have been the Komit: "Look guitars, 

I need you to plunk yourselves right here in 

the mix and stay there!" I would describe the 

sonics as vintage, thick, Neve-esque, rich, and 

slightly aggressive; it's great on guitars, bass, 

backing vocals, synths, and drums (individual 

or bus). The Komit is not as clean or hi-fi 

sounding as the AnaMod, but it doesn't want 

to be. If you work with rock and roll, you want 

a Komit. Or two. 
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BUZZ AUDIO POTION 
PRICE: $1,150 
STRENGTHS: Mix feature. Sidechain ability. RTR can sound like a 
pro riding the fader. Could be your next go-to vocal compressor. 
LIMITATIONS: Takes up two spaces. Not as "warm" as the Essence. 
Lowest ratio 3:1. 
CONTACT: www.buzzaudio.com  

Like the Essence, the Potion requires 

two spaces in the 500 chassis, and 

offers the same sidechain and linking 

powers. The Potion uses a Field Effect 

Transistor ( FET) gain reduction 

element, which sounds completely dif-

ferent from the Essence. I would 

describe it as being more forceful, but 

not in a harsh way. Other differences 

include unique ratios of 3, 7, 10, and 20 

to 1, a Release Time Reduction ( RIP) 

setting that automatically changes the 

release depending on the attack depth, 

and a mix knob, that allows you to 

blend the uncompressed source with 

the compressed signal for true parallel 

compression effects. 

The Potion was solid on instruments, 

especially guitars and bass. Having the 

mix option made all the difference. 

Remember those unruly bass and synth 

tracks? They were no problem for the 

Potion. We just selected its super-fast 50 

microsecond attack and a 10:1 ratio, then 

blended this in until we had a sound that 

was in control without having that dehy-

drated, fatiguing sound. Kick drum or 

snare sticking out too far? Just add an 

equalizer to the side chain and tell those 

kids to have a seat. But save room for 

vocals with this box, because the Potion is 

great regardless of genre. We tried rock, 

country, and rap tracks. A 3:1 setting with 

the proper mix percentage and the Potion 

can make the vocalist sound like those old 

pros who knew how to work a mic. 

(CONTINUED) 
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STANDARD AUDIO 
LEVEL-OR 
PRICE: $485 
STRENGTHS: Great bang for the buck. Nice leveling with moderate 
uses, but also capable of serious sound destruction. 
LIMITATIONS: Dl does not override XLR input. Aggressive sound not 
appropriate for every source. No metering. 
CONTACT: www.standard-audio.com 

The Standard Audio Level-Or is a 

JFET limiter/distortion processor 

inspired by the Shure Level-Loc PA 

limiter. It has two modes: Level and 

Crunch. Set to " Level," the unit 

behaves similarly to the Level-Loc. 

However, Standard Audio has added 

an additional, faster release time for 

even more flexibility. The insides fea-

ture some beefy transformers, and 

the sound, although raw, caused one 

listener to dub the Level-Or as the 

"Poor man's LA-2A." I could certainly 

agree with that assessment, espe-

cially on bass and some vocal tracks. 
On a whim, when we pulled up a 

piano track from a country session 

for Christian Trich, the Level-Or 

destroyed the keys in a fashion that 

mirrored the destruction in the 

singer's story. Really cool. 

In " Crunch" mode, the Level-Or 

can start from slight harmonic 

enhancement, but quickly moves to 
aggressive crunch, to distortion, to 

complete and utter destruction of 

the original source material. Think of 
a Big Muff or a Pro Co Rat in a 500 

series module and you have the 

idea. Users can take advantage of 

the 1/4- inch jack on the front, which 

is line level and parallels the rear 

XLR jack, to plug in devices like 

samplers and drum machines with-

out having to deal with V4-inch-to-
XLR adapters. 

All in all, this does some cool lev-

eling and destruction. It's not a piece 

for everyday use, but at this price, a 

pair could really round out a studio's 
effect collection. 

500 SERIES MODULE ENCLOSURE OPTIONS 
Users interested in the 500 Series for-

mat have more options than ever 

when it comes to finding a home for 

their electro-critters; following are 

three of the more popular chassis on 

the market. 

API LUNCH BOX 

This is where the lunch box got its 

name, because, well, it looks like a 

lunch box. The API unit can accept six 

modules and has an internal power 

supply; a standard IEC cable and some 

modules are all you need. Several ven-

dors sell this unit, but Mercenary Audio 

will supply you with blank panels to 

cover any unfilled slots you may have. 

Even better, if you return the panel to 

Mercenary they'll credit you $50 

towards the purchase of a new 500 

series module. 

Price: $425 

Contact: www.mercenary.com 

ATLAS PRO AUDIO REVOLVER 

For users who want even more porta-

bility than the six-space lunchbox, the 

Revolver—a two-slot 500 series rack— 

is a great solution. Like the other cases, 

it's self powered (and can provide up 

to five times more than the API mini-

mum power specification). You can 

configure it in multiple ways; as a 

stand-alone unit, it can be positioned 

vertically or set up horizontally for 

standard 19" rack mounting. 

Price: $400 ( less when purchased 
with modules) 

Contact: www.atlasproaudio.com 

PURPLE AUDIO SWEET TEN RACK 

In addition to being an internally-pow-

ered rack, the Sweet Ten has several 

unique features. As the name implies, 

up to ten units can be loaded into the 

chassis. However, slot 9 is a special slot 

that is designed to accept Purple's 

Moiyn 8x2 mixer module. The Moiyn 

effectively turns the Sweet Ten into an 

8x2 summing mixer. So, in addition to 

tracking with modules, you can add 

equalizers, compressors, or other 

devices at mixdown. The Sweet Ten 

can also accept the Purple Audio 
Cans headphone amplifier, making 

this a viable replacement for a small 

format mixer. Around the back, you'll 

notice a third XLR row. The second 

XLR out on each channel provides 

the option of running modules split, 

or linked to one another. Our sample 

unit came with some six-inch long 

XLR cables that make linking two 

units a snap. 

Price: $800 

Contact: www,purpleaudio.com 

Other options from API and A-Designs 

are also available, so evaluate your 

usage scenario and choose accordingly. 
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EMPIRICAL LABS DERRESSER 
PRICE: $650 
STRENGTHS: Natural-sounding. Key listen makes it easy to target problem 
areas quickly. 
LIMITATIONS: Takes some time getting used to the modes. I want a stereo one for 
mastering. 
CONTACT: www.empiricallabs.com  

So many people loved the frequency-depen- high frequency limiter, ignoring the low end 
dent compression section on the [ il Freq EQ altogether (this is similar to the Lil-Freq func-

that Empirical Labs brought out the DerrEsser, tion). In Highpass, you can listen to the high 

a 500 series de-esser. They call it a multi-func- frequencies being controlled with the compres-
tion dynamic filtering device— I call it cool as sor. And in Lowpass, you can audition the low 

heck. Using a band-split approach, high frequencies being ignored by the compressor. 

frequencies are separated from lows, which These extra modes help you target problem 

allows the VCA to compress sibilant or harsh frequencies, which makes it easier to throw out 

transients. the bathwater but not the baby. 

There are actually four DerrEsser modes. In use, this has the same clean, quiet, unob-

With DS, where the level of the highs does not trusive sound associated with other gear from 

affect the compression, the detector compares Empirical Labs. I've never heard another analog 

the high to the lows: overall signal does not de-esser that works this fast, is this easy to set, 
matter. When there are enough highs compared and sounds this smooth. As someone who has 

to the threshold, the compression clamps used nearly every de-essing plug-in I can say 

down. In HF Limit Mode, the unit becomes a this: Save your money, get a DerrEsser. 

o Wrap up your Musician's 0 se( ) 

e Holiday Wish List with 
t'Auralex 

acoustics 

Aural- Xpanders 
• Great for capturing drums, vocals. 

voice-overs or any recording application 
• Reduces off-axis coloration and 

structure-borne resonance 

Great GRAMMA 
(Amp Isolation Riser) 
• For larger cabinets 

(like a 4x12), try 
the Great GRAMMA 

Great gifts that perform all year long! 
Now available at these fine retailers. 

ole.ocer. 

GRAMMA 
(Amp Isolation Riser) 
• Reduces sound 

transmission and 
improves tone 

.41e MoPAD'" 
- ".1._02. (Monitor Isolation Pads) 
el • Instantly improves accuracy 

of monitors by decoupling 
from desk or stand 

amazon.com Sistrid Swee1Lakr., 
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BUZZ AUDIO 
ESSENCE 
PRICE: $1,150 
STRENGTHS: Useful auto mode. Dedicated side chain. Clear metering. 
Gives tracks that million-dollar studio sound. 
LIMITATIONS: Takes up two spaces. Not necessarily the best on every 
source, but I wouldn't kick it out of the rack for eating crackers. 
CONTACT: www.buzzaudio.com 

Occupying two spaces in the 500 chassis, 
the Essence is a differential opto 

compressor. But unlike some widebodies, 

the Buzz doesn't waste the rear XLR 

jacks. The first set provides input and out-

put, while the second can be used as a 

side chain. A pair of Essence units can be 
linked for stereo work. The unit is sturdy, 

with full-sized control knobs, excellent 

metering, and premium construction. 

The Essence handled anything we 

threw at it, but really stood out as a bus 

compressor. On rock drums it provided 

the good kind of glue, thwack, and round 

woody tone that makes vinyl aficionados 

drool. On bass it could clamp down on 
string noise, or help stretch out sweet 

sustain. I tend to dismiss any "auto" com-

pression setting, but the auto attack and 

release modes on the essence seem to 

have an alien intelligence: For instance, 

auto can release fast transients while 

imposing a longer release time on more 

continuous signals. The overall fidelity of 

both Buzz compressors was among the 

best in the group. I would have no reser-

vations using a pair of these on a master-

ing job, especially for a rock project. 

(CONTINUED) 
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Representing the best in new analog and digita' 

recording equipment. Sonic Circus has the 
world's largest showroom of API. Neve and SSL 

consoles, as well as choice vintage outboard 

gear and microphones We provide expert ser-

vice. support. and integration to project studios 
and commercial facilities worldwide 

500 Series Deals All Month Long 

Create A Palette Of Tonal Colors- The Rack Is On Us! 
Call or visit us online for details 
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www.soniccircus.com 

Toll Free: 1-888-SC4-GEAR 
(724-4327) 
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The largest selection of new and used consoles anywhere. 

Neve • SSL • API - Trident • Amek • ancl more... 

Full servicing / commisioning / integration packages 
available Give us a call for a free consultation 

NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS 

& NO INTEREST FOR 6 

MONTHS. 

• 
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APPLY ONLINE AND GET 
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Client Spotlight 

• - 
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Take delivery of an API Legacy 
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ANAMOD AM660 
PRICE: $1,295 
STRENGTHS: Most audiophile-sounding compressor in the group. You have to try 
hard to make it sound bad. Adds a smooth, buttery layer to drums, bass, and guitars. 
LIMITATIONS: Slight changes in knob rotation can lead to big changes in sound. Pricey 
CONTACT: www.anamodaudio.com  

While the current rage seems to be digital models 
of vintage gear, Dave Amels and Greg Gualtieri are 

making analog models. That's right, modeling gear 

with gear. The AM660 is the duo's stab at recreat-

ing the Fairchild 660 limiter. From the kidney bean 

VU meter to the retro-looking knobs, this guy 

looks like someone zapped a Fairchild with the 
shrink ray. Controls include input gain, threshold, 

and eight preset attack/release combinations 
called "Time Constant." A bypass button allows for 

quick before and after comparisons. 
The AM660 possesses a very hi-fi sound and 

gave excellent results on nearly anything we ran 
through it—provided we spent the time to choose 

an appropriate time constant. It was also one of 

the only units that could tame some of the weird 
square wave synth patches Soy Sos brought. It 

was a standout on electric bass, especially when 

the player had extreme jumps in volume. ( I believe 
someone called it the " last word on bass compres-

sion.") Unless pushed, the AM660 didn't sound 
like it was compressing, which I found most 
impressive. If funds permit, a pair of these could 
take your recordings (and your career) places. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I want to thank Kyle Smith, Dave 
Hidek, Dom Misja, and Soy Sos for 
their help with this roundup. And 
again, a special thanks to Mercenary 

Audio for the lunchbox loaner. But 
most of all, I want to commend the 

manufacturers on creating such 
unique and well- crafted products. 

Depending on your production 

needs, I would have no reservations 

about recommending these units: 
They might come in a small package, 
but they all pack a wallop of 
sound. Ca 

Call today! 888.604.4075 
2300 E Broadway KO ieinpe, AZ 85282 

205 N Fiesta Blvd Gilbert, AZ 85233 (satellite facility) 

www.audiorecordingschool.com/eq.html 

" • 

Learn audio recording at the 
Conservatory of Recording 
Arts & Sciences. 
If you're serious about a career in audio recording, you need 

to attend a recording school that is as committed to your 

success as you are. 

The Conservatory of Recording Arts and Sciences teaches you 

on state of the art recording equipment in eight world- class 

studios, six labs, and a 6,000 square foot live sound room. •:•:•» 
You'll study under seasoned Gold and Platinum award 
winning instructors who know what it takes to succeed. 
You'll earn certifications in Pro Tools, Logic Pro, EAW Smaart, 

you follow along in class, access CRAS Connect 
(our web based curriculum delivery system), 
and gives you 24 hour educational access 

even while you're at home. And before you 
graduate, you'll complete as internship 

at a location you help choose. 

When it comes to audio... 

WE ARE THE EXPERTS. LET 
US HELP YOU GET IN THE MIX. 

• p . 
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GADGETS 8( GOODIES 
LET'S GET MIKEY! 
As in "microphones," that is—two really cool ones crossed our desk this month, 
so of course, we wanted to tell you all about them (all prices are MSRP). 

MOJAVE AUDIO MA-201 MIC 
($695; WWW.MOJAVEAUDIO.COM) 

Having owned and used a Mojave MA-

200 tube mic for about a year, I was 
excited to find out I'd be reviewing the 

new MA-201. I've always been fond of 

the MA-200 for acoustic guitar and 

sometimes brass; but with vocals, I 

almost always have to take down the 

response around 12kHz with a de-esser. 
So, I was curious to find out if the MA-

201 shared similar characteristics. 

As a solid-state version of the MA-

200 tube mic, the MA-201 uses a Field 

Effect Transistor (FET) and comes with a 

very nice shock mount and metal flight 

case. The mic features a 3-micron gold 

capsule, Jensen transformer, cardioid 

pickup pattern, and low noise resistors. 

As a pair was sent for review, I first 
tried them as stereo drum overheads 

because we tend to switch up drum 

overhead miking techniques from session 

to session. Sometimes we go to pencil 

mics ( like a pair of Shure SM8ls or AKG 

451s) for that tight, controlled cymbal 
sound, but other times we use large 

diaphragm condensers such as 

Neumann U87s or Blue Dragonflies for 

the more open, "whole kit and room" 

sound. We set up the MA-201s, powered 
them with a pair of API 512Cs, then sent 

the signal straight to Pro Tools. 
The initial position was about six 

feet above the kit. It was very apparent 

that the mic's pickup pattern was 

broad and wide—we were getting too 

much room tone, and not enough con-
trol of the cymbals. We lowered the 

mics to around three feet and rotated 
them outward, away from each other, 

and that helped everything snap into 
place. The stereo spectrum was wide 

as a house; we had good control of 

JOSEPHSON C720 MIC 
($5,c , WWW.JOS JON.COM) 

Cool: Instead of the usual pickup pat-

terns (cardioid, omni, figure-eight, and 

hypercardioid), the C720 is a variable 

pattern mic that lets you switch the 

polar pattern at any time—even after 

you've finished recording (yes, you 

read that right). The mic has a dual 

capsule, dual FETs, dual transformers, 

and even a dual XLR output cable. 

Thus, you can record both outputs 

from the C720 and manipulate the 

polar pattern during mixdown. 

I put this mic to some serious tests 

while working with the 2008 American 

Idol standout, Amanda Overmyer. Dur-

ing rhythm sessions, we set up the 

C720 as a knee-high mic for a drum kit. 

It was around eight feet away from the 

kit and four feet in the air, with the 

capsule's front facing the drum set. We 

plugged in both XLR cables into two 

1 For more, go to 
eqmag.tv. 

channels of our DDA console's mic 

pres, which then went to Pro Tools. 

Talk about control over your room 

tones! By mixing both mic outputs at 

different levels, and even dialing in dif-
ferent polarities, we had an unbeliev-

able amount of control. Just listening 
to the front capsule, the mic sounded 

vintage and warm; it had a pleasing 

round bottom, and realistic top end. 

Next, we did a vocal shootout for 

Amanda. Before starting vocals, we 

always choose several mics to audition 

with an artist—in this case a vintage 

Neumann U87, our modded Neumann 

U47, an AKG C12, and the C720. The pro-

ducer and engineer found very positive 

aspects with each one; in the end, they 

kept the C12 for lead vocals, with the 

C720 and U47 for backup vocals. As 

each mic has its own character, the 

what each mic 
picked up. 

Next up, I wanted 

to compare the 

sound of the 200 with 

the 201, so I set them 

both up for a vocal 
shout out. Using a 

Nice Pair pre, there 

was a noticeable 

difference between 

the two mics. The 

MA-201 sounded 

very accurate, with a 

little color; it did not 

have the high-end 
sibilance I've 

encountered in the 

MA-200. Especially at this price, the 

MA-201 is a great mic to add to your 
collection. —Jeff Anderson 

producer just left all 

three set up and 

advised Amanda 

which one to sing 

through, depend-

ing on the part 

she was recording. 
The C720 

proved to be 

extremely power-
ful for backup 

vocals because of 

how you can con-

trol the amount of 

room tone mixed 

in with the front 

capsule, as well as the warm beef that 

it added to the track. It's not cheap— 

but given the exceptional amount of 

control it provides, on balance that's a 

small price to pay. —Jeff Anderson SCI 
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SONY: PHD—PROGRESSIVE HOUSE DYNAMICS 

PHD 

PHD, from Bunker 8, has 21 construction 

kits, each with between 9 and 15 loops. 

Some drum elements (e.g., kick loop) 
are also broken out separately from a 

mixed drum loop. And, extra credit for 

the text document that lists file attrib-
utes—tempo (mostly in the 130BPM 

zone), number of measures, key, etc. 
As you'd expect from house, the drums are appropriately 

fat and lumbering, the synths arpeggiated, the basses either 

round or percussive, and of course, you'll find various percus-
sion and funky guitar riffs. Also, note that the one-shots aren't 

just drum hits, but bass, keys, guitar, FX, and other notes—for 

a good time, stretch them across your sampler plug-in. 

So, what makes this " progressive"? The vibe isn't as loose 

as "classic" house; there's a tougher sonic edge, along with 

BIG FISH AUDIO: URBAN CONTEMPORARY GOSPEL 

I fondly remember my father occasionally 

playing "Gonna Ride that Glory Train," from 
Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist Choir, at top 

volume. It wasn't the religious message that 
got him, but the musical one: It was exciting, 

vital, raw, and truly uplifting ... then again, 
that's what good Gospel music is all about. 

Urban Contemporary Gospel has 34 

construction kits, each with loops, drum hits, and mixed 

drum loops also broken out as individual loops (e.g., kick, 
snare, overhead). The sound quality is conservative—some-

times a bit muffled (a little EQ solves that) and not " hot" 

(so drag out your maximizer). But overall, there's a fine 
selection of bass, guitar, drums, keys, organ, and some 

pretty delicious gospel vocals. In fact, most of the loops 

(save the vocals) would fit well into a lot of contemporary 

urban 
ry 

EUPEL 

- - 

REAL LIVE LOOPS: REAL LIVE LOOPS, VOLUME 2 

ihese rock/pop/funk drums are totally 

"unhyped": There's no processing on the 
dry files, and while also duplicated as 

files with reverb, even that adds just a 
subtle ambience—no John Bonham thun-

dering drums here. While you'll have to 

do some work to customize the drums to 

your needs, this purist approach (all files are recorded with 
the same drum setup too) makes them applicable to more 

contexts than if they were already "pre-produced." 

Tempos range from 75 to 135BPM. The Fills folder con-

tains fills at different tempos, but the Loops folders empha-

size different groove styles—tom grooves, hi-hat grooves, 

etc. Timing is tight, even though played by a human; the 

Acidization is less so, and you'll need to edit the Acidization 

markers if you want to stretch much past the original tempo. 

SOUNDS 

a rhythmic precision that leans more toward electro/techno— 
swing is used sparingly, if at all. The end result is a more 

muscular, contemporary sound. 

The construction kits may seem like they could use more 

files, but the exemplary Acidization allows easy mixing and 
matching between kits. Think of the kits more as "guidelines" 

of loops that work well together rather than a limited set of 

choices; it's worth digging around in the other kits, and 
importing elements that multiply your options. PHD is a sat-

isfying, consistent, well-produced set. —Craig Anderton 

Contact: Sony Creative Software, www sonycreative 
software com 

Format: CD-ROM with 523MB/249 files of loops; 24MB/226 

files of one- shots, 16-bit/44.1kHz 

List price: $59.95 

R&B and hip-hop. Furthermore, the Acidization is far supe-

rior to older Big Fish releases—and this is not always easy 
material to Acidize. 

The tunes don't have the rip-your-head-off excitement of 

hardcore, old school gospel; as the title suggests, they indeed 

have more of an urban sound—some of the loops would even 
fit well in smooth jazz. Still, there's a good balance of 
uptempo and slower tunes, making the set quite comprehen-

sive. In a world of me-too sample libraries, this one stands out 
as unique and, well, uplifting. —Craig Anderton 

Contact: Big Fish Audio, www.bigfishaudio.com 
Format: DVD-ROM with about 1.3GB of unique 24-bit/441kHz 

WAV/Acidized content, duplicated as Apple Loops (and REX 
hies where possible); also has Stylus RMX installer 

List price: $99.95 

However, what may be this sample CD's "secret weapon" is 
the collection of individual drum hits, with multiple velocity 
levels. This allows creating your own kit that can fit right in 

with the sounds of the loops and fills, offering an even greater 

degree of customization than just altering the existing loops. 

Bottom line is that while this collection provides the 

sounds and playing, it's up to you to impart the gloss and 

excitement. But ultimately, it will sound the way you want it 

to sound—not like everyone else using the same collection. 

—Craig Anderton 

Contact: Real Live Loops, www.realiveloops.com 
Format: CD-ROM with 16-bit/44.1kHz WAV loops, fills, and 

single hits, duplicated as dry and wet versions (698MB total) 
List price: Approximately $30 for digital download, $40 for 

CD-ROM (including shipping from the UK) 
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iin111 fee 

"When I use anything by 
Expert Sleepers I get 
excited by what I'm 
hearing. These tools have 
the sonic richness of great 
analogue instruments - 
with the features of 
innovative digital ones." 

- Brian Eno 

Augustus Loop tape- style delay, looper and 
more 

Warbler vibrato/chorus/flange/weird 
effect 

Meringue backwards & forwards delay 
with a unique sound 

Minky Starshine advanced additive/ 
subtractive synth 

Crossfade Loop creative sample playback 
Synth instrument 

Crossfade Loop 
Synth Effect 

live sampling effect & 
unusual delay possibilities 

Free demos - AU and VST formats 

Download all these and more at 

www.expert-sleepers.co.uk 
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BFD2 
Overloud Breverb 'BFD2 Edition': Hall, Plate, 
Room & Inverse algorithms ; ntegrated into 
BFD2 mixer 

PSP Vintage Warmer 'BFD2 Edition' integrated 
into BFD2 mixer 

New engine supports more mico and 
articulations 

Switch kits & presets with MIDI program change 

fn-place preview for kit- pieces 

Load-on-demand RAM optimization 

Workflow enhancements include Copy, swap & 
move kit- pieces between slots; Roll tool, 
drum-track enhancements, redo/undo. 
for Grooves 

... and much morel 

www.fxpansion.com/bfd2 

fxpansion 

e rnitz ',seams ve«snee, ups. 

' . • r-,:elte 
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www.cafepress.com/musicplayernet 
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

Primacoustic London Studio Kits  
Primacoustic 
Now Available 
London studio-in-a-box acoustic treatment kits are now available in fabric covered 
high-density fiberglass suitable for fire-rated applications as well as standard 
acoustic foam. Kits come complete with everything you need to fix your room's sound. 
SRP: S599 USD 
www.primacoustic.com 
604-942-1001 

Model TC  
ROK Microphones 
Now Available 
This Class A tube, fixed cardd, 1-inch 
diaphragm condenser mic is perfect for 
lead vocals, all guitars, or anywhere you 
would use a vintage tube microphone, 
but at a better price! 
SRP: $969 
www.adkmic.com 
805-644-6621 

Desktop Konnekt  
TC Electronic 
Available Now 
Portable I/O for professional studios. 
IMPACTTm mic preamp delivers outstanding 
sound quality. High resolution meter for 
precise gain setting and mastering. Integrated 
M40 Studio Reverb. 
SRP: S295 Street: $249 
www.tcelectronic.com/desktopkonnekt6 

GRAMMA 
Rurales Acoustics 
Now available 
The GRAMMA (Gig ana Recording, Amp and Monitor, 
Modulation Attenuator) i. an incredibly effective patented 
device that's used to float an amp or loudspeaker. 
GRAMMA yields nearly total acoustic isolation, resulting 
in a purity of tone that has to be heard to be believed! 
SRP: $59.95 
wvvvv.auralex.com 
317-842-2600 

AMP HEAD 

FISC Quick Sound Field  
Acoustic Sciences Corp 
Now Available 
QSF takes the room out of the mic and 
puts the talent in the mix. It's a free 
standing live room, where you'll love 
the mics you used to hate. 
SRP: $3.245 for set of 8 traps. 
www.asc-studio-acoustics.com/qsf.htm 
1-800-ASC-TUBE (272-8823) 

MIXER / RECORDER 

IDX Reactor Amplifier Direct Bcx  
Radial Engineering 
Now Available 
From the Dl pros at Radial, an amp direct box that uses an 
innovative reactive 'oading speaker emulation to capture all the 
detail, impact and " mojo" of a guitar amplifier/speaker relationship, 
without the hassles and limitations of micing speakers. 
SRP: $220 USO 
www.radialeng.com 
604-942-1001 
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ARTIST Take 
our Favorite o! MASTER CLASS from 

WEB SERIES 

VICTOR WOOTEN 
Slap Technique and 

ndamental Brooke Concepts 

MICHAEL MANRING 
MI Ranga Bass 

JEFF LORBER 
The Art of the Groove 

Private Les;rn 

Coming Soon: Craig Anderton's Secrets of Signal 
Processing, Al DiMeola, Marcus Miller, Chick Corea 
and more! New Master Classes are added regularly! 

"Thanks for the 
insights; I got 

validation for some 
things I'm doing 

already.' 

"This is a great LARRY CARLTON 
teaching medium. 335 Blues 
Please continue to 
expand the series!' 

"These sem nars 
are a great dea. 

Encore! 

"I learned ven 
more than I had 
hoped f r!" 

MUSIC 
PLAYER 
NETWORK 

JORDAN RUDESS 
Keyboard Wizardry 

CRAIG ANDERTON 
Be the Master of Your 

Stcdio Domain 

Art.sts such as guitar great Larry Car ton, keyboard virtuoso _ eff Lorber, bass herD Victor Wooten, and recording expert Craig 
Anderton teach techniques for refining your playing, and alsc offer tips on everytning from soloing to composition to live performance 
to naxirrizing your music prodJction. 

5ponsored by leacing manufacturers, :he arcnived versiDns of the live sirulcasts are available to you any time at a special rate. Log on 

ano play along in the com'ort cf your own hone studio—it's the next best thi -tg to taking a private lesson from your favorite artist! 

TA KE YOUR MASTER CLASSES ONLINE AT: 

www.visualviebcaster.comimusicplavernetworkisitorefront 



CLASSIFIEDS 

CATEGORIES 

MRRKETPLRCE 

RCCESSORIES 

MIXING/MRSTERING 

OUPLICRTION 

EDUCRTION/TUTORIRLS 

RCOUSTIC PRODUCTS RND SERVICES 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

GERI? FOR SRLE 

MARKETPLACE 

CIMNIRAK stud.. rurnituie 
horroK I IN, ( KI Al Il  WIT ti INNOVAI ON AND ;77\1 r! 

Synerm XL Series 
pecried4duer\J foieutIoe 

I The Synergy XL'is are designed to provide heautir-ul 
and ergonomic conaolc komungs for all the popular 
mixers, providing 9011 with optimum functionality to 

, accommodate these mixers and associated peripherals. 

•••••,•ye • \L 

r. O. box , 75, 5»...kto, CA 9+966 
.00.331.'595 41 5,,,z.))91 FAX 4is.›,2.2607 

www.omnirax.com íraçca@Omnirax.com 

y 
wet* 

WHERE SIGHT AND SOUND MERGE 

PLAY- IT 
PRODUCTIONS 

259 W. 30t1. Siren NY, NT 10001 

TOOL IREL1-800-415 3444 oq 212•695-6530 WWW.PLAT-ITPROOLKINN45.NEf 

MRPKETPLRCE 

Direct bound 

EXTREME IsunTion. 
Hendphones 

model 
EX-29 

Perfect headphone 
for serious musicians 

and studio engineers. 
Ultra-fidelity high input 

speakers integrated with 
29 dB of passive isolation 
will not bleed sound into 
live microphones! 

model 
EX-25 

roils " 1111111111111 

titi 1f5 

. • - 

An excellent choice for 

project studios, personal 

audio, and travel. Using 

passive isolation technology. 

this headphone eliminates 

25 dB of surrounding 

ambient sound. 

314-845-7667 
extremehearlphones corn 

Model 
HP-25 

rellien2 .) 

if' in I 

hearing protection. Can be 

used for pract.cing, sport or 

«Mk to eliminate 25 dB of 

surrounding sound. Compact 

and lightweight with many 

benefits—even for kids. 

<eT1.41001« DEMARI, 
S 

ADL 660 MONO TUBE LIMITER 

*FINALLY, TRUE FAIRCHILD COMPRESSION IS 

AVAILABLE IN THE NEW, SERVICEABLE UNIT. I 

WON'T DO A SESSION. WHETHER CUTTING 

OR MIXING, WITHOUT MYADL 660." 

PETE INATTHEVV5 

845-255-4695 
WWW.ANTHONYDEMARIALABS COM 

S Studio Suite 8 
STUDIO 

Simplify 

- 

MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

Are 

Manage Oegantre, Sam 

Studio 
Product! 

1.800.450.5740 
www.studiosuite.com 

'i I, alter e"e":":ir:* 
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RCCESSORIES 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Seleztion of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 

Case Specialists 
www.newyorkcasecompany.com 

We Will Beat loamos' — 
ANY Price! 
877-692-2738 

Custom Manufactured Cables 
Made to Order Mogaml•Canare•Neutrik Hand Crafted 
Balanced/ UnBalanced — Splits - Patch Bays - Speaker 

10% OFF - Use Code USMEQ01 1P Check Out 

www.upscalemusic.com 
860-667-7747 

ttnernageally fransponint Medway. 

MVING. / MFISTER1NG 

EARS, GEAR & EXPERIENCE-
AT INDIE RATES 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Specialist 

You will have the fat, slammin' major-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work s free. 
Custom gear. First-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 
800-884-2576 VIWW drtmasteriig.com 

NEED HELP MAKING YOUR 

AD STAND OUT? 
1 1P 

You need a 
_.• professional designer 

www.loellekatcher.com Joellesk0gmall.com 

Guitar Overdubs! 

Creative, experienced guitarist available for online 

sessions. Major touring & recording credits. 

$250 per song for 1-2 tracks, $300 for 3-4 tracks. 

Fast turnaround. Myspace.com/guitaroverdubs 

juicytunes@verizon.net 

(310)383-6060 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound— Guaranteed! 

In New York $ 475 Complete 
Serv,n9 the U.S. e Album Deal! 

SI-Ice 1989 

CEI 1-800-692-1210 7) 
w ww.musichousemastering.com 

Custom Drum Tracks 

by Ryan Hoyle 
of Collective Soueou7 Rodgers 

awor 'rotor ewe POW11111 

OF REAL DRUMS 

h. 

DUPLICPITICN 

CRYSTALCLEAR 
OISC, PROMO APPAREL 

1.000 
RETAIL 
REAIDY 

CloS 

ONLY 
*999!W $991 

.14 
WHITE 
TIEIES 
ONLY" 

e 
r-

'TRUSTED EXPERIENCE FOR OVER 35 YEARS" TOLL FREE I-800-880-0073 

CO/CID MANUFACTURING -T-SHIRTS/APPAREL. STICKERS'FOSTERS.KINf SALES.DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION 

OUP_ ICRT ION 

LiààààS 
00 ODRS $5 g-ee. 

'100 FULL COLOR' COR 
PACKAGE $169 500 FULL 

COLOR 

001 FUL  o PACKAGE 
CDR PACKPide$89 $699 
SN 5 WO BULK CIE9 
GOAL 100 BASIC S - 110 
IN: 1000 FULL MORS - S1199 

EDUCRTION/TJTORIRLs 

RECORDING ENGINEER HOME STUDY COURSE. 

Licensed School. Diploma FREE inforrration: 

Aude Institute of America, 814 46th Avenue, 

Suite AN, San Francisco, CA 94121 

Phone: (415) 752-0701 

www.audioinstitute.com 

ROGUE-DC PRODUCTS RNO SERVICES 

REALTRAPS'' 
High-Performance 
Acoustic Treatment 

The 600h1 a: so much flatter. 
Mixirtg there now is a real 
pleasure. REALTRAPs eliminated 
the guess work in getting my 
control room acoustically 
correct" —Tony Maser-al', mixer 
fur Black Eyed Peas, John 
Legend, Manah Carey, Destiny's 
Child, R. Kelly, J-Lo, Tupac 

"After adding 7 MondoTraps the 
bass response in my mastering 
room was s,moothed out 
measurably and audibly. and 
not a bass note is out of place. 
Plus, the sweet spot has 
grown!" --Bob Katz. Digital 
Diormin 

"Our control room needed 
serious help. After installing 
Minirraps the room sounds 
better than we believed 
possible, with clear, round 
bottom and vastly improved 
imaging. Fantastic product. 
great company." --Nile Rody.--. 

Please visit our web site for a wealth of 
product information, demo videos and 
some of the clearest explanations of room 
acoustics you'll find anywhere. 

866-RealTraps (866-732-5872) 

WWW. REALTRAPS.COM 

www.eamag.corr, CE MEIER itOCIIII Elp 



CLASSIFIEDS 

RCOUSTIC PRODUCTS FIND SER VICES 

1-1AVT— Rooin 
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 17 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

AcousticsFirst" 
Toll-Free888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise eliminatlon. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

ereNOLP/rbeée\eteSii/éPe/ 
CALL ALLISON SMITH AT: 

650-238-0296 OR EMAIL AT: 

asmith@nbrnedia.com 

ime 0,40 VOCALBOOTH.com 
LOUD ON THE OUTS,- QUIET ON THE INSIDE 

"IT'S A HEAVENLY SANCTUARY ." 

KAKI./ COLLINS 

• 

• 

4111.Acoustics 

Quail Treatments 

wee.. 

A or sae e 
Prices 

The GIK Monster was the 
.41 1 perfect trap to reduce 
trie a resonance that I 
. -„' detected in Studio 8" 

Bob Katz Mastering Engin. 

1.888.986.2789 • www.gikacoustics.com 

"Bringing your sound to life!" 

AD ORDER FORM 
An ad in EQ's Cassifiedt reaches more than 34,500 serious musicians for only 52.40 per worn plus 5700 for 

an address. Mir.imum charge: $25DO. Please underline words to appear in bold type and add 50.50 per every 

bold wad. Plea,e indicate clearly any words to appear in all (lips and add $0.25 per every cap word. Each phone 

number,.-mail address m website address counts as one word. Call for display rates. 3 months minimum schedule 

required. Deadlines are the 8th of the month, 2 months prior to cover date (for example, April 8th for the June 

issue. on sale in early June. Businesses must list business name in ad. Al) ads must be received in writing, paid 

STUDIO FURNEHINGIS 

GERR FOR SRI 

Matrix Audio Systems 

Have You Heard? 

go to: 

MATRIXAUDIOSYSTEMS.NET 

SIC a 
Your gateway to artist news, 

gear reviews, lessons, 
and more... 

www.musicplayer.com 

in full in advance. All ads must be music-related. Retail advertisers may not lut discounted prices or percentages 

on specific models, unless items are used or discontinued. Advertisers must provide us v,:ith complete name, 

street address, and phone number, whether or not included in the ad copy you may li : t a PO Box address in 

your ad, however). Mail ads to: EQ Classifieds, Attn: isllison Smith, 1111 Bayhill Dr., Suite 125, San Bruno, CA 

94066. FAX (if paying by MasterCard, or Visa). (650)238-0263. For more information, ca li Allison Smith at (650) 

238-0296; E-mail: asmith@musicplayencom. (*Audied circulation; does not include pass-along rate.) 

• 
TO COMPUTE COST OF AD : 

: Company Name   Contact Name  
# words x 12.40 =   • 

• Address City  State   Zip   # boid words x S. . 50 =  • • • 
• Telephone  E-mail  #  ALL CAPS wds x $ .25 =  • 
• Address $7.00 =  • 
a Please print your ad clearly. Use a separate sheet of piper if you need more room. • 

Total cost per issue =  
• • 
•   (ninImu, 525.00/ e 
• x number of issues ko run x  • 
•   • 
• Total payrrxert =  • 
•   3 Payment enclosed, or Charge my • 

• 3 Visa 3 MasterCara • 
•   • 
• (do not inc)uoe addiess when counting words) Card #  • 

• 
e«, Category: 3 Marketplace El Duplication ri Talent and Employment 1 Sounds/Sequences/Software CI Mixing/Mastering Expration aate:  • 

• 0 Instruments 0 Accessories El Gear for Sale 1 Acoustic Products & Svc's 1 Studio Furnishings 1 Other Signed•   • 
• 
• 
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AD 
COMPANY 

I A 
These companies would be very happy to assist you in obtaining more informa-

tion about their products and services. Please contact them via phone or online. 

PHONE WEB PAGE 14 

Abe's of Maine 

Ableton 

Alesis 

Arsenal Audio by API 

Artist Master Class Web Series 

Audio-Technica 

Audiofanzine 
Auralex 

B&H Pro Audio 
Behringer 

Berklee 
CAD Professional Microphones 

Cakewalk 
CDIA Boston University 

Conservatory Of Recording Arts & Scier 

Digidesign 

EQ Gear 

EQ Statement of Ownership 
EQ TV 

Equator Audio Research 

Eventide 

Expert Sleepers 

Five Towns College 

Fxpansion 

Groove Tubes 

IMSTA 
KRK 

Klein + Hummel 

Line 6 

M-Audio 

Mackie 

Mojave Audio 

Ocean Way Drums 

Peterson Strobe Tuners 

Planet Waves 

PreSonus 

Record Ready 

Radial Engineering 

Royer 

SAE Institute 

SE 

Samson 

Shure 

Sonic Circus 

Sonic Reality 

Sonic Reality 

Steinberg 

Sweetwater 

Tanager 

Toontrack 

Truefire.com 

XSeed 

800-992-2237 

800-959-3343 

800-947-5518 

866-BERKLEE 
800-762-9266 

800-808-CDIA 

Ices 888-604-4075 

888-772-0087 

www.abesofmaine.com 

www.ableton.com/holiday-special 

www.alesis.com 
www.arsenalaudio.com 

www.visualwebcastercom/musicplayernetwork/storefront 
www.audio-technica.com 

www.audiofanzine.com 
www.auralex.com 

www.bhproaudio.com 
www.behringercom 

www.berkleemusic.com 

www.cadmics.com 
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www.cdiabu.com 

www.audiorecordingschool.com/eq.html 

www.digidesign.com/protools8 

www.cafepress.com/musicplayernet 

201-641-1200 

631-656-2110 

805-258-1465 

480-596-9690 

416-789-6849 

818-847-0222 

708-388-3311 

800-750-0323 

604-942-1001 

818-847-0121 

888-SC4-GEAR 

800-232-6186 

800-222-4700 

888-SONG WORKS 

www.eqmag.tv 
www.equatoraudio.com 

www.eventide.com 

www.expert-sleepers.co.uk 

www.ftc.edu 

www.fxpansion.com/bfd2 

www.groovetubes.com 

www.imsta.org 

www.krksys.com/rokit 

www.klein-hummel.com 

www.line6.com/podx3pro 

www.m-audio.com 

www.mackie.com/420 

www.mojaveaudio.com 

www.oceanwaydrums.com 

www.strobosoft.com 

www.planetwaves.com 

www.presonus.com 

www.EQMag.com 

www.radialeng.com 

www.royerlabs.com 

www.sae.edu 

www.sonicus.net 

www.samsontech.com 

www.shure.com/ninelives 

www.soniccircus.com 

www.studioprofiles.com 

www.downloadablesoundz.com 

www.steinberg.net 

www.sweetwater.com 
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www.toontrack.com 
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STUDIO NAME: Inner Machine Studios 

LOCATION: Buffalo, NY 

CONTACT: www.innermachinestudios.com 

KEY CREW: John Rzeznik, Robby Takac (owners); Mike 

Brylinski (studio manager) 

CONSOLES: API Legacy Plus 48-Channel Inline w/Uptown 
Moving Fader Automation; Digidesign Control 24; Neve 

BCM10 10-Channel, 8-Channel Broadcast w/ 34128 Mod-

ules (8) 

CONVERTERS: Crane Song HEDD 192 AID and DIA (2) 

DAW: Digidesign Pro ToolsIHD3 Accel, v.7.4 

TAPE MACHINE: ATR 102 112- inch 

SYNC: Apogee Big Ben; Rosendahl Nanosync 192k 

MONITORING: Genelec 1030a, 1032As; George Auspurger 

Mains (custom); Furman HDS6 w/remote stations; KRK 

E8s; Yamaha NS10s w/ TST-SW150 subwoofer 

MICS: AEA R44 ( 3), R84 (2), R88, R92; AKG 414 (4), 451, 

D112, D12E; Audio-Technica 3032 (2); Audix i5 (2); Beyer-
dynamic M160 (2); BLUE Bottle, Dragonfly, Kiwi; Coles 

4038 ( 3); Crown PZM (3); Electro-Voice RE-20 (2); Joseph-

son C42 (6), E22s (6): Neumann KM53 (2), KM56, KM184 

(4), M147 (3), M149 (2), TLM103ni, U87 (6), USM69; Sennheiser 

421(2), 441(2) mkh20 P48 (2), mkh40 P48 (2); Shure SM7 

(2), SM57 (5), SM58 (3); Soundelux 251; Telefunken 251, 250, 

270, D19 B200, M12 (2), M16 (2), TD25 (3), U47, U67 (3) 

PRES/DI: API 212L (32); Avalon U5 (2); Chandler Limited 

Germanium (8), TG Channels (8), TG2; Eclair Evil Twin; 

Groove Tubes "The Brick," VIPre; Mercury 72 (3); Neve 

1073 (10); PreSonus MP20; Universal Audio 610, 6176 

DYNAMICS PROCESSORS: Alan Smart C2; Chandler Lim-

ited Zener; Collins 26ui; dbx 160A (2), 160 VU (2); 

Drawmer DS201 (2); Empirical Labs EL-7X FATSO, EL-8X 

Distressor (4); Eventide Omnipressor; Fairchild 670; 

Focusrite Red 3; Gates Level Devil (2); Groove Tubes Glory 

Comp; Inward Connections TSL-3; Inovonics 201; Malkjos 

Stereo Bus Compressor; Mercury M66; Neve 33609 J; Pur-

ple Audio MC77 (2); RCA BA-6A (mod) (2); Retro Instru-

ments Sta-Level (2); Ridge Farm Boiler; Universal Audio 

LA2A (2), LA3 (2); UREI 1176 (2); US Army Federal Com-

pressor (mod) 

Efa: API 550L (48); Chandler Limited Tone Control (8); 

GML 8200; Mercury EQP1A (2); Neve 1073 (10) 

EFFECTS: AMS DMX, RMX 16; dbx 120XP; Eventide 

H3000; Lexicon 480L w/LARC, PCM42 (2); Line 6 Echo 

Pro, Filter Pro, Mod Pro; TC Electronics 2290 
PLUG-INS/SOFTWARE: Audio Ease Altiverb, 

Speakerphone; Ceemony Melodyne; Eventide Anthology 

2.0; Fxpansion BFD 1, 2; IK Multimedia Sampletank 2.0; 
Muse Receptor; Propellerhead Software Reason; Sound 

Toys Bundle; Spectrasonics Stylus RMX; Native 

Instruments Absynth; WaveMachine Labs Drumagog; 
Waves GTR, Mercury Bundle, SSL Bundle 

NOTES: Whew! That's a lot of gear for just one band-

especially a band that started a studio as a mere " pick-

up project." John Rzeznik and Robby Takac, of Goo 

Goo Dolls fame, initially decided to save this old TV 

and radio studio for reasons no greater than sentimen-
tality. "We'd recorded at the old studio before and 

Robby worked here as a kid. When the actual studio 

went out of business, we bought it out and decided to 

slowly remodel it and make it part of our thing," 
explains Rzeznik. 

Enter John Storyk of Walters-Storyk Design Group. As 

the original designer of the room that preceded Inner 

Machine, Rzeznik says that Storyk was their first choice when 

it came time to select a world-class architect to re-envision 

the studio. Storyk explains: "John and Robby's mandate was 
to create a fresh, live acoustic feel, particularly in the large 

tracking room. We stripped away the original finishes and 

treatments and replaced them with a completely new 

acoustic package including extensive perforated wood sur-

faced treatments. This raised the -RT60 value of the room 

while still controlling low frequency decay." 

According to Rzeznik, after recording countless 

records in studios throughout the country, he and Takac 

were basically "tired of paying people tons of money to 

record [their] records," and decided they should make a 

place where they could do it all themselves. 

"Our goal was to have a place where the clock wasn't 

running all the time," said Rzeznik. "We decided that if we 

were going to have the space we would make it non-

profit. We'll just keep pouring money into making it as 

nice as possible." SO 

HEY, E0 READERS. WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO? 

SEND PICS AND INFO TO eq a musicplayer.com. 
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SIV158 - NINE LIVES INCLUDED. NOW WITH $ 10 REBATE 

For decades, the legendary Shure SM58-:- microphone has suffered the ravages of 
performance, proudly bearing its marks for all to see. Find out why the world's most 
abused microphone is still its most popular. Get a $ 10* rebate with your SM58 

purchase and enter to win monthly prizes at www.shure.comininelives. 
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NOVEMBER 1 TO DECEMBER 31 2008 

Give the gift of Live 
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Get up to $ 150 cash back when purchasing 
Ableton Live 7, Live 7 LE or Ableton Suite. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

www.a bleton.com/holiday-specia t 




